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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Administrators 're surely very bbsy people. There at4e-ever more tasks

to attend to, eier more c..-,:erns and problems that require time, endrgy,

and concentration. Yet here you are with a book about evaluation in 'your

hands. We'd guess, then, that one of your concerns is likely to be an evalua-

tion of a project with which you are associated, or for whiCh you have

administrative responsibility. In view of this concern, there may be a

variety of reasons motivating you to examine this book.

Perhaps evaluation is relatively new to you,and you would like some

clarification about your role inthe process. Or perhaps you are wondering
. -

how worthwhile expenditures of time and resources, for the evaluation are

----likely-to-be-and-would-like to-help-insure that you-get your--"monerS

worth."

Or, you may already have experience participating in evaluation,

been disappointed in the outcome. This-time, you'd like to take an active

role in making sit r that the evaluation-is better tailored to your-project's

needs, thoughyoUm y -lbe sure exactly how tego about doing that.

We'd like to reassure you -- you have come to the right place to get

immediate help. The-authors of this volume provide the following assurances:

This handbook is oriented specifically to those who commission or
are otherwise administratively responsible for seeing that evaluations
are'performed.

This handbook is practical; we don't just tell yoU what to do. Rather,
we show you how to do it and provide you worksheets for practice.



This handbook is easy to read, with a minimum of technical, language

and a maximum of commonsense adviCe. -/

a This handbook is useful for administrafbrs at any stage of an

evaluation,whether tht Manning process or nearing.completion.

Evaluation

Let's clarify for a momentwhat'we mean by "evaluation." When we use the

term in this handbook, we are referring to the activity of systematically

obtaining information that might be used to change attitudes or to make

judgements which can be used to improve the opera Lion of projects. What

does this definition mean in practice?

First, note that the word "systematic' implies that there must be a

plan to the evaluation. Evaluation is not simply the ..acquisition of data

-or information in some haphazard fashion. This organized plan for data (or

information) collection shoUld be directed-toward obtaining_data_that_wil1

provide answers specifically to the questions or concerns you or others may

have about the project. You need to consider carefully how the evaluation

plan will help obtain that data. After determining the questions and concerns,

"obtaining the desired information" involves several activities: identifying
VI

the appropriate information, acquiring the information, analyzing the data,
L -

based on the data.and forming justifiable conclusions

Once the appropriate information h een obtained and analyzed, then

the conclusions based on this data can be put to use in two major ways.

The first of these, stated in our definition, refers to the changing of.an

attitude or'belief about the project or its operation. That is, the findings

from the evaluation mighiinfldence your (or someone elses) opinion about



the project or the way it operates. (While this might have no immediate

visible impact on the project; it very well could change or influence actions

in:the future.) A second Way that6you'could use the.conclusions based on:

the data woUld.be to Make actual decisions relating to project operations or

even tO7project continuation. For example, based.on thecevaluation findings,

you might recommend that the project not be refunded for,the following year,
0

,

or else you might make certain modifications in the way'that the project

operates.

But there's another important feature-of this definition: we use_
\ J

the term "evaluation" to refer onlyo evaluation, of an organizational

entity (such as a "project" or program). We are not discussing here he

) evaluation of individuals (such as students, trainees, personnel, man gers,

etc.). We are discussing projects that operate in organizations such

--schools,social_service_agencies,-7-hospitals,-bnks, etc. :these prdjects

can be at a micro leVel within the organizati/ On(for exaMO:e, the third-

grade Mathematics program in one elementary school), or they may be at the

macro level (for example, the Aid to Families with DependentChildren,sociat

services statewide). In both these examples, though the data collected

come from individual participants in the project (either the third-grade

students or the AFDC clients), the evaluation deals with the entire project-

as the entity to be judged, and not with the individuals who have provided

the-data for analysis.



Evaluation as a Meaningful Attivity,

Our firm belief, and one that we'will endeavor to transmit' to you

-- roughoUt this handbook, is that evaluations should be meaningful to all

those involved in the process. Evaluations shoUld have importance, signi-
...

_fi ance, and purpose. In short, the -evaluation's must be more than windOw .

dressing -- they must fulfill.a necessary function. We're sure that many

of you reading this handbook will recall instances,bf evaluations -- not

meaningful -- which produced nothing more'than a dull report to be forever

filed away on a dusty shelf. No more

So what does "meaningful" entail? The first issue is, meaningful to

. / .1

whom? To statisticians, to researchers, publishers? No:

Meaningful to funding agencies, t6 nigher-level administrators, to the

evaluator? -- Maybe: But primarily the evaluation must be meaningful,

, I

significant, and important to you and to'others who are actively involved

with the project ancrare making decisions about it.

"To further understand "meaningful," you need only think about what 4 -

you would personally consider meaningfUl. We believe yoU would think an

evaluation meaningful if it were relev , involving

you in its process.

A relevant evaluation should be "on target." It must deal with topical/

critical issues (issues of concern to you and to your colleagues), and it

must deal with them in an appropriate fashion.

A meaningful evaluation should also be credible. There are several

ifflOortant aspects to credibility. ,First, the evaluation should have technical



credibility Statistical correctness, properly drafted instrumets,

valid design,etc.). The technical credibility of the evaluation should be.

at a sufficiently high level that you and others can feel that the results - \

have been appropriately obtained a(nd are beyond major professional criticism.

We note parenthetically that almost every report can be critiqued and Found

to contain, some technical deficiencies: what concerns us here is avoiding

glaring inadequacies.

But there's another side to credibility -- let's call it professional

credibility. Quite simply, ask yourself i the evaluator is someone you

can believe in ,- and; by implication, is the evaluation itself something

you can tru t? Do the evaluator's action, reports,recommendations instill

sufficient onfidence that you might want to go ahead, to move on Vim, to

make decisi ns, to make changes where necessary?

A further dimension of "meaningful" evaluation is that of your'own

involvement in the ev'aluation. Ask yourself how drawn you feel to getting

involved, to wanting to be close to what is happening. If the eva+uation is

but a minor consideration amongother, more pressing priorities, you are '0
unlikely to make a majo-t- commitment to it And without this close involvement

On your part, the evaluation:uniloubtedly.will lose icredibilitir.

. 7

,

In sum, then, for'an evaluation to be meaningful, you must be able to. - .

believe in the evaluation's purpose, to trust its processes and findings,

and to-- participate actively in its cOndUct: Such active involVeMent will

.. _

not only help make the-eValuation meaVngfulto you, but by'your example will:

.
,

also encourage meaningful :involvement of others closeto'the project.,
r



Evaluation as an OrgatzedMeanirift

Meaningful evaluations as we have just described them dO not come about

by chance -- they must be planned for, carefully organized, properly carried

out, and effectively communicated to people Who intend-to use that information.

And this is where Loy can make your greatest.contributiOn.

We consier that' you., in your administrative role, :are the'"organiier"'
V'

of'the evaluation. An terms of our definition of "organizer, " .this makes a

you the person ultimately responsible for the evaluation.' You play the most

imPortant,part-of all-inaS..suring,Aat the evaluation will turn out to be

meaningful. Timeand time again, research has shown that it is the presence
.

of.a person in a position, of authority who takes a personal interest in the

evaluation that makes the difference in whether or,not,resolts Of the

1-

evaluation are actually ,put,to use - and that is certainly a prime indica-

tion thaf a meaningful evaluation has occurred.

''Put," you may be saying, "I an only one person How can Il)e so-

i, 0 , \

important? And besides, I have lots of other responsibilities to-attend

to Other than this 'one evaluation.," We are not saying that you must do

everything yourself:-

The key to successfully carrying out your role is understanding hov,

to organize, hoW to structure the evaluation process so that the 'Other/
',--

,interested parties in,theevaluation can be involved to best adVantage

And you are the one person faMiliar enough with the context in WO the

evalUtfon will\take. place to organize: and involve gveryOne,connec ed-With
.

-/

the evaluat4on process -- yourself, as administrator;'the eval ator;, the



'project staff; the project- participants; and any other interested parties,

whether internal or external to_your own organization.

This handbook will giye you the infordiation (and the tips) you'll need

in your administrative role as the evaluation "organizer" to manage the best,

most useful evaluation possible within the context of your project's realities.

It will take you through the-early stages of the evaluation, which we've

termed "Setting the stage" and "Identifying/organizing the participants";

through the execution of the evaluation activities ("Operationalizing the

interactive process"), and finally through the concludijng;phase of the

-evaluation ("Adding the finishing touches for use"). Here's a!brief sample,

drewn from the stage lab7led "Identifying/organizyng t e participants":!

Consider for a moment-the evaluator. Perhaps' you already know some
evaluators; there are lots of them available nowadays. Some evaluators
may act like remote, clinical researchers who want.you'to "set up
controlled experiments in order to, evaluate your.pro/ect. Some
evaluators may tell you what needs to be,evaluated, with or without
your or Other interested parties' concerns and questions about the
project being !discusSed and.taken into consideration.- Still other
evaluators may offer you little'or no professional guidance in design-
ing the evaluation. If you've worked with any' of these kinds of
evaluators before, we offer our condolences and our encouragement
that this time,\your evaluation should have an evalUator it merits,
an evaluator who\is oriented toward the users.' concerns and toward -

producing a meaningful evaluation, a useful, evaluation for= decision-
!,making.

What does such an e luatar loo like in action? °The evaluator you
should be seeking to hire should ideally be' someone whowants to involve

;you and the other potential users of evaluaqon information in the
planning and the conduct of the evaluation; who asks for,YOur questjons
and concerns about the'project to be evaluated; who has good interper--
sonal communication skills; who can assess the `potential -users'. pre-
ferences fOr-feceiving information and responds'appropriittely; and -

who is politicly aware...

We hope the above example has provided some hintthat this handbook

does have relevant information to offer you And if--,we haven't yet per-
.



suaded you, then perhaps we have at least caught your interest sufficiently

that you will continue reading before making up your mind.

We conclude this brief introduction by outlining the, content of the

remainder of the handbook. Chapter7IIdittUSses the idea of evaluation use,

one.of the central concepts injproject evaluation. It also introduces

the notion of "Factor Patterns," clusters of individual elements which can

help you organize your evaluation into recognizable, defined stages that

promote evaluation use. Numerous examples accompany the definitions and

discussions.

/ Chapter III goes on to discuss in detail each of the individual clusters

of elements which ma e up the Factor Patterns. You will find suggestions

for how to make each of the elements,work for you as you organize the evalua-

tion. 'You'll a3 so ind.tactCs and strategies you.tan employ if you/identify

elements,in-your own evaluation situation which could potentially work against

evaluation use.

o

Chapter\IV provides a detai ed scenario of one evaluation context.

Seen through the eyes of the responsible "organizerthis scenario provides

the background against which the organizer shares her= and her
.0

activities as the evaluation progresses from the planning stage, through the'

\ ,

operational sige, and finally the tlbting stage. ,The discussion charac-

terizes the evaluation in terms of the four Factor Patterns introduced in
,

Chapter I and III, and focuses specitically on the issue of maximizing the

evaluation 'use.



Chapter V completes this handbook by providing Worksheets for you to

use (or practice with) is you consider organizing your own evaluation. By

the Lime you finish this chapter, you will become quite expert as an

evaluation organizer!

We know that you are anxious to get started, so we suggest that

without/further delay, you turn to Chapter II and begin about
. ,/

evaldation use.



A CHAPTER Ii

WHAT IS EVALUATION USE?

This chapter deals with a central issue in project evaluation --

the use of evaluation as a decisionmaking and administrative tool-.-

Administrators in charge of projects -- people like yourself -- want to

run their projects as efficiently as possible and make sure that the

projects are as effective. as possible. Evaluation can help in these

tasks, but only if the information produced by the evaluation is received

and used by those who Reed it most. Our intention In this book is to show

you how to organize an evaluation for the express purpose of maximizing

its potential for use.

Definition_of4ey-Terms

Wel_ve -jut -introduced a few key terms into our discussion, terms

which should be clarified.before _proceeding Further. The term project\
\

refers to an organized undertaking. Such an undertaking generally requcires

a staff whose members have different jobs and responsibilities related .1co

carrying out the goals objecthes, and activities of the program being

implemented. Here are a few examples of what we mean by "project":

A school district introduces bilingUal instructional pro-
cedures to teach English and other subjects to limited
English- speaking students.

A medical center introduces training to improve nursing
educators' abilities to develop nursing competency tests.

A bankq main office_develops procedures for showing branch
managers how to implement updated software in their compu-
terized data-process-ing system.

An infantry division's cominander institutes field-training
exercises to train company-grade officers in long-range
reconnaissance tactics.

1



A corporation's sales division plans a conference
to introduce the successful promotiohal and sales
strategies of one region into other regions.

Each of these projects could be subject to evaluation.

An evaluation collects, analyzes, and.reports information on some

undertaking such as the projects listed above. It is designed to produce

information that will help in decisionmaking: for example, decisions

concerned with improving the efficiency of project_operation.
;

Here are some evaluation examples drawn from the five projects

identified above:

The school district's bilingual project Staff needs
evaluation information to make sure that students who I

need bilingual services are being properly identified
They also need information on how well the instructional
component is being implemented, on how successful the I\ '----,_,

project is in preparing students for instruction in
IEnglish, and on how well the individual schools in the

district are doing_this job.

The medical center's training unit needs evaluation
information on nursing.educatorst attitudes toward
testing. They also need to know how successful the
training program is in teaching/nursing educators about
test development. That is, are/the tests therdevelop
after receiving training of higper quality than the tests
they developed prior to training.

The senior data-Processing staff of the bank ':s main offic
ould_benefit_from_collecting information on branch managtrs'
attitudes toward the proposed changes in the software sys em,
on the extent to which local_ ranches have a smoothly ru hing
system prior to the-introducAon of changes, and on ways to
improve local operations. /

,

The infantry division comma 'der and his headquarters sta f
need tnformation on the cur ent assignments of officers with
long-range patrol training i 11 need locat on
and status information agg t IlOientar=4flagveterans with long-
range patrol experience who are available for teOcrarY
duty:to the training effort. During-training, the sta f
needs information collected on the ground. If' the training
is divisionwide and-intended to meet contingency ,needs only,

-it



division staff will need information on the general,
performance ofcompany-grade officers in different
battle groups.. If the training is intended to screen
and select commanders of long-range units, the staff
will need specific information on each candidate's
performance.

The corporation's senior sales executives need infor-
mation on how well the conference was received by the
participants. They may also wart follow-up,information
on whether the successful promotion and sales strategies

were implemented as intended.; Finally, they need infor-
mation on whether regional sales volumes remained the
same, increased, or decreased after the proposed strategies
took effect. _

As these examples show,ar evaluation can collect different kinds of

information at different points in time: before a project begins,

during the course of the projectand at the of the-project. More-

over, different kinds of personnel can be involved both in the project

itself and in its evaluation.

'A project may also have several administrators working at different

levels in the overall organization. In-this book we will focus primarily

on the particular administrator with operational authority over and

responsibility for the project being evaluated. We recognize that this

administrator may be designated by a, variety of titles: project director,

.
. . . ,

principal, program manager, project supervisor, etc. Whatever:his or her
/
1

title this individual, in essence, performs the functions desCribed below:

The project administrator is the person responsible for the overall

... operation of the project, the personwhose actions and irfluenceusually,

reach into every aspect of_theFroject And,whose:060histratiVe responi10'ties

include dealing with every group or agency with an interest in the project

and a stakeinitsaperational proceduresTandaUtcomes., ono important



function of this administrator is to work closely with the evaluator

throughout the entire evaluation process.

The following examples, drawn from the cases previously described,

identify the person who -may best be regarded as the "project aaministrator,"

as defined above:

In the school district, the director of bilingual
education is likely to be the project administrator.
Although he/she may report to others with some influence
over the project at the broad policy level (e.g., an
assistant superintendent in charge of compensatory
education, the superintendent of the school district)
nonetheless it is the airector of bilingual education who
is responsible for the operation of the bilingual project
and for its evaluation.

In the medical center, the project adMihistrator is
probably the director of nursing education. This person
may work with and report to other administrators. But
by virtue of position and training, s/he is best equipped
to identify area for which evaluation information is needed.

In the case of the bank, the project administrator. is, likely
to be some fairly senior individual in charge of system-
wide computerized data processing. This individual could
be a vice president who is knowledgeable about both banking
operations and data processing and thus is therefore stra-
tegically placed to consider evaluation within the total
sphere of banking operations, not only computer systems.

In the infantry division,- there-are at least trto possible
candidates for project administrator., In the-Case of
divisionwide contingency training, the divisiOn commander
is ultimately responsible; he may, however, assign an :-

dssi-stant as project direetor.: .. In the. case, of unit-co6nander
screening and,selection, ,the,designated:-,project director`'
might be a battalion executive` officer' with-appropriate
training and experience.'

In,the corporate sales division; "the Project administrator',

probabbi be a senior executive-,in-the headquarters'
sales division. While this_PersPh reports to the national
head of sales, s/he assumes direct "respohsibility for.running
the sales proJect,and its evaluation,'



Each of the project administrators identified above, then, would

have operational responsibility for the project and its evaluation. We

contend that this responsibility entails the promotion of evaluation use.

Evaluation Use

What exactly do we mean by "evaluation use" The term refers to the

purposeful, planned consequences that result from applying evaluation

information to a problem, question,,or concern at hand. Another wavy of

phrasing the definition is to say that "use is the application of evalu-

ation information or evaluation processes to a hieve intended, desired ends.

Two-questions arise naturally from the above definition: use by

whom? and for what purpose(s)? Let's deal with the first question now

Use by Whom?

There are many potential 9users"'Of evaluation information. For

example, when you look at /theprogram to be eValuated.(e.g. the program
.., -

for Which'you have,oVerall resposibility)' censiderwho the persons are

that actually make the program work.. Perhapsyou have a staff a desig-

nated project director, or several sUbadministratOrS.

entsi:Ottzenst-adviturYcimcils-Ojrother

Perhaps your:project

involv

groups outside you "own organization. Each of these groups can have a

.professional and a,personal interest 1 the information to be produced by

the evaluation; each is a potential user of evaluation. In addition, many

projects have another outside audience' that can-be a Potential eValuation

user -- a state or federal agency, which often mandate that' an, evaluation be

performed,as-a condition of granting/funds for project operation.



Use for What Purpose(s)?

The range of possible evaluation users is large, but there are only

three main categories of evalu use. The first of these is termed

"action use": the intenti nal use of evaluation to inform decisions

about the project being evaluated. An obvious example of action use is a

change, made on the basis of evaluation information, in a project's content

or-methods. Another example of action%use is a.conclusicn, drawn on the-

basis ofevaluation information that the program is running as intended

and does not, need to be modified at the present time.

Use may result from an evaluation's processes as well as from the

data it produces. For example, contacts between the evaluator and the

Project staff early in the life of the project may result in shared concerns

-about the need for project modifications, which in turn may lead to actual

modifications in project operation. Or the evaluator may indicate that

certain data will be collected as part of the evaluation. An understanding

of the measures to be used may lead to a recognition of project deficiencies

(and changes) before any evaluation data has been collected.

The second kind of use is conceptual in nature. The term "conceptual

use" refers to the intentional use of evaluation to modify people's atti-

tudes toward the project. Often,-conceptual use arises from the personal

exchangesand interactions that takeplaCe between-Ahe evaluator:anck

potential users, or between the ev

nature, conceptual use does not in

luator and the project staff. By its

volve any tangible-or identifiable

Nor can? one.:point to .anY. written .document,to prove that :ConcePtUal use'. has

occurred. Rather conceptual use is manifested by Changes -in .atiitude a

where possible n-subsequent-behavior.'

.



Third, the professional literature talks about the "symbolic" use

of evaluation, as when an institution "Toes through the motions" to show

that something required is taking place, that regulations are being

followed./ Such symbolic use is seen, for example, when an institution

contracts ..to have an evaluation conducted merely to demonstrate compliance

for an external agency. The evaluation itself is a way of saying, symboli-

cally, "Look, we are complying with the regulations by submitting ours

project to evaluation."
o

Throughout this Guide "we will be concerned only with the first two

luses of evaluation: ';action and conceptual. We'will not deal with symbolic

use for two reasons. First, symboldc use is int,:xent in the conduct of'

the evaluation itself. Second, we do not want to encourage evaluations

directed only toward symbolic purposes. Such evaluations are a waste of

money and time. This book is directed toward making evaluations truly

useful so that their conduct will be worthwhile.

Likewise, an evaluation can have both intended and unintended uses.

Occasionally, the results of an evaluation.can be used in ways that are

very different from what.was envisioned. For example, the use of the

evaltatiOn report by a community organiz6ti4n to demonstrate lack of

sufficient support from other agencies. Sometimes-these unintended useS,

are beneficial, sometimes not We might refer to this as'the "impact" of

the evaluation in contrast to its "use,' which is planned and intended.

Since this book is focused on getting you to anticipate and improve the

use of evaluation not consider impact in this broader sense:.'.



Here are a few observations which you should keep in mind when you

consider*organizing you,- evaluation for action use, for conceptual use,.

or for both:

. 4 0 i ,k,)

o First, not every intended action is preceded by
,_)

conceptual use. But,where action depends on7.
prior conceptual groundwork, you' shout& be sure
that this groundwork is' laid.

Second, and conversely, not every conceptual use '

is fojlowedcby an action. But where.such progression
is warranted, you should make sure thatit occurs.

o Third, conceptual use,
.

in itself, may be the final
des - ired'effect of many evaluations.

Process and Product

1

1 ,

As indicated in'the previous discussion, evaluatilOn use °can be

stimulated by the process of evaluation (such as data/'collection), by

the product of the evaluation (such as a report); y some combination

.
of the two. Let's define these terms a bit more narrowly.

1/ 4 ,
'-\% 7/

By evaluation process, we mean the ways in which the evaluation

is conducted: for example, the involvement of se /ected \individuals as

informants oeinterviewees; the formal and informal interactions between

the evaluator and the users duringthgL,SIugy;_thi_data collpctinn procedures__

The eValuatioh process can affect a project simply by virtue of the

'

,fact that tris-fpCcurring and 1s-therebY 1pvorg project personnel. For

example, contacts betweenthe evaluator and/the staff area naturel.part
.

of theAiSe-oriented 4Aluatiohi,prodeSS. Such contacts may lead to changes,
in the attitudes behaliicirs.or actions of itaff:.meMbers.



example, the project director, in supervising data collection for the

evaluation, may develop a closer working relationship with the project

staff. This enhanced rapport results from'the evaluation proCess itself,

whatever the ultimate findings of the evaluation.

By evaluation product, we mean the organized body Of findings, data,

recommendations, and Other information provided at appropriate points

during the evaluation. The evaluation product includes, of course, the

final evaluation report, but it may also include interimhreports, findings,

and recommendations..

The evaluation product can affect a project through people's expecta-

tions of the findings. For example, a teacher may Change course content

or teaching methodology on the'basis,of preliminary evaluation findings

about student achievement. ,Asanother'example of the effect of evaluation

products, a citizen's advisory group may demand that certain project

changes be made after hearing some of the evaluator's recommendations.

Let'scgo back now to the case examples introduced earlier and

examine therange of possible users and uses.

The school district'bilingual director-maY be concerned about
--the-negative attitudes:Of other teachers" (1:e., those outside

the bilingual prOjett)7toward-the-PrOject. . These outside'
teachers constitute one posstble-grou06f7users7--The-director_
intends that.favorable evaluation informatton instill more
positive teacher attitudes.toward bilingual education (concep-
tual _use), Thee; irector may believe that the evaluation
indicates aheed-t6-convince the .sUPerihtendet and the'school
board (another; group of'potentialusers):that the bilingual

/program should be expanded. Such-an eZpinsion.would constitute'
/ an'exampleof action use, preCeded by:conceptual use (convincing

the ,board.that'eXpansion isnecessarY)..



The director of nursing education may find that the evalua--
fion results show that the staff lacks the skills necessary
for deVeloping'sound, valid competency tests. The staff,
then, is a potential user of evaluation. The director,
decides to institute some staff training (an action use).,
The director,also uses the evaluation findings to make
recommendations to the board of directors (another group
of potential users) about updating nursing education
courses. ' This constitutes, an example of conceptual use
The actual updating of the courses would constitute action
use

The bank's project administratorl may discover-through the
evaluation that some branch managers have not kept up with
recent technological advances svthat they cannot take full
advantage of theytraining program. This administrator,
"using the evaluation data, design a brier:refresher course
for these managers (action use). ' In addition; the evalua-
tion results identify managers who,appear to be extremely ,

knowledgeable and competent. The ';administrator yses this
infoimation to come up with some policy recommendations
for staff promotion and advancement (conceptual use).

The infantry diVision project director, after examining
the evaluation results; may find that not all battlt groups ,

in his division are equally combat-ready. He uses the
'information to draft.recommendations to his'superiors. for
further training (conceptual use). He further uses ihe
evaluation information to make additIonal recommendationi
regarding the role of senior. NCOs in the training process.
In this instance, conceptual use of evaluation was the
intended, desired use To the extentIthat his recommendations
are implemented, the evaluation also results in action use

The corporate sales project administrator intends-that-the'
e aluation data be, used to design subsequent training for
s aff (conceptual: use). However, when the data are actually
,eceived, an immediate need for additional staff in one-region
ecomes apparent. The administratormakes the decision to
transfer staff (an action use,though Previously unplanned)%

We'Ve now discussed several imPorOntJaceti-of what we

ti/fied as a major issue in project evaluation :. namely; evaluation use:

/
. .

Our discussion next leads us to the question of .orEntEill.for evaluation,use,
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We already know that, withi . any giveh evaluation, there is generally

one individual who fulfills the fun of a project administrator; that

there are two possible uses n- action)nd conceptual 7- toward which the

evaluation is aimed; and that there are a- multitude of possible users of

'evaluation information-.- And we've already shared our belief that a major

N
responsibility of the persoh\i\dentified as project administrator. is to

promote the use of evaluation.`, So what.can the administrator do to organize

the evaluation in such a manner that its. potential for use is enhanced?

'The key to understanding the rdIe of the administrato in structuring

the evaluation process is to Appreciat the-complex array of Circumstances

- ,

that surround an evaluation. Within each evaluation situation there are a

multiplicity,of factors which can have an effect On evaluation use. 'A

factor, then, is,any Characteristic orelementpresent inra,given.situation

' \
which can affect the:OutcOme.of that situation.. When anadministrator is

cognizant.

, evaluati'o'n

of these factors, an4 when he or she' actively structures the

totake maximum advantage of those factors known to favor evalua-

tion use, then theA)otehtlaTjoe.evaluation use is enhanced.
7 '

Let's look-a-bit more cloSelY at thisnotion of factors, which can be

divided into.three'categories: human faciois, context factors,.and evaluation

Iktoes.'
0

The first categoryehuman'fictors,,includes_the characteristics ' of

the evaTuator,.of the people
0
connected with the project; and of any other

Potential Users. ,Tor example, the evaluator,,as a human 4eingQhas an

individUal set `of Persaal characteristics, likes, and dislikes. Each of

these chkratteristicg.can affect the evaluator's dealings with the other
as
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human beings involved in the evaluation. Similarly, the personal charac-

teristics and preferences of the users interact with those of the,evaluator

within the'evaluation setting. Among the many human factors that can

influence evaluation use are people's attitudes toward 'eyaluatiOn,, toward

the evaluator, and toward the project; and the evaluator's rapport with
0

the various user groups.

The second category, context factors, reflects the specific context

in which the evaluation is conducted. Included here are such elemOyts as

fiscal constraints on the evaluation, the length of prOgram operation,' and

the social/political'climate surrounding the project.

0

The third category, evaluation factors, involves the evaluation itself.

IncludedKere Are such elements as the evaluation-Orocedures used, the

kinds of information collected, and the way in which the information is

reported.
Agx

We can illustrate each of tie three categories of factors from our

case-study examples.

he school district, the project director identifies
specific issues for the evaluation toaddrestOnthe
basis of this nput,.the eVajuator,designs:PrOCedures
to gatner.,the data,rneeded-:to addresheseiStUes.,.:'This.,

factoryterthedevaluatiOnproceduretbelongs:to the
third'groUp of factors

In the medical center, the'dfrectorofnursingeducation
sensds-a:defensiVe attitude on the` part dfthotiursing:
educatorSWithre400he forthcoming evaluation
This Attitude,refleCts the factor termed !'attit:ile'
towardeValUation% whiCh-belongsto the first group.



In the bank, the limited fiscal resources for the evalua-
tion lead the project administretor to concentrate on the
information needs of the,branch managers to the exclusion
of other staff. This targeting of funds and energy
reflects a contextual factor, "fiscal constraints". b

In. the infantry division, the project director recognizes
that battle group commanders need to have a fair amount
of tactical authority in order to use the evaluat4on
information. This factor, "unit-level autonomy" belongs
to the second category.

In the corporation, the project administrator tells the
evaluator that the chief executive officer Prefers reports
that have a lot of graphics but relatively little text.
Two fattors are involved here: "user information-pro-
cessing preferences," from the first category; and "format
of report," from the third category.

Chapter III of this Guide tncludes a full description of all the

indliVidual factors in each of the three categories. For the present, it

is sufficient'that you recognize the variety of factors likely to be

present within your own evaluation situation. We have identified each of

these factors on the basis of our own research efforts and our synthesis

of the literature on evaluation use The literature synthesis appears in

:..Appendix A.

When you organize for evalUation use,--yoUwill-.need to examine closely

your relationship to each of the factors present eValbation:sitUation,

As-an.administratOr, you.can exert a tertain amount ofAnfluence over how

these faCtortare likely to affect :the4rOdets anheiOutcome of theeyall4a7:

tion. "Just how much influence':You can exert May'vOty with eadh,factor and

with'eadh:indiVigUal-titUatiOn'yOUentoUnter during the course of the

evaluetion.

Let'sAake just one example of a- human''.34.3..

This factor involves t4.extent-to whichthe

;,;the 'one we've termed



users believe in the evaluator's competenCOnd.in the accuracy Ofthe,
.

information he/she report& back to theM. that can an adminittratorAo

______to_increasethe-Leva1 -uator's

One step that can be taken is to circulate to the potential users a

summary of the evaluator's professional accomplishments, including perhaps

samples of evluation ieports he/she has done. Another possible step is

to hold an ,>initial meeting with the evaluator and.the-potential users so

that they can get to know one another better before the evaluation actually

begins. A third possible action is to have past users of the evaluator's

services communicate with the new client_users Thda, there are several

things an administratOr can do to exert a positiveinfluence on users'

perceptions of the evaluator's credibility.

It is important to recognize, however, that some factors are simply not

amenable to attempts at positive influence. For example, an administrator

can do little or nothing to change any external requirements impoied upon

the evaluation by a funding agency.

Nonetheless,. you should notbe too readYHtO conclUde that there is

nothing yoU can da'to influente'a faCtor and thus increase -the.

that the:evaluation wiWbe used. _Rather:, yO mO4t.:.trYtO:think creatively

likelihood

about each of the factors1-.such thinking may: a number of strategies

that will prove valuable.

In the next chaOter we will define and disCumeach of the-faciors _

whiCh\theldministrator needs to consider. More specifically, we will

poini`bujine Interrelationhips amonTlactors the kinds: of:influence an

0 r



administrator can exert over a given factor, and the ways in which an

evaluation can be organized to take advantage of a given factor's

potential positive effect on evaluationuse.



CHAPTER III

FACTORS AFFECTING EVALUATION USE

In Chapter II We described evaluation use and briefly meneoned some

1of the factors affecting use. While Chapter II was primarily c ncerned.

With 'providing background to help you decide who will use the
1

valUation

and how they might use it, this chapter will help you with the next
A

decisions you must Make: Which factors are likely to affect use in your

project evaluation? and What can you do to make thateffect p
(L
Sitive?

There.are three.Categories of factors-You Should considek
.

First, human factors: This category includes user end evaluator

characteristic's which might have an effect on use.

Second, context factors: This category reflects setting of

the project being evaluated, including organizatio al and

programmatic arrangements and social and political climate.

Third; evaluation factors: This category refers o the conduct

.

of the actual- eValuation including its procedures,- the:inform-it,'0.
tion it collect ,'and how that-Thformationls:.re Oted.

Nature offactorinfluendi';

iThe factortAitcusSed here-wereldentifiedfromour-syniheSis-.of-the:

,evaluation use literature (including our own research on

/use). The SYnthesis(AppaPdix A) collates various resew
.

.

theories.about factors affecting uie and offersjome reasons to
. .

`ivitY a 9ivenJattor-mayllark for-or against use.

5-

evaluation

ch findings and



In this chapter we will describe the factors more fully, talk about

the effect they may have on use, and offer broad organizing tactics.that

you.can use to create an atmosphere which will encourage use. Chapte-.. IV

provides information on more specific tactics you may adopt or adapt to

promote actual use.

We'd like you to keep one important consideration in mind as you

read the factor descriptions. Many of the factors in-a given category

are highly related and interact with each other. 'In-the human category,

for instance, the role an evaluator-selects_bears on how users react to

him. In the context category, an evaluation's contractual requirements

may determine the extent to which a project can raise its own evaluation

questions and suggest ways to answer them. In the evaluation category,

the frequency with which potential users get good information can affect

their tendency-to find such information relevant and appropriate.

In addition a factor in one category may be associated with and

affect a factor in another category. For example,.a factor in the human

category, such as the evaluator's politicai understanding of the project

(human category) is associated with the kinds of information routinely

used in a project (context,category), Moreover, the evalUatOr t pen-.
, ."

tical Underttandtng and.ilis_appreCiation of infOrmatiOn routines will

have a bearing on his approach to factors in the evaluation:,

Depending on how these human, context and evallation factors work

together, their combined effect on maybepoSitive:ornegative (or-

neutral, of course). ForexaMple, a politically sehtittver'evaluator'who

is aware Of users'- routines will be more litely to:employIrOcedures



that are appr'opriate-. tu 'che job at hand and thus to provide information

with potential for use

LkypilatiorItoYour Setting

Some of these factors are positively related to use in most project

settings. Others depend on the nature of the particular evaluation set-

ting. One of your concerns in organizing an evaluation is to decide the

current status of your project with respect to the various factors and to

consider ways to modify that status in order td'assure a greater like-

lihood of evaluation use..

The descriptiii of the-iildividual factors-will-give-you-a-basis-for_

comparing your setting with a given factor description. What the de-

scription says about> the factor's relevanceto and how your setting

compares with the'description, will help you decide where and hdircyour

influence may be needed.

For example, you may decide that there-are some evaluator and user

characteristics you must modify in order to prOmote use. New, becaui& of-

your administrative role in/the project you may readily see ways of in

fluencing most users (especially those in yOur;OWn projeCt) Owt7haVe_some

reticence about the extent ofinfluence:.yOu might have on thfrevalUator..

But remember, you are not trying to influence the fihdingS of the eialua-

tion: Rather, you. are trying,-to act ways that will make the evalua-

tion potentia)ly more usable. It is cerrtainly appropriate to try to

influence all of the actors in.order to maximize potentijil use. It may

.0

be that the evaluator is al ; eady willing to do many. , of the things that

help promote use. It may be that You and your colleagues are_willing to

work to promote evaluation use. On -`the other'hand,7,somd individuals may

-27-



be less committed to, use. If so, you may have to work hard with these

individuals in organizing for evaluation use

A popular song from another era_sums_up_a_central-notion of organiz----

ing for evaluation use -- "accentuate the positive; eliminate the nega-

tive." The. essage pays off, so you might keep it in mind as you begin,

first, with the human factors below.

FUMAN FACTORS

In this category, there are two classes of factors which can poten-

tially affect evaluation use:

Evaluator Characteristics

Usei Characteristics.:

INSERT 1 HERE

The evaluator characteristics affecting use consist of

Commitment to use of evaluation results

Willingness to involve useriin the evaluation

Choice of role

Rapport with users

Political sensitivity

Credibility

Background and identity
. _

Let's consider each .:of these characteristics in turn:

-2



-- INSERT.2 HERE --

The,ey.aluator'a commitment to use can have a strong bearing onithe -

extent to whicbresults are actually used The results referred to here
-

;

can be the results'of data collection and analysis which are reported as

findings, conclusions, and recommendations. The.fact that they are re

ported to someone does not, however, guarantee that they will be used

But they are more likely to be used if the evaluator ISLettltally coni-

titted'Ao seeing hit work used by someone. This commipeht is seen 1n

the amount of effort -- personal, technical, artistic, persuasive -- he

gives to promotirl the use of this work) Of all the evaluator character-

istics, commitment may be the single most important determinant of use

What evaluatori feel toward and do about assuring the use of their

"'evaluation says a lot-about how they view their craft. Some' evaluaters, .

expert though they may bei' believethat if they do a technically sound",

job, their work Will 'be used Other lessexpert evaluators have-the same

naive belief. Still others do not care:if anyone uses their work. But

most evaluators want their work-to be of practical benefit.

A potential user's belief that evaluation results are sound helpsito

create an ,:atmosphere conducive to use./ And we would hope that any eval-u-

ator committed'to-use provides sound Work. But something more fs.re-.

cluired. The evaluator must offer a tangible visibl e,, perhaps exemplary..

. . .

AeMonstratiOnthavhe. belleVes:his-workyshOuld.be,put to-use..

that he

e evaluatorneeds to show that he believea his work-is useful

is willing to put !it to use. After ,,a

and.

f people are expected



to use evaluation, but at the same time the evaluator does no more than

pass out "forms" to be completed and send back "data," response.is apt to

Tess---than-et-hustastic.On-the7other hand, if th evaluatarsali_cits.

potential users for their questions, gives them timely answers, makes

himself available to staff members for discussions about progress, offers

specific-suggestions abput how findings can be used, and so forth, then

he is demonstrating his cbmMitment to use and can expect to generate

greater enthusiasm from potential users.

The research evidence shows that deliberate evaluator efforts to

stimulate use tend to enhance evaluation use These efforts should be

guided-by the_interaction of factors in your setting, an interaction

that should guide all efforti, yours and the evaluator's,':Ao .stimulate

use:

As.evalUatiOn organized, one of your first jobs is to find out how

much the evaluator is committed to use and whit he is willing to do to

. helvpromote.use.

-- INSERT:3 HERE

One way to promote ktf, is to involve potential .users in the evalua-

tion. . This. means thatotential users can hefp to guide,.tormally or
so,

tinfOrmally,-the 01).:nping and*tonduct of the,evaluation welLas its

uses. ,

.-Evaluatot differ in the extent.to which they4re.willing.to involve

users in the evaluation.

committed to use are-also,-as we'd expect, less concerned about user
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involvement. If you hava>this (1$:ind, of evaluator, you should try to get

him to involve the users at the same time that you try to increase his
4"

---e-biTimi--tatit:/-rrboth cases, you,are .trying-to get-the -eval-uator-to-take

more responsibility.

On the other hand, s'Ome- evaluators strongly committed to use may not

see user involvement as desirable, even though we'.d expect the opposite.

Why should this be so? For o e thing,<they may believe _e-their sheer

rhetorical or statistical pe suasiveness will assure that their work is

used.
,..,

For another, they may
//

lelieve it-is their exclusfve professional
,..responsibility to see that/their_ work is uSed. What do you do with this

//
kind of evaluator? Firsof all ,"you have to be careful. You must make

'sure the evaluator stays' committed to use but shareS the responsibility
...

by_involving his users!' This can be-a delicate-sitdation. But unless it
////

is resolved, the evaluator's work remains essentially a monologue. And

§such a monologue often goes unheeded.

To extend this analogy, a user may be seen as an audience or part o

an audience, and an evaluator as a performer. Some performers are con-
,

tent if the audience buys'a ticket, is reasonably polite, and clears the

hall quickly. At best this kind of ,performance evokes, only a passiie

audience respdnse.

Other perfOrmers feel they have not done _what they were.hired to do

ualess they.'involve their audience and elicit an active response to the

perfomance. This kind of performer probably understands that his abi-

lity to generate an active response; depends on, the- .number.of people in

the audience, their similarities irid.differences, the larger coisnuni



they represent, the political' and social attitudes they bring to the

hall, and so forth. This kind of performer emphasizes audience partici-
!

elation -- via empathy, identification, prompting -- in the performance.

The principal element is a sharing between p rtners in the performance.

The primary intention is to "read" the audience and to give them some-

thing that they can use as they reflect on the performance, relive and

share it with others, perhaps apply the experience in some aspect of

their liVes.

We subscxibe to the

tionship, a relatiOnship

from a shared experience,

idea of an interaCtiyeevaluator-aUdience rela=/
z

that demands involvement and dialogue growing.

a' relationship that,; stresses partnership ,o

promote evaluation relevance and use.

SoMe evaluators, though certainlrnot:all, shariour view./ They

stress partnership, involvement, and dialogue' in'the interest/Of evalua-

tion use. If you have or can,find snChanevaluator your k of organ-

izing for evalUation use will be thai'muchreasier

.Some evaluators, perhaps unwitti'ngly,.take.,the monologue approach,to

their work. They often seem to be.talking to 'thems lves or, at. best

'another evaluator.or researcher.

to

Other2evaluatOrs deliberately avoid audience..1nvolVement". This

avoidancemaystem from:the"professionalism"justmentitined,:the ten-

ydenCy'to see the audienceastrlaiveamateqnSHwhoareA0004ble:OJuldLT-..

Standing the-SiibtletietoVevalUation.fOriftino:ttew:from the convic

/ kl

ti on that Wis_UnfOrto:aikaiready:buSy-people..(1.o'-help the evalOator:

do what-he is being paid to do. Other evaluators:may believe that evalu-

ator and audience should not work together because sucn°collaborati



will threaten the evaluation's "external objectivity." These evaluators

may themselves believe.that if.userS help in structuring their own

evaluation,'the results are necessarily suspect.

Our purpose here is to point out that an evaluator's beliefs. about

the desirability of user involvement depend on several Considerations,

And the'causes of an evaluator's apprehensions about user involvement
6-

Should determine your course of action. We have already mentioned some

possible causes: lack of commitment to use; belief in the magical power

of evaluation to persuade and so to be used; notions about

"professionalism."

Now, what are your options for overcoming-these various kinds of

reservations? In the case of the "Uncommitted evaluator," you-can D

explain what ..kinds of questions you have, what your information needs
,

are, and how and by whom the evaluation will be usech (You should do

this regardless of the-kind of evaluator you have.) You can point, out

that potential users will probably take:their-Cue from the,evaluator.

Thatis, if he were to ask a potential user how the evaluation can help,

he might hoar something like: "Talk to me about what my questions are

and what information Lneed to. answer them.. Get. that to_me when I heed

-iit, and I'll try ,to pu Wto use."
j.

the

some people, statistiCrmay jump out from the page, of meaning and

ready 'to be put,to'use. But not for most people.: Most People will look

for explanatiens suggestions, and recOmmendations about where and_how to
I . 0

use -the findi_r

case
a eS In the ca of '';the "evilluator-profeisional, -You can point 'out Your

willingness, the load, to assUre that the information will



used. Ydu can also poineout that-the users need to be similarly

involved.

These suggestions'grow from one of the important findings to emerge

from research on the topic: namely, that evaluation use is enhanced if

the evaluator actively involves potential users in his wo And this

involveMent requires, at the very least, a dialogue about the evaldation

°process and about how this process, and the information it generates,

can be made useful..

e

-- INSERT 4 HERE --

The role that,ihe evaluator chooses, out of several possible roles,

has an important bearing on the eXtent_to which his 'work is used. .Hit
. . .

choice of a particular role will tellopotential users a lot about his

attitude toward his profession; toward,

it, and-toward the people who exercise
0

The evaluator's choite of role is

the project; toWarhe people in

authority over it.:,,

closely related-to the two factors

just, discussed: commitment to use and willingness to involve' in
)_

the' evaluation. Indeed, both these characteristict can be viewed as

elements or aspects.ofan evaludttir's self-defined role.

There are many possible evaluator roles. One is that of 'the neu-

tral, detached, and possibly alciof arbiter:. Whiletheevalutor may

choose this role in tile interest of providing an impartial, evaluation,

users may get.a very different impression. In its most extreme form,

this_role evokes Xhe image Of the "hanging judge,", who does not consider

7 .



Another common role is that of dedicated research scientist. The

.----evaluator choosing this role is interested in running an "experiment,"

imposing a rigorous design, and :::..tasting hypotheses rather than answering

project questions and meeting decision needs.

Yet another role is that of project advocate. The.evaluator who

\)

chooses this role acts almost as a member 'of the project staff. He gives

the impression that he will report nothing negative,' for fear of .offend-
.

ing, or rting the project, or of not being rehired. Perhaps he will.

not even make concrete suggestions abou ways to improve the project.

Perhaps the ideal evaluator roleis that of the colleague who at the

same -time is willing to be constructively critical, who"will work with -

the project staff to raise questions about the project, collect informs-

ti on', and analyze it in order to. make honest and helpful recomaiendation_s

about project practices. -This role stresses evaluator-user collabora-

tion.

Other evaluator roleS maymay.exds But almost all the studies dealing

with this factor agree that the last-mentioned role is. most conducive to
_-

evaluation use,.

That evaluators can adopt different re-es and have different atti -
tudes toward those roles is a fact that has implications,foryou as,you

.

Organize the evaluation. When you talk with the evaluator about his
. _ . .

orientati oh' t6' use and user invol vement, :you should al so ,disctiss the role

he will pi ay and the desirabil ity 'Of hi:: adopting" a role that emphasized

eialuator-user i nteracti on and ,collaboratiop.



--'.INSERT 5 HERE

The evaluator's abil ity 'to generate rapport with titers depends on

the degree of harmony, trust, add agreement that exists between them.

Good rapport between evaldator and users is marked by a sympathetic rela-

tionship.

Rapport, and its elements of harmony and trust; can grow out of the

evaluator's professional or personal approach to hii craft, or both. The

professional aspects bearing,.* rapport -include the evaluator s''Showing

concern for the needs of-the project, making an .effort to adopt pro-

cedures appropriate to the project setting, and,mating sure that user

viewpoints are invited and included in the evaluation.

The personal and interpersonal aspeCts- bearing on rapport can take

several, formt. For example, rapport is advanced by -the

ability to dem4strate' expertise without appearing aloof or haughty and

by his otcessibility., It is not enough that the eialuatOr be -z1::oilable"

to answer questi ons nterpret, and .recommend He should. be avail abl e in
.

-

Way. that users` .want to take advantage" of his ki 11 s. Alieit-,shOuld

feel:that when they want to talk: to the eialUator-.-they:::,must first

remove their shoes beCause.;theY'.are.::aPOreaching,

s with the -other factors, evaluators vary in their Oil iY, and

their desire to establish rapport. But since researCh indicates that

evaluator -user rapport

you should pay careful

ways in which you can

also contributes to use, in your organizing work

attention to this factor. Consider if there are

the evaluator into thCater group and help



to establish rapport. Is there advice that you can provide to the

evaluator?

-- INSERT, 6:HERE-t,

The potential for use is greatly incre Sed if the evaluatOr has good'

political -sensitivity. At least two major e ements are involved in the

evaluator!s political sensitivity. First, he\must understand the various

aspects' of the political :context, both individual and organizational. A

project involves individuals -- people who differ-Wbeliefs,:ittitudes,

openness, power. Further, projects haVe decision.making'roles:and fre-

Auently exist within a larger, organization and are subject to pressures

within that. phere.: Thus, in Order to be'effective-the evaluator must

understand the role of: earioui important political_ Such as':

format-and informal sources of poWer trusted opinlon,makers consensus

`versus_ domtneincet:the importance oftraditiOn versus receptiveness to the

new, and briadthandrepretentativeness of the constituency..

Second, the evaluator mustunderitand that information is only one.

of the ingredients,in the recipe guiding a project. Decisions are made

on other bases; attitudes are formed in other waYs. Further, evaluation

Provides. only one particular kind of information, .a kind d-that mAY,hot'b
.

familiar _to all Potential users. s; man!' sources of information are avail:-

able to potential users beyondlthat provided by the evaluation.

. 4:

EvaluatOrsARAY differ:in their abiliz:to\grasp the

of the project,;

definition. Ev4luators,

for things.polifical are difftcult to gauge alMost by

perhaps as alunction'of their,. view of the



evaluation role, can also differ in their willingness to understand and

_apply political considerations in their work. }Nonetheless, evidence sug-

,0

gests'that the evaluator's ability to gain and apply such understanding

contributes to use Part of your organizing work, then, may involve
,

convincing the eva uator of the importance of.political sensitivity'and
/

helping him to g/in an understanding of the political aspects of the

project.

-- INSERT 7 HERE --

If'an evaluator is to be-credible, potential users must regard hiM

as competent, honestand:reliable. Credibility is a:reflectiOn of the

amount of trust and confidence the evaluator inspires., This trust, is in,

'part :determined by the various technical and professional' capabilities-

the evaluators brings to the task. In part,.also, vvaluator'credibility.

is associated With rapport, with personal-approach to the work, to users

and other faCtors.-_

For example, a highly qualified evaluator may:Acquire credibility

because-of, his 'reputatioh for or deMonstration of technitat competence

such as in statisttcs}.or research methodology. The technical competence

associated with content - area:- expertise alsva source of credibility.

An :evaluator's Oredibiliti.,may also be:enhanced betaUte ofj-hii ability to

p.roVide timely, relevant informatiO6 or his perceived reputation for

honesty. Or, evaluators credibility might be enhanced by personal

other characteristics such as presence and general demeanor or profes -



Evalu tors, then, can'differ on th credibil7Iy they bring to an

evaluation assig t. But, 'initial redibility status is modifiable.

Our prior research as shoWn that_ eilif_the_mostIstriking_features_of

I '.

evaluator credibil ty is the ex ,nt to which it fily be acquired or

17enhanced uring the conduct' the evaluation.

Thus while an evaluator s credibility is a important consideration

forth ultimate success/Of the evaluation, much can be done during the

cour e of the evaly on to enhance credibility. And, you can contribute

to .helping the ev 7fuator to take actions that will enhance credibility,

INSERT 8 HERE --

Eyaluator background and identity:refer:to characteristics such as

agegender, title-or pOsitiOn, and so forth.

that such factors in and orthemselves, usual

on use. tip believethat it is not background

the way users react to these characteristics,

for Affecting use.

Several considerations,arOpvolved here.

The literature points out

Y have a limited influence

nd-ldentity as such, but

hat has a strong -potential

eVilmatdr in- different wa,WdePendingon how PI

beliefs and:preferehcesdbout age, race

Cal attributes, andsolorthAny of:these may

tion, have some effect on use potential. It is

Users may react] to an

or she embodies their
_,--

speech patterns,/physi
_,

depending--on user rear

very likely.that if

compounded by Poor role seleCtion rapport, political sensitivity, and -`-

credibility -- they will converge to have a Mark d.effect,on use.

uently studied in re-

search on evaluation use are gender and ;,title, or position.

The two book9rOund characteristics most fre

alb



Gender, per se, is unlikely to have a profound bearing on use;

except in certain project circumstances. For instance, if users are

judging unfamiliar material, or examining inprmation from a subject area

-about which they have little knowledge, they might mask thefr own lack of

understanding and disagreement with findings in the form of stereotypical

responses. We don't think there is great frequency or likelihood of; such.

occurrences but you ought to consider such possibilities in your own

situations. You may, for example, need to pr epare-usersJor the informa-

tion they will be receiving in order to provide a better context for

understanding so that they will not rely on stereotypic explanations

based on evaluator gender. (While there has been no speoffiC evaluation

1

use research related to other kinds of stereotyping, the same considera-

"tions may well apply.)

The person evaluating a project can have yarioustitleior'hold-

NariOqt designated positions: evaluator, researcher, monitor, consult.:

1

ant, and so forth. Depending on:a user's prior:experientes with an eval-

uator, external consultlant etc.s, the title or pOsitiovof a given evalu-

ator may bear on how his work is received. Should users be predisposed

against a certain title, you may need to present the evaluator in some

other way.

Again, title by-itself probably haslittle effecton use except in

such circumstances -as those described above for gender. Your primary

organizing concern in connection with title.and gender - as well as

other personal characteristiCs of evalUators-=- to-minimize the extent

to which users expectations and prejudices will cause` them to react

negatively to the evaluator and because of .that, to the evaluation.



On the basis of all of the above evaluator faCtor, descriptions,

there are a few questi-i)ns- you might keep in mind as You consider 'how to

organi ze your evaluation.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

What are the charicteristict=of the evaluators you have
worked with in the past, or, may' be working with now, com-
pared with those described above?

How do yoti and your colleagues, as potential users, stack up
in terms of becoming active evaluation' partners?

How difficult do you think it may be for an evaluator work-
ing with you to assume a project- sensitive role?

Would:an evaluator of your project have difficulty under-
standing the political situation?

What evaluator pertonal characteristics.would enhance or
detract from'credibility of your prOject?

As you. - consider these queWons and other relevant questions you

yourself may pose, you may be helped by using a-:tCale:1 iie foll ow-

ing. On each factor described above, trY to pinpoint where an evaluator

that you have worked with, or that you are working with, would fit on the.

scale. Where you aredissatisfied with a focior fi t cOnsider what you

might ,do to improve At.

will have no
effect on use promote use



The user characteristics affecting evaluation use consist

Identity

Interest 'in. the evaluation

Commitment to use of evaluation results

Professional style(s)

Information-processing preference(s)

Identification of users presenti a logical starting point for begin-

ning the examination of user characteristics. This factor includes a

consideration of who are the various users, what are their organizational
..

positions, and what are their Professional expeilence Let't
,

/

examine each of these elemcnti in turn-

An evaluation may often need to be directed towards multiple users,

or groups of users- At the outset, you_should provide the evaluator with

/

a clear picture of .who the potential users are and - discuss -how each might

/

use the evaluation. Once the evaluator has a clear picture of the users,

he is in/a better position

techniques, and generate and report. information 'which has a ,high

potential for use.

to decide on the best evaluation processes and

Thee various users are likely to have differing organizational

ti ons and evel s ef.-authol U. Some of them may hold 1 i ne or opera-,.



tional positions while others will hilie important support functions in

the project. While many'of the potential users will be-found inside your

project organization, others might be located in other,agencies or even

the community. At is up to.you to give the,evaluator:relevantinformat

ti on on this point tohelpfocus his attention. (In this hAbook, we

will focus primarily on the users within the Project organization

you will be able to easily extend our comments to other groups ofUters )

You should alto consider the professional experience levels of the

potential users. For example, there will be differences in length of

service with the organization, in the nature and length of the training

that each of the users might haVe received, and in the amount of time

they have been engaged in their professions' -or occupations:,, These

ferences have Amplications for your evaluation organizing. A person who

has mastered the responsibilities of hts'present position may have a

greater7potential for using evaluation. Conversely, sOmeire:who is

devoting all his energy to mastering a new jobIliatfindit difficult to

devote any time to etialuation Lite, especialiylf_tUChuseA not related:.

to his normal routine or not a part of his repertoireiof'prior

that those with the greatest-involvement in

the decisionmaking process, and those with the greatest experience in

t,eir positions, tend to be more critical-of the evaluator and the Avn u-
,

ation than.thOWWIthleSt de tOnMaklng:euthOrirtyindexpertenCO

attitude may have several explanatiohs. A person_ who has.been making

decisions-for a good part' of.his professional life without,,,benefit of

formal evaluation information, may feel no need for such information.



As evaluation organizer, one of your jobs is to help an evaluator to

understand the characteristics of these potential users. Knowing who the

users are, how they resemble or differ from one another, and where they.

`siand oil the various factors discussed in this section will, help the

evaluator in planning. the evaluation and developing appropriate proce-

dures and strategies.

Like user identity, user interest in the evaluation has:several coni

ponents-; views about the project being evalUatedi expectations forthe

evaluation; predisposition towards levaluation; perceived need for the
'

evaluatiOn, and:perceived risks of the evaluation. Each of these.,\

influences the extent of interest potential users will .have in the

evaluation.

Potential evaluation users can have different views about the 212.7_

sect evaluated, . and these views -- tonsistingof:attitudes towart

beliefs in, and` expectations about thejprOject cavaffect-the use

potential of the-evaluation. For-example, Some .users will be neutral,

holding no particular brief for or against,the project. Other potential

\,users will have..firM views, pro:or con, about the project's value even,

before the evaluation takes place. Within this latter group there may be

some individuals whose commitment to a, particular vier is so strong.that

they cannot modify it, regardless of what the:evaluation shows. They

will maintain-their original position even if changes are warranted and:

beneficial to the prOject. 1.1,Others' may be more flexible,- more willing to



Itodify their init'alviews on a project in light of the evaluation

findings.

In con:Aering t view of the various users, you will need to make

a number c- decisions: an you expect users with initially firm views to

modify th ',Jews if warranted by valuation findings? To what extent

\
will their original views; of the p oject affect_their:Wroach to evalu-.

ation use?

Users differ in their ex ec

consider-that-the-evaluation will

, \

tions for the evaluation -- what they

produce. Included in -the expectations

are the specific questions and concerns of the users and the levels of

urgency attached to these.

,Users outside the project may be expected to have different ques

tions and concerns about the project from those who are part of the pro-
, -

\ject staff. And,- even potential users who work in-the same project, or

hove similar wponsibility within the project may have different ques-

tions and concerns about the project. Some potential-users may be

primarily concerned about the efficiency of the project's operations.

Others may focus primarily on the kinds of effects the, project is

having. Still others may have questions about both areas. In addition,

the questions and concerns that an uninformed evaluator regardi as rele

Vant may differ from as.Televant byusersJamiiiat with the

projeCt., Early:discUstion of the range ofOOstible quettiOns.apd

concerns, along with a frank ailing of dVferences,on these-Points may

Prevent later:misunderstandihgs,and create an.atmosphirecOnduciva to
.

.



Users may attach different kinds and degrees of urgency'to their
\ \

questions and concerns. For some users,-urgency involves the press of
\.)

time; they want information quickly. For other users, urgency may refer

to the gravity or importance of the situation; they believe that unless

a specific question iSanswered and answered fully they cannot fulfill

their responsibilities.

Expectations may be viewed
f

4y users in other ways. For example,

some users may want to know how well they are doing thejr jobs. Others

may want the evaluation to yield concrete recommendations they can apply

to their present practices. Still others may'expect that-the evaluation

will merely give the seal of approval to present project activities. The

expeCtations of others may be:vague; they only want the evaluation to

encroach as little as possible on their time. In geheral,!if evaluations

do not match potential users' expectations,' ;they are not likely to make

use of:them.

-These differences in expectations are to be expected. Like other

differenes among users, they have ramifications for your organizing

efforts. For'eXample, if theevaluation entailsenly a few questions

the fact that they are all urgent neednotcreate a problem. The

evaluator, with your' guidanCe, may-be able to diStribute his talent and

energies'imong them.._ But many urgent questions, espetially.if they are

spread actoLseveral different-kinds of potential users may create a

dilemMufor:youand the evaluatOr. And if it treatesAiAilemma-for yoU.

and the evaluator, tis likely to create a dilemmajet-jother: users as:
1 ,

well, who eii)ect:lnformatien matching the:urgency theyattich to th



/, If it seems impossible to respond equally to all urgent questions,

you may hay.: to consider red ihg their number, perhaps by collapsing-and

Arinc lame by elimina §-some, at least for the present time.

ether u- estions are reduced in number or not, they can at least

e

In short,- the evaluator will need to have a clear sense of the range

of expectations. You may have to work actively with both the evaluator

and the other users.to clarify these expectations, emphatizing some while

downplaying others. In short, you can set the'tone for what the various

users_ will expeCt from the evaluator -- modifying some views in the

process. -- and help the,evaluator to better understand what exists.

Just as users can differ in their expectations,- so they:can differ

in the predisposition the inclination or tendency for or against

that they bring to the evaluation. Negative. predispositions will-

. undoubtedly inhibit use.potential; thus, it is important to be aware of

and attend to these predispositions. Likewise, the evaluator will want

to be aware of and capitalize on positive Predispositions.

For example, you will have to try__ to modify the position of those

V

potential users who are disposed against evaluation. You may be helped

in your efforts with ObSe negativel-y-disposed towards evaluation by

finding out the reaScintjor-thisrattitUde. Some users may think thatanF

evaluation looks bolifor faults. Otheri may:have beek,hurOn'some wayonly
,

by previous evaluation. -'Others may think they will beaskeCto deVote:

large chuhksof their valuable time to the..evalnatfcih



In the case of users who are fayorably inclined toward evaluation in

general, you must make sure that the particular evaluation is carried out

in such a way as not to damage that inclination.

The use potential of an evaluation will be increased if users see a

,perceived need-for,the evaluation to be conducted. Thus, usersmay feel

that the evaluation will help them to ftnd out how-Well the project is

doing and ,how they can impraye4heir perforahce'inand,contrfbUttons to .

the_project. Such users_are.likely to_makeluse_ofthe_evaluation..:

On the other hand, some users may see:little or no need, for an eval

uation. They may think it is too soon in the life of.thegiverrproject::

for.eva7;:z'eion, that the-project should be allowed to develop more before.-

it is conducted. Or they may think it is always too -scion,,thatthe money.,

and time could be put to better use.in other activities.

Again, differences in perceived-need for the evaluation' can 'lead t
.....

different use potentials. The kind of .sUggestions just offered with

. . .
. . .

. .

resPect-to predisposition may also be helpful in considering-ways of

iwproving'prospects for use related to the perceived.needs-:Offusers.--

Just as users can differ on their'views of the-perceived.need fOr

the evaluation, so they can differ on the perceived risks they associate

with the evaluation. Indeed the two are related. For example,\some
.

users may fear that negativMindings can threaten their jobs or chances

for promotion. Others may fear that evaluation recommendations will leads

to broad and sweeping changes that'wili,tncreaie their workload. Still

others may fear comparison with their peers.

.Perceived risk Can inflUence the extent to which people likely

to use the eyaluatton. Given its possible effect on*e,Jour organizing



efforts thould addreSsthe 'question of risk.- One of the first things you

might do is to consider whether you yourself associate any risks:vith.the

evilUation. If you do feel a sense of ritk.and if you somehow.convei

that sense to other,users, there is a goodchance, for reasons mentioned

earlier, that they will also feel. threatened. Conversely, if youprOject

the attitude any possible risk is offset by potential benefits, they will

takethit tue:frbm you.

The perceived risk may be overstated. It may be unlikely that the

evaluation; in-and of itself, will result in the kinds of profound
.

changes that OeoplejeaT.-'Perhaps all you have to do is take appropriate:

steps to make sure that possible fears are not realized. :For exaMple,

you should notallow the evaluation to 'provide only a one-itneend-of--

project report, even if you expect, positive results. One important

contribution of evaluation is to pinpoint trouble spots as:they emerge,:

before they; become so Severe they cannot be -dealt with If the users are.:

aware of this evaluatioiy focus, their anxieties can be minimized.
,,

On the other -hand, an evaluation mayentail-someTeal ritks: for
. .. .

instance, the',possibiliti that the project will not be refunded. Where.:

0

suet' risks exitt:you should.acknowledge them and discusithe possible.
6

range of outcomes. And you,shoul4 again "'accentuate:the positive,"

examining the options that faceyou,.

-,

INSERT li HERE --

We already pointed opt that:evaluatoTt, commitment "to use is one pf-,

thesingle most important factors affecting use; and it isn't sorprisiRg'



that the same holds true with respect to users. No matter how mucti the

evaluator is committed to use, if that same commitment is not shared by

intended users, then the potential for use diminishes sharply. This

notion harks back to the metaphor of evaluator and user'participating in

the same performance.
)

learly, we believe that.the stronger the interest in the evalua-

tion, the greater.the likelihood that users wiU be committed to using

the results or benefitting from the prOcess. Thus perhaps the best way

to increase commitment is to assure that (the evaluation is conducted in a

way that addresses expected issues, by you minimizing risks and the

like. In some instances, however, there ay be other things you can do
iL)

in promoting ;commitment to use as part, of your organizing work.

Potential users are more,apt.to become actual users if key decision-
.

makers and important othelevvisibly show their support for and active

commitment to use. Thus, it is partiOularric important to obtain commit-
\

.ment from those who hold titular power an 'N'thority-ot who occupy a

trusted position withintheuset grOupAwithior without format.authority)

or who are known for taking the initiative, assuming tetpontibility,

"making things happen." The tangifilecommitment of key users has been

shown to stimulatethe potential for use, plough it by no means luan-

tees that evaluation` will actually be useC

Let't return to the:metaphor ofevaluatOr as performer. Assume that

theevaluator has developed a. rapport ancl4ctive involVement witivmost,of

the users in the audience: They. are beginning ,to-getsoMething from his

work and may be thinking about ways to- put it to use. But there are
. .

"holdouts in-the audience.i:P!Pple-who are not caught up in the perfor
,



mance, who may even belittle

outs" are key:personnel whom

dampening effect on the whole

the-evaluator and his work II If these

others trust and respect, they may have

audience. Others in lesser positions may

_take their cues from the kex personnel and adopt a similar attitude, out

of fear, out of a belief that the holder of the negative viewpoint is

smarter than they are, or out of a desire to Maintain harmony, Whatever'.

the reasons,':iheir own enthusiasm. and commitment will be blunted..

Therefore, as you consider how to organize the evaluation, you

should give proininent attention to the question of how to commit key.

personnel to use. You should: start by exerting your own, influence on

this Otentially valuable group of key people.

Where there is no commitment to use, and where suggestions such as

the above do not pay off, then yoU may need to consider whetherit is

worth:doing the evaluation. 7If you haVe the`' authority, you should

perhaps postpone the *valuation until such:tiMe as you can elicit some

commitment to use.

INSERT 13 HERE

Professional style. of users .the skill s :and' attributes assOctate4

with the way they conduct their work - will be coniidered next. Several

aspects Of professional style .to be considered A170. administrative and

,organizationa:r initiative, .anctopennets-Ao
. .

'Pdtential users can diffeeln ..theli.iditiinittrative-andebtgaili

YouHmay:have. "', ribiliti.;tos'Aetthings

Started and'to,:foll ow : through and get them dohe: 'BUt some Your fell ow, ,



administrators, who are potential users,-_may be perpetual procrastinators-

or otherwite unable to get tasks finished. Too much of this behavior may

have a negative effect on the use.potential you are trying to build.

Similarly, othfr users differ:in their ability to. organize their

time to promote use. If evaluation use, as definecthere is anew re -.

sponsibilitysfor.tome, you should ask your more experienced colleagues
-/`

how-they-plan-to-orgofte-thelr-time_so_that_evaluation use±gettatten:-7._

tion. Their plans can then be ,shared with others. NoU':will need to

follow through to help colleagueUtersjn:following.through

While user initiative is in some ways. part of administratiVe and
^

organizational skills, we viewAt as suffitiently important and different

to consider separately. Initiative includes the ability,to take the

first step to grasp and develop a new idea or method. Whilealways a

desirable attribute this ability takes on an added value as; regards

use. If the evaluator:is actively promoting use. in a Particular project,

then userjnitiative Is a .welcometomplement.
,

promotion Of use is less,than adequate, project leviy initiative assumes

great importance.:

Whenever evaluator

Users' openness to new ideas or change can have.a strongeffett on

evalUation use.: *I users'ttand:with" respect to any neW ideo.or 'change--

may determine thefrStance towardevaldation in particular. For in -:

stance, some users may cling to tradition andinay resist innovation and

thange. Others may eagerly seek -- or at least acceptand'applY the

new and - different. 'others may:take-sOme.VOstiOn.betWeenthete two

extremes, withholding, judgmentUntil they can make a Atcision based on

experience.

ra



Evaluation may be part of the professional repertoire of some

users. For others it may be something, new and different. Within this

latter group, some may welcome the new experience; others may actively

resist it, others may adopt a "wait and see" attitude. Again, discus-

sions involving the evaluator, you and other potential users will be

important here. As the evaluator and the various users get a sense of

any differences that exist, the ground is being prepared for evaluation /

--use.--

The organizing tactics previously outlined can pay off here; giving

,botentigl users an orientation to evalflation, clarifying the nature of

.

evaluatoruser relationships, discussingrriskvifrankly, and enlisting the
)

aid of peer-allies may all help to increase the likelihood-of eValuatiOn

use.

INSERT 14 HER

Informationimocessing preference refers

preference for particular forms of 'information. One user may .feel his

questions are best answered by very fine-groined information, While

anOther may WantkbrOader sweep. Within these large differences, some--
z."

users may'prefer narrati4e.descriPtions;:ethers statistical pres6nta-,

tions; and still.othes a combination of the-two. Again you
//

will need

to help the evaluator develop a sense of how particular fusers' questions

mightest be ancswered, and you may need to work with other users to

discuss Preferences, modify preference, negotiate

so forth.

-5

possible conficts an



Second, users can differ on how they process information. Some

groups may be,used to receiving reports which,they can study in private.

Others may be disposed to information which is first 'presented orally and

then summarized in written form. Other users may prefer that an

individual representing their group first receives.the inforMotion and

then shares it with colleagues.

IP snort, users may differ ylarkedly in their preferences regarding
-

--the-form7thatTi-nformation_takes_and,Ahe_waylnwhiCh it is

And research showS that unless the evaluotion recognizes and builds on

these preferences and routines, the use potential maybe hampered.

You can organize for thi# factorby;setting:up,oppOrtunities for the

evaluatoryou, and other users to disc* styles and preferences and to

develop consensus. These discussions, incidentally can serve another

purpose. They may uncover previ'cus1y unknown facts about how project

staff members feel about otherthings, how they prefer to do other

things:. Administrative action based on these feelings and preferences

not only helps prepare for evaluation use but also leads to improvements

in ovPrall project operation.

These are a few questions relating to the user factor descriptions

provided Wove that you might consider as you organize for evaluation. .



THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Will your users' organizational poSitions and,experience levels
have a gOod or bad influence on use

How do your. various users/user groups differ regarding their
levels of interest in'the evalUation?

How strong a role will you need to take to promote commitment
-tvand-actual-uie-of the,6aluation?

- Will yourusers', interest lev4,:Skiils, initiattve-,-Land
openness-tend to help or hinder use?

How difficult will it be for you to provide the evalUator with
a sense of users'information preferences and processing'
styles?

As you consider these questions, you

previously provided. Try to determine if

may want to refer to the scale

the factor, as presently

manifested among potential users and user groups,

Will hinder use
will have no
effecton use will. promote use

-_Now, consider any factor which yqu.ihink willjlinderl4sehatideas come,

to mind for-influenCiwthat faCtor to make it workjor use.?.



I Context Factors

In the context category of factors potentially affecting evaluatioh

use, there are three broad classes:

Preexisting Evaluation Bounds

Organizational CharaOteristics

Program Characteristics

As was the case'with the human factori, there are some context

factors you may need to inflUence to helP Promote evaluation Use.

INSERT 15 HERE

Preexisting evaluation hounds referto:eventS which may.have taken,

place, and to important decisions that may Nivel:teen made,: which set

possible constraints on the evaluation. The three, factort in this

category are:

Written requirements

Other contractual obligations

-Fiscal constraints

Written requirements include legal codes federal/state require;

ments, institutional operating policy, and spectfic requirements set at

the unit.being evaluated. If these reqUirements permit some flexibility



in tailoring the evaluation, or part of the evaluation, to the project,

the potential for use increases.

You, the_evaluator, and other users should discuss the range of

requirements. First, you should think about the best ways to meet them.

Second, you should see whether external requirements conflict with speci-

fic project needs. If so, it is critical that you try to resolve these

potential conflicts. Again, you may need to negotiate among the sources

of the various reqUirements.- If an evaluation tries to be all things to

all masters, its use potential is severely threatened._ Ideally, you,, the

evaluator, and other users (including external users) should be able to

resolve any possible conflicts over requirements. And what could some of

these conflicts look like?

Quite often, the conflict is less a matter of disagreement about

what the evaluation should provide and where it should go, and more a

matter of how it should get there and what it should do on the way.

Another song comes to mind here. You and other users might agree that

he evaluator should meet you.in Scotland and give::a'relpgrtbn his
_

journey. But one important external user wants the tvalua take the

low road, perhapt beCaute he thinks it the ,most-:-direCtroute.: You want'

the evaluator totake thehigh-road perhap' because you:--thihIChe'll have

a more interesting and enlightening journey.

Now, with no better directions than-that What can the evaluator

do? He.may follow one set of directions and satisfy-one user while

disappointing the other.:- lie .may take one Oath,part of-_the: way thep

switch to:the other; and later return to the, original. If yOu re leacY.

h4.1. may send you a postcard from Loch Ness saying s stopped for:a few,

-57-



days to look for the monster. Thus, by the time the evaluator arrives at

his destination; -,both users have packed up and headed for home.

INSERT 17 HERE --

Other contractual obl)gations, in addition to the written require-
\

\\
ments noted above, can be set\by project administrative and operational

\
users. ,If handletproperly, these locally. generated,requirtmentscan,

enhance use, by providiiig a user- oriented focus and dirction for the

evaluation.,

Initially, however, project-level obligations may-be unrealistic or

overambitious. -Further, they may create tension for the evaluator who

is also trying to meet the written requirements. Dis ussion of, this

potential problem should aim at producing a manageabl set of require-

ments. You might set project-level obligations in Itu h a way that the

evaluator answers particular questions for specific u ars. Evaluator-

user discussion of these questions can have a positive effect on use by

helping users to define their needs and expectations and the evalUitor to

select the most appropriate role.

-- INSERT 18 HERE

Fiscal constraints -- i.e., the amount of oneylset aside for the

evaluation -- can affect an,evaluation i n Ja, variety Ofitays.

example the' time the eialiiator'sPenc!s/9.0-4--prolecti the measures he

develops or selects, and his i ormption reportifig procedures are all



affected by fiscal constraints. These constraints, therefore, havea

bearing on the kind of role he selects. But while you should pay atten-

tion to fiscal resources, they need not, in and of themselves, seriously

impede evaluation use, unless the problem is so severe that it gets in

tie way of real atteTpts to meet project needs.

The first thing you should do is to.discuss with the evaluator how

Much of his time will be taken up by various questions, needs, expecta-
.

tions,'etc. After converting this time index to dollars, you_may_find_

that your own and other users' expeCtations have to 'be modified. The

second thing you can dO, if you.want to answer more questions than money

will permit, is to look for cost-free" alternatives. You, the evalua,

tor, and other users may be able to.come up with ways for using project

personnel to perform some evaluation tasks: collecting anc(recording

data, for example. Such alternative strategies may substantially reduce

the.evaluator's time-dollar commitment.

-- INSERT 19 HERE --

The Organizational characteristics potentially affecting evaluation

use may be examined in two groupings:

Intraorganiiational features.

-External features

The factors in this arouVreflect,patternsand.Telationships-both within

and outtide_of-the Organi;ation that may aifect use. Some of

- - -

organizational features haVezilrea4y beeT(toucheContile section on

user characieriitics.:



INSE 0 HERE --

Intraorganizational features rifer mainly to estbli'shed character-

istics and relationships of the orglnizational unit to which the program

being evaluated belongs. Examples of such 4eatures are the role of the

governing agency,-the relationship between the program's unit and the

-governing agency :and- the unit's degree of autonomy.

simply, the unit with which the evaluator is working is likely

to have a past history which can affect both the conduCt of the evalua-

,

tion itself and the potential for use.- Thefemay'be:little the evaluator

can do to alter these,,, past patterns of interrelationshiiit ho*eVer, under-

Standing how they are likely -to impact on the present-evaluation is im-

1
' -

portant to responding to the needs and attitudes of'potehtial users, to

plans for conducting the evaluation; and to the likelihood of eValuatian

use.

Let't take a closer Took at what some of the intriorganizatiohal

features can mean to an evaluation. One:example might:be--the case where

a project's governing agenCy geheraily:supOlies.SuPPort-,serviceS such as

consultants,,An-house expertise, and the like. Such an Agendy would also
1

likely'te select-the:eValuator fOr-the Thissituation will

hav 'definite implications:forthe evaluation orgahiler in terms of the

evaluator s credibility, how the.00111uator'spettorial;:tharacieristics'and

operational

the potentiaT,userS

those Of the project staff and

Ahd:,the'ultisnatelikellhOOd'Of,eViTUationuse



A second example might be the degree of autonomy exercised by the

project. An evaluator who must conform to expectations and requirements

set by a higher authority within the organization may have correspond-..

ingly less opportunity to respond to the'particular concerns and needs of

the program itself.. Unit autorpomy is more likely to provide the organi-

zer, evaluator.and potential users a greater degree of freedorWto decide

how to conduct the evaluation and to use its results. Your concern as

evaluation organizer is to determine the extent to which lack of autonomy

might inhibit the evaluation '.s usefulness -- perhaps this is a,negotiable-

item for a new evaluation.

Finally, where institutional risks are real, they should, be dealt

with openly and the poisible outcomes of the evaluation-should be

discussed.

-- INSERT 21 HERE

The external features refer to the context outside of the actual

project. Included in this factor are such elements as the community

climate, the community influence, and the role of other agenCies.

Some projects operate within the larger community; for example, a

specialized medical clinic; or a sports program like. Little League.,The

community where such a project is located may be Supportive, euti"-ii or

hostile to the presence of the project. We refer to this community atti-

tude'teward:the piOjeOtas the community climate. OfterG;-thecommtihiy

will translataXits.:attttude:through..ettempts at ieuencing the eperation

or the funding of the project. For,eXample, parents-supportive of a



. bilingual edocation.programmay attend community advisory council meet-

ings,. may volunteer their support by-speaking in favor of the project's
w

continuation, may work as teacher aides, and may sign letters of support

to be submitted with the project's application for renewal of funding.

Evaluation can be used to provide the community with evidence for

continuing to support the project. Thus,,...in your efforts to promote

evaluation use, you need to identify those members of the community who

have a stake in the 'project being evaluated, and try to ihvolve them in /

the evaluation s much_as possible.

/
Inadditi the community's relationship with the: project, there

,"

tag, governmental or otherwise with:a stake

in the project. We have already seen an example where an external,'iund-

may also be an extern

ing agency has set criteria for the evaluation to satisfy.. Some outside

agencies may continue to try to influence the conduct of the evaluation

as it progresses by changing or modifying some of the.original. require-
)

ments. To the extent that these modifications influence the kinds Of

-informatioh to be collected during the evaluation, they can affect the \

potential for evaluation use. You may need to urge the agency to recon-

sider-its position:if you feel the effect of, such changeswill reflect

negatively on the potential for evaluation use.

-- INSERT 22 HERE

Many program characteristics can affect evaluation use: the size

and scope of the project; its content, including topic and emphasis;the

number of people it serves; the way in which they are selected; and so



forth. However, the. kind or extent of effects that each might-have oO

use is ,not clear.

The three program charcteristits on which there is greaterparity

and which have been found to affect use. are: Age/maturity,'Innovative7

ness, and Overlap with other projects. We will first define each of

these characteristics and then discuss,how all of them, working together,

may affect use.

Age and maturity are different entities. The age of a project

refers to how long it has been in_operation: Is the project brand-new?

Has it been in operation long enough for some shaking-down to have

occurred? Has it been operating long enough for staff to be routinely

performing their jobs? For some of its goals to be accompliqed?

Project Maturity reflects the'extent to which project procedures and

expectations are institutionalized. A project's age may or may not be

related to its maturity, depending on how maturity is manifested.

Project innovativeness can also take several forms. An innovatiye

project maybe one that embodies something new, or something creative,

.or something unique, or something with an element of risk attached.

Innovation should. be viewed'against.normal project routine. If something.

is,added to the project that is.a marked departure from the routine, then
- ,

the people operatingthe prildect are likely to see it as at least

somewhat innovative, even though the addition may not meet` the strict

definition of'innovation.

Project overlap takes three different forms,. each of whiCh has dif=

ferent,implications for. your organizing work. The first it the extent: to

which a'project.ispart of a,lar6er systemwide or programmatic _effort.



The second form:is the relationship between one project and others in the

system that are net programmatically related. The third is the project's

relationship to similar projects outside the system.

One'dominantstrand, with strong implications for, your organizing

activities, links thesethree program factors.7.- age/maturity, innova-

tiveness, and overlap -- in terms of their effect on use That ts, if

the evaluation is to have potential for use, it must be geared to the

needs of the particular project. These needs may differ based on the

program characteristics.

,Thus, for example,;a new project often needs the,benefitof forma-.

tive eVOuation to help monitor.progress and modify practice. An older:,

perhaps more mature, project might benefit from formatiyealuaAton

may be primarily stand in need of sUmmative inforMation showing:byerall

levels of success. Any InformatiOnAnitmatch,especiallyin-the'-case:or_a

young project receiving onlitummative Informationi will probably have a

._

negative effect on,use. '

_ BY.waY of further example,.proJeCts-linked programMatically with

other projects may be subject to simultaneous evaluations. If the indi

vidual project receives information Whicif-paints only-:the overall pic-

ture, then project-leVel potentf41 for.Ute diminishes. The:indtvidual

project will be looking for finegraine4 information wbicb it can -use for

its own internal purposes. Furtherthore, a sense..of competition is common

'among projects linked in some larger effort. In thii'cate, the credibi

lity of the evaluator is.critital,:.since the project Wants'to be Sure,

that it receives a fatt.andaccurate portraYal.T
i 7

r



As you organize for the three program-related factors, you will need

to consider your project's characteristics on these dimensions. Your1

major concern is to make'sure that you, the evaluator, and the otherL
i

users agree on how a given project should be characterized and what

,.implications that might have for the evaluation procedures.

Drawing on the above context factor descriptions, here are a few

questions that may help with your organizing-for-use activities.

THINGS TO THINK ABOUT

Are. the pree)Osting bounds such that there may be conflict
between project expectations and external requirements?

Ys your. own .authority such that you can ensure that the evalu-
ation, or part OfAhe evaluation, will address project needs
and'questiOnsT

Do you think an evaluator might have difficulty presenting his
findings as,lo be compatible with routine organizational
information patterns?

To what extent will you have to consider community needs as
part of the project evaluation ?',

How would you characterize your project and its evaluation
'needs with respect,to 'age/maturity, innovativeness, and
overlap?

Once again,, as you consider:-Zhe individual-factors suggested in.the

above.kindsof'questiOns does ft:appear that.a given factOr

Will hinder use
will have no
effect on use will promote use



How can you influence any negative factors to make them, if not

supportive of use, at least neutral?

EVALUATION FACTORS

In previous sections we have examined'fictorATIOupingAealing, with

the personal characteristics' of the various individuals engaged in.the

evaluation and its use (human 'factors) and that cluster of factors

relating to the organizational, contractual and fiscal boubds influencing

the evaluation (context factors). We now turn to the Evalliatinn

Factors" those factors dealing with the conduCt and reporting of the

evaluation,

.Four classes Of,evaluation factOrsinay affect use::

Information Dialogue

-Substance of EiialuAtion Information

Evaluation Reporting

Evaluation Procedures



--INSERT 26 HERE

An information dialogue is the purposeful, guided sharing of ideas

and opinions, between evaluator and users, about how to conduct the

evaluation to promote its use. This dialogue is purposeful because its

intention is to influence an evaluation's conduct to enhance its use

`potential. It is.guided because evolving tactics to promote use are

informed by a careful consideration ontiose factors which, in the given'

situation, may affect use.

The interaction wilic4 makes up the dialogue should take whatever

forms are appropriate to the situation: formal/informal conversations;

meetings; or written communications.

The success of such information dialogue is determined primarily by

the amount and quality of the interaction that takes place between

evaluator.and users.

Once again, the metaphor of evaluationas performance has

implicationt for your organizing efforts. That is, we believe-that.the

most rewarding evaluation is one in whiCh the evaluator's performance is

guided by the users in his audience. The evaluator has to ascertain user

needs and conduct himself and his work accordingly. But it is a two-waY'.

street. Users have to voice their needs. fliey must:befaCtively involved

in the performance =7 interacting so thatthe evalUatorCan adopt

procedures ans:Fprovi&informatiOn reflecting heeds.-
-

Both the amount and the quality of interaction tareAMportant.- TOP

------amounttof-evaluat:fon-usertnl:eractin-canayeA\stronit0flUenceAn-use-7--



and the earlier that interaction begins, the greater its influence.

Interaction includes a broad range.of encounters between evaluator

users: making formal and informal reportt,.making and taking phone

calls, requesting clarification, explaining information, sharing a draft

before it As finalized, discussing evaluation progress over lunch. These

encounters can be initiated by the-uters'as well as by the evaluator.

The 'qualitY,of evaluator-aserinterattion can also affect use;

numerous contacts, of themselves, are not enough. Each of the inter-

actions should have certain qualities. First, the atmosphere in which

they are conducted must betollegial and.reciprocal. For example, a

discustion of progress in which the evaluator does all the talking is

probably not desirable. But a discussion'where users feel comfortable

about asking questions and evaluator feels comfortable about giving

answers =- even though theymay be tentative exemplifies the proper

atmosphere.

''second, the gist of the-report, the phone call, the discussion must

be based on sound evaluation practice and tempered by the users'. needs

for and orientation to different kinds of information.

As you consider how to organize to ensure sufficient and useful

evaluator -user interaction, theni you must take into consideration the

evaluator's role and views about use, and the'users'. questions, needs,

and expectations. You must also remember that a one-shot-interaction

probably will not.promote use. The dialogue should be an ongoing

effort. For instance, you or another user might read a'draft interim

report and then suggest ways in which the evaluator could develop graphic

74ati-displays ftif-716tber potent-al users. Gr-the-wituatir-mtght-tpend---



time with you or other users analyzing findings, interpreting their

meaning, and developing realistic recommendations.

-- INSERT 28 HERE --

Another category deals with the substance or nature of the alda-

tion informa.ion which is reported.

Two haluation substance factors have been shown to influence use.

They are:

information relevance:

Information specificity

In some reSpects, organizing for these factors means making sure, that the

general considerationi related to quantity and; quality are kept in mind.

INSERT 29 HERE --

ioic can be regardedias,relevant if it is pertinent to users,-
:

if it bears directly on theirissueiof concern, if it is''to the point.
_

.

These characteristics .muSt be judged from the-point of view of the

intended users) Fora giVen user, relevance'will oftWbe a function

of his views about/theprolect, the questions he has, and the urgency he

attaches to them. Therefore, an onsbipg-dialOeite it'critiCal in hel Ping

the evah'iltor to understand the nature of user questions': and to -address

them pertinently

are several potential troublespotshere -F- too .many_:

quest asked of the evaluation it:Mait.be."diffieult to collect and



provide relevant information on all of' them. Perhaps the number of

questions can be reduced. If not, you should be aware that the

evaluation will probably provide, only. broad and general information.

Second, the evaluation questions may be .too narrowly conceived --

requiring only the most perfunctory of answers. If potential .users.find

such answers relevant, well and-good., But they will probably want

something. more. In this situation, youmay-.have/to help. reconceptualize
,H

and. restate questions so that they require more than routine responses.

Third the evaluation questioris'may bg".too broadly cOnceived, so

general that a variety of information types and answers could be deemed

ielevant. Again, such question wig need to be reconceptua-
/

lized and rephrased.

In your organizing work,
the/

n, you may need. to negotiate and modify

the range of questions asked/of the evaluation: by reducing the number

of questions, prioritizing/questions; broadening the fOcus of narrow

questions, and sharpenihg,the focus of general questions. The point of

this effort is to make sure that'users questions can be answered in a

way that'is relevant to them, that the evaluator understands what kinds

of information are relevant to what kinds of users, that users are aware

of the priorities attached to various questiont and that-the information

provided has the potential for use.

7/

-- INSERT 30 HERE --

Having decided what-general features of relevance are important; you

must'next think about what71-15ecific kindI'of,/iii WforMatishOuld be



provided to various users. Now, two different users, or user groups, may

share a common question and a common information need. But even so, they

. Will look for different information specific to their particular jobs and

responsibilities. For example, users' with operational responsibilities

may need fine-grained information'to help them with their daily

activities, whereas users with administrative responsibilities in several

areas may need information of*a more general nature c: ?.'of a:comparative

nature.

The point is clear. .Questions that are unique to one user or user-

group require an answer specific to.that question. Questions that are

'.shared by several different users or user- groups probably require

evaluative information at a level which differs for each group.

Research shows that the more the information is specifically
4

. selected'and focuted toward the needs of a particular user, the higher

the potential for use. Therefore, the-specificity issue has the same.

kind of organfiing implications as were pointed-Out for relevance -- you

may need to help the evaluator to understand the information specificity

required by each of the potential users.

INSERT 31 HERE --

We now consider a group .of factors dealing with-the_reporting of
.

evaluation information.

EvalUation reporting-has been defined as consisting of, tve

factors. They are:

Frequency of information provided

Timing of information



Format of presentations

Jrmat of report

Statistical/narrative data

Each of these factors contributes to the quality of ongoing dialogue.

we discuss them, keep in mind that,, in your organizin9 efforts, you

should belconcerned equally with the technical quality of the report in

addition to its appropriateness for the particular context or setting.

Since the five factors are closely.related, we will first desCri!A each

factor and then discuss the implications of ail five for your evaluation

organizing.

)1The frequency. f i formation provided bears some relation to amount

-ofinteraction between evaluator and users; nFrequencyn here, however,

refers specifically tothe extent to which written-or.verbal evaluation

information is reported to users throughout the life of a project.

This factor may have a strong bearing on use. -Although, the effect

on use of a final, formal evaluation report is difficult to gauge,

research suggests that timely and'well-focused formative.or progress
4 .

reports increase the potential for use.

The timing of information -- that is when it is provided, whether in

written or oral form -- can affect use potential. Reports that are

issued at times which do not mesh with key project events and deciSion

needs obviously cannot be used; for example, a report that arrives too

late to help in making a certain decision. Further, the late submission

of one report creates a mind-set among users, who may decide ta igriore

subsequent reports, even if they arrive on time.



In addition, well-timed progress'or interim reports, oral or

Written. can provide.partial 'answers to users' questions over time,.

thereby increasing the likelihood th4 they Aici2at and apply

subsequent information,and helping to Convince usersof-the evaluator's

overall credibility.

While evaluation information can be presented ln either oral or-

written form, each type of presentation makes its own unique demands. To

be effective, an oral presentation requires a balance of formal and

informal delivery style. For example; at the:end of a formal.prepared

presentation of findings, the evaluator may informally amplify a point or.

two. He may ask.for questions and respond informally. He may interrupt..

a lengthy yresentation at some 'logical point to open the ditcussion to

his audience. Research shows this mix of the formal and the-informal en-
\ .

.

hancet the effectiveness of oral presentations and increase's likelihood

that the information it presents will be used.

Like oral presentations, written presentations such as prOgress

reports and final reports require an appropriate forMat to be effective.

The7"formai":of a written report refers to its visual features, indepen-

dent of its content. As,with other factors already described, "appropri-

ateness" is'a function,of user needs and preferences.

Research shows that a balanced mix of graphiC (tables, charts,

figures), technical presentation, and nontechnical narrative can enhance

the use potential of written reports.,

Evaluatibn-information is usually presented in both statistical

(tabulat) :and-onarrative form. Some.pretentations,' oral or written,

overemphasize nne-tcrthe7neglect of-the-other: -Statistical-aniChartative



data should complement each other as findings are presented and

interpreted.

We have found that when an evaluation report is overloaded with

,11 data, the potential for use diminishes. But when such data

are supplemn ey Irrat fe..dosit',n (interpretation of fii.dings,

formulation,of recommendations), the potential for use increases. P

when interpretation is not substantiated by statistical, data, a report

loses credibility and has a weakened potential for use. Conversely,

interpretation and recommendattons which are supported by appropriate

data tend to increase.the use potential.

Each of the five factors described above -- frequency, r-

mat of.oral'presentations, format of written reports and statistical /',

narrative data .should be-considered in your organizing, activities.

For example, what Woes "frequent mean? For one potential user it may

mean getting information at the beginninuof the project, at some

mid-point, and toward the end. Another User may regard anything less

than a monthly updating as infrequent. For some users, monthly

communications may reach the point "of overload and end up-being-""filed "------.?

and dvignored as quickly as possible. Simply talking to users aboui tbi's

issue is probably-the best way to determine frequency levels,; You should

talk to the eValuatorlto be sure that he underStands the inforMaiiOn

frequency needs of-various users. Bear in mind that his commitment to

use and his orientation toward user involvement, along with the fiscal:
,

resources available to him, can have a bearing on how often information

is provided.



Timing can be planned in a variety of ways. Obviously, if you

report to some external authority which expects reports-by a certain

date, reports should be there by that date. On the other hand, it might

be be t' to send review drafts to these authorities in enough time to

receive their comments and feedback and to respond to them in the final

report. If they are potential users of the information, not just report

,readers, involving them in the preparation of the report may stimulate

use.

Other users, such as project staff and projeCt and-central office

administrators, should`be given the opportunity to help plan the tiding

of oral and written presentations. For example, they shduld be asked

when they will need information on/a specific question so they can apply

it to a decision or probleM. If this advice can't be obtained, and if

you know enough about the various users and their needs, you Might work

with the evaluator to set timing by anticipating when the information is

needed and working back from that'date to. provide sufficient lead time.

Though we'mentioned earlier that oral presentations are most.

effective when they combine formal and informal features, that

generalization may be too broad. When you discuss this mater with the

evaluator, you should be guided by you know about the preferences of

the users who will come to the presentation.. If you feel that a formal

style is more appropriate to.the audience than an informal style,, or vice

Versa, you should make that clear to theevaluator.

As to the need for a statistical and narrative mix in oral and

written presentations -, and for:format variety in written reports, the

only possiPle.problem you are apt to encounter is.thatthe evaluator will

have a-different opinion. ..An evaluator who takes a project- serving role,



who is committed to use, and who values user involvement.will probably,

welcome your suggestions about balance in content and variety in format.

In other cases, you may have to sell these ideas to the evaluator.

Whether you should use a hard-sell or soft-sell approach depends on your

authority over the evaluator.

- INSERT 37 HERE --

The evaluation procedures that may-affect use are:.

Methods

Handling of mandated tasks

Use of a general model

-- INSERT 38 HERE --.

The methods selected for'an evaluation may be considered both in

terms of their appropriateness and their rigor. Appropriateness

the suitability,Uf a particular evaluation methodfnr.a particular

evaluation purpose -- has two aspec,ts.

The first-is the question of methodological appropriateness. For

example, an evaluation may plan to use a certain,measure to collect data

or1.a given. point. The question here JO wheiher themethod as method ris

suitable. If the-proposed measure ft in interview, then yoU must ask if

an interview is the most appropriate means of answering the intended

question. If the proposed measure is a questionnaire or rating scale or

paper - and - pencil test, the same test applies: Is theproposed measure

themost appropriate for intended purPose?



The second is the question of context appropriateness. Is the

proposed measure appropriate in the particular project context? For

example, it may be that a given question can be answered equally well by

a questionnaire or an interview. If one measure,pems more

user-appropriate than the other in a given setttg, then it shouyi be

used (unless fiscal constraints apply and cannot be offset-in osomeway).

When you-organize for methodological rigor, yourmajor concern is

precision and accuracy. You want information that is `as mistake-free.as

possible. Like appropriateness, rigor should be considered from a dual

Siandpoint, because qualities such as accuracy can be gauged by two

yardsticks.

First, there is the kind_of_rigor expected of good evaluation

practice. For example, rigor demandg that, if a /formal interview Is to

be corlducteCas part of an evaluation, minimal criteria must be applied

to assure.accuracy. Each interviewer must follow-the same procedures.

All, interviewers should ask the core questions in the same way. If

0

interviewers are tocapjtalize on opportunities to explore core responses

in more detail, they should all do so, in the same way. This'means the ,

interview guides should include a set of probe questions as well as spe-

cific instructions on when and how to use theni. Further,, each inter-
.

viewer must record the responses in the way, and the method of data

analysitKMuit be suitable to the evaluation question and to the informa-

tion collected on it.-

Second, beyond professional measures of rigor, there is user percep-

Mon. of rigor. In judging_rigor, users may ask whether the eva)uator.did

what he said he would do, or whether a :articular measure was. used with



care. For example, the valuation 'plan may call for hiring part-time

staff to administef'an interview. Will users see this as. rigorous admin-

istration? What if the part -time staff consists of graduate students

from the local university? ilsers, may feel' that rigorous application

demands that the interview be-administere by the evaluator or by projeCt

staff sensitive to the institutional setting. To paraphrase famous

dictum about justice: Rigor must not only be done but must be seen to by

done.

Research Shows thatappropriateness
I

and rigor can have a bearing on

use.: Dialogue betWeen the evaltiator, you, and other users should help to

assure consensus on what measures are most appropriate and rigorous in

"both a technical and a context sense.' It is all too easy to get :blown

out of the water because the data from perfectly sound measure are
f.

challenged on the groun4 that the measur, was used in a way which was

inappropriate to the setting.

INSERT 39.NERE:--*

The extent to which an evaluation deals with its mandated tasks, and

the manner in. which it deals with theth, may have a bearing On project-

level .use. As we saw earlier, some mandates and reOutrementi, may be

imposed by agencies outside the project being evalaied. :Other obliga-
_

dr

tioos may originate from within the project. If the evaluation'over-

emphasizes, or is perceived to overemphasiie,externally-mandated tasks,

project use may be threatened. On the\other:handi-the external: agency.

may be one Of the potential evaluation userS If the agency.. believes
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that_the.evauation is overly foCused on project need$, then potential

for external use may diminish.

We.hae.already noted that the evaluator who tries to "serve too.,

Many :Masters" may experience' role conflicts, which serve no one very

well. Again, yoLiorganizing role is. critical here. By setting up

opportunities for you, the evaluator, and other users to share in an

early and continuing dialogue about how best to handle various mandated

tasks, you are helping to'ensure that nd(one task or set of tasks is

overemphasized. You are helping to ensure that the number and range of

tasks can be managed and answered. You art nelping to ensure that the

people who setthe tasks, and who want answers to their questions, will

get information they can put to use.

-- INSERT 40 HERE
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"Model," as-,used in a research context, usually refers to beliefs

about, philosophy governing, intentions behind, manner of conducting, and

the product of something such as evaluation. Generally evaluators will
L \

structure activities differently dependent upon which model they sub..

scribe to. There are various. models that may': ie used to :guide an evalua-

tion. While it is not necessary. for to)(now or learn about. them,.the
.

following represents a sample of the more--prevalent models or.aporoaches:"

CIPP, CSE model, Responsive Evaluation, Goal-free,Evaluatioh Adversany,

Evaluatioh,:ConnoiseUr approich.7 Some evaluation mod0s7ire unnamed and-

simply grow-oUt:of a belief that good evaluation_is synonymous with good

research.



Our point here is not to advocate one evaluation model or approach

over another. But the models mentioned (and many others) are out there,

and the implication for you is quite clear. One evaluator may prefer one

approach over another. Indeed, he may insist on one approach over

another and may try to use it in virtually all situations; you and your

project may not fit his predilection and this will.. possibly have

disastrous consequences for.evaluation use.

You may'get an evaluator who tries to convince you that one

particular approaCh is necessarily "better" or "more accurate" or "more

scientific" than another. Or you may get an evaluator who tells you that

some formal model has to be followed.

But, if ou are concerned about the evaluation haVin act, the

research,literature doein't support-either potition. Follqwing kformal

model does not necessarily ehhaqce use potential.: In this sense,.nd

model is inherently better than another: Use potential will increase,

however, when the evaluation uses methods that%are technically

appropriate and user-sensitive andwhen it'offert 'the kind of informed

balance, i., we have spoken about in this chapter. In additidn, the role that

the evaluator chooses has a greater bearing on the use potentiaLof his

"approach" thanany other sing' factor. (In4,sense, you may want to

consider these suggestions and the apProach embedded in this book as A'

"user oriented model. ")

In organizing for evaluation use along the lines we've suggested,

you cannot allow the eyaluatton,t0 be 'anything less tharv:a tool' for

satisfying the information needs of your intended Liters-. You should make

sure that the evaluator has a thorough understanding of your definition



of use, as well as a detailed description of your users and their needs.

Anything less than a h7monious match between the two can have a bad

effect on the use potenigial of an evaluation.:

Here are some quest 'ons, drawn from the preceding factor descrip-

tions, which you can refe to as you organize for use.

\

THINGS TO THINK ABOU

Have you arrived at firm or tentativeoanswers to the questions,
asked at the end of the*ctionS on human and context factors?

Do these answers suggest\the forms' that your evaluation should
take to be used in your project setting?

Will your users' interest in the evaluation be s fficient to
ensure a nealthyongoing dialogue-with-you and .t e evaluator?

Are the users and their.evalUation qiitstions clearly delineated
so that you and the eialuator\can--decide on how to provide
relevant and specific nforthaton?

What kinds of evaluation procedilres should the evaluation
employ to'ensure that findings-are credible to the various
users you have in mind?

Howoften'andin what forms tight evaluation information be
provided to meet users' .decision needs?

Onthe basis of your answers to these questions -- and to other

questiorisHyou may raise yourself 'Which evaluation factors do you think
. 1

you will have :V) influence personally in order to promote use? With

these evaluationfactors in mind, do you have a clearer picture of all

the huthan and context factors whichjvill impingejon the manner and, extent

of your influence on tne-pialuation?
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CHAPTER IV

EVALUATION FACTORS: APATTERN FOR USE

The use-related factors introduced in the previous chapter are

essential elements in organizing for more effective use of evaluation

information. In this chapter we will provide you with a structure that

brings these factors .together. -The structure, which we call & factor

pattern, serves two important functions:

1. It illustrates how these factors can relate to each other to
increase evaluation use; and

2. It gives you, the administrator, a guide, in organizing your own
evaluation for enhanced use.

This chapter will also offer you a hypothetical case study of an

evaluation setting -- a bilingual education program in "Hilltop" --

within which you can begin to practice your organizing tasks, using both

the factor pattern and-Some of the factor-related tactics we discussed in

Chapter III.

Why have a factor pattern?

We have designed the factor patterb as the Most efficient means of syn-

thesizing what we know about evaluation use. It reminds us, first, of the

interdependence of factors in contributing to evaluation use No factor

stands alone as a completely independent element; the Tole of each-factor

is conditioned by its effect on other factors and the effects of these on

At. Think of the,factor-"evaluator rapport" as just on eiample. -It'

should be apparent ttiat even where rapport may contribute to your intended

use of-the evaluation,Such as direct action by teachers, Tapport is more

likely to make a difference if there:is a1so,ay, a certain level of



teacher interest in the evaluation or if the information provided is in

a form the teachers can use: In the same way, teachers' interest in

the evaluation, by itself, may mean little if the information provided

is inadequate or if the evaluator actively alienates the teachers. The

factor pattern indicates which factors are likely to influence each

other most directly in bringing about intended uses of the evaluation.

Second, the factor-pattern places related groups-of factors in a

logical order. The pattern is a graphic representation of the simple

fact that in organizing for evaluation use you will have to start some-
,.

where. And where you start is crucial. By dealing with certain factors

first, you begin to define and narrow the scope of your organizing task

for the factors that follow. Looking again at the example of "evaluator

rapport," it would probably be a waste of your time to worry about this

factor before you knew the characteristics of the Users that the-evalua-

tor, will be interacting with. Nor, logically, would'you make rapport

your last-item of concern, especially where the intended users of the

evaluatim4e.g., teachers in. the above example) would 'be working with

the evaluator over the course of an entire year. The order of factors

within our pattern, then,.is more thanjust a handy, steP-by-Steli map in

evaluationorganizing for evaluation use. Order is also one of the ways. in which
%

factors influence each other within tine context of an evalliation.

Finally, the factor pattern is dpplicable,to most evaluation

situations. lt,is broad enough to account for the somdwhat different set

of factors that contribgte to potential use .for every combination of use

and.user within your organization. To continue with our example,)



"evaluator rapport" may be important in getting teachers to apply infor-
'

mation from the evaluation, but-the. evaluatpr!Scont with the state

and federal authorities `may be too iimtted'for rappOrt to play much part

in the-direct action they may take. Because each combination of user

ancr use is, unique in this way, we have constructed a general factor

'pattern that can be modified-according to any of the use and user combina-
.

tiuns you choose to focus wtthin your organization.

,Understanding the Factor /Pattern

We can better understand hoW the factor pattern (Diagram 1) works by

expresSing It graphically. This will prepare you to work out variations

of the Fiattern/to/fit your own situation It will also help you under-
, .

stand,h'W.these variations can be applied in a hypothetical evaluation/-

situati n_(4Yaterin this chapter) Ps well as in your own efforts `to -

F

organize for greater evaluation use (Chapter 5):

,

The factor pattern is organized by first grouping-individual factors

into."clusters," set'off by boxes.

-_
.

A cluster tells you, the or9anizer, that thte-----particular factors are.
,

related to evaluation Use in the same way, distinct from other.clusters

in the'paftern, and that these factors should-be:examined'together and

r-



at the same time.

The clusters are then joined, by vertical arrows.

This indicates the\order in which you should consider the sets of factors,

since each cluster influences the content of. the cluster beneath it.

The double-stemmed arrow at the end of the last cluster in the pat-
\

tern indicates that ydur organiling task has been completed. It points,

we hope, to the intended use -of the evaluation by the users you have

identified.

For convenience, we have labeled each of the clusters to provide

some better indication of the factors included with.each. The labels

also increase your understanding of the logical sequence of clusters.

1 1
, 1 "Setting the Stage"

ri "Identifying/Organizing the Participants"

rir

1 1 "Operationalizing the. Interactive Process"
l.sly

I
"Adding the Finishing Touches"

Now let's look inside the clusters. (See Diagram 1) Here we want.



Di agraip

Factor Patt6rn. For Evaluation Use

A. Setting the Stage

Pre-existing evaluation bounds ,

User identity

Program characteristics

Intra-organizational features

External features

40

B. idenlifying/Organizing the Participants

User interest in e0aluation

User commitment to Use

Evaluator characteristics
background/identity

.

commitment to use
itvillingnesS to involve user in evaluation
Choice of role
political sensitivity

----credibility

,

Evaluation Proceduresplan
User professional style(s)

...

+
C. Operationalizing the Interactive Process

Evaluation proceduresexecution
Substance of evaluation information

Evaluator commitment to use

Information dialogueformative
User information processing preferences

D. Adding the Finishing Touches

Evaluation reporting .

Evaluator characteristics (selected)

Information dialoguesummative
User commitment to use



to point out two things abo,:t how the factors are presented within a

cluster. First, a factor can either be cited alone (as a whole) or it

can be cited along with-certain of its component elements. (Refer to

Appendix for a complete list of factors.) Where we list a factor such.

as "pre-existing evaluation bounds," we are referring equally to all of-

that factor's elements:;` "written requirements for the evaluation,"

"other contractual obligations for the evaluation," and "fiscal. 9

. constraints." In the same way, we list "program characteristicsi"

"user identity," And most other factors in the pattern as a kind of

shorthand for all of the elements that constitute each of those factors.

Alternatively, a factor can be cited in a cluster along with only

those of its elements that are most likely to contribute to evaluation

use at a given point in the organizing process. Where we specify a

factor in this way, the elements are listed beneath the general factor

and are set off by a dot. An example of this is the factor "evaluator

characteriStics." When you begin to identify and organize the evalua-

tion's participants, the evaluator's, "background and identity" and his/

her "choice of ,role" (along with other elements shown in Diagram 1) will

have a bearing on the planned uses of the evaluation. Toward the end

of the evaluation process, however, as-you organize,the finishing touches

for makidg use happen, you will need to concentrate on other



characteristics of the evaluator, such as his/her "understanding of !

political considerations" and the "rapport" _that's been established., At

this point in the process, the evaluator' "choice of role" has already

helped to shape the finishing touches and the evaluator's "background

and idehtity" are probably no longer of as much consequence for use.

The second point about how factors are presented within a cluster is

simply this: "each factor shobld be weighed and planned for indiyidually,

on its own merits, and as it affects and is affected by other factors in

the cluster. We've tried to express this dual focus in a graphic way in

Diagram 1. By separating the factors within a cluster by solid horizontal

lines, and yet including them together within the solid lines of the

cluster as a whole, we illustrate that the factors enjoy a certain

autonomy even as they act together toward evaluation use.

As we have indicated above, each of the four factor clusters repre-

sents a distinct phase, or stage, in the evaluation process. Let's now

briefly look at what these.stages are. .

Factor Cluster A, which we've termed "Setting the stage," comprises

those factors which are generally regarded'as "givens" of the particular

setting within which the evaluation will take place. We include here

the characteristics of the program and.some of the organizational con-

straints. Although these factors are to some extent fixed, you -- as,

organizer of the evaluation -- may nevertheless be able to influence,

them in such a way as to promote use.'

The'first factor cluster has "set the stage" on which-the evaluation

unfolds, the "context" factors which provide the'framework within which

-88-
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the evaluation is conducted. Factor Cluster B, in contrast, concentrates

more heavily on the human factors which play an important part in the

evaluation use process. ThUs,,Factor Cluster B involves "identifying and

organizing the, evaluation's participants." We inc ude in this cluster

such things as the characteristics of the evaluator and the primary

potential uses of the evaluation.

Factor Cluster C, "Operationalizing the interactive process," re?re-
,

sents a transition point in cur, organizing for evaluation use Factor

Clusters A and B refer mainly to the planning stage of the evaluation, to

those activities that are carried out prior to the actual conduct of the

evaluation. Factor Clusters C and D deal mainly with conducting and re-'

porting the evaluation itself. Here we begin to considei. the period when

the °valuation processes actually takkplace. Prior to this point we

were anticipating future actions; Factor Cluster C reminds us. that it, is

time for carrying out these Planned actions. Here is where we'll put

into practice the steps we've planned, guided by the examination of-Factor

Clusters A-and B. If the planning job has: been done well then the evalua-

tion should proceed smoothly; If not, it's still not too late to make some

mid-course adjustments.

The activities suggested by the content of Factor Cluster C will, to -

a large extent, determine the information available for use. Thus, the

questions of what that information actually comprises and of how it gets

transmitted to potential users become increasingly important to the issue

of evaluation use.

Factor Cluster , "Adding the finishing touches," the last of the



.

factor clusters, represents 61e final pha'e in maximizing the potential.

for evaluation use. This faEtor cluster belongs to.that'pOint
(

in the

evaluation prbcess where most (if not all) of the ,nformation has been

collected. In the earlier phases-, you considered those characteristics

of the system and of users that might make a difference in evaluation

impact. Now, In Factor Cluster D, the fruits of,the evaluation process

are displayed for all to See and to comment.upon.

Of course, there is still work to be done. Once all the, information

is'available, it must still be communicated effectively to the right

people, presumably the identified users. The users hopefully, will live

upto their designation and actually Ule the information in some meaning-

ful way. As you might expect from this brief rationale, the components
. .

of Factor Closter D are more heavily weighted toward human factors once

again. After all, people are the users of any evaluation. Of course,

you will have done your best throughout the course of the evaluation to

increase the likelihood that evaluation will be "heard" --- will con-

tribute.to the rationality of decision making.

Niiw that we've outlined the range of factors represented-by-the-------4

factor clusters, let's 'apply the factor pattern in looking at organizing

for evaluation use. In'this way, we're sdre'you'll be able to understand

in a direct, practical way the important features of the pattern that

we've outlined so far: 'the interdependence of the factors, as well as

their relative autonomy; the logical order in which the individual factors

and the-factor clusters are presented; and the flexibility of, the pattern

as a whole, which allows you to adjust it and apply it to your own
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organizational task.

Hilltop

. For this initial exercise, we've constructs R a hypothetical case

study of a school disf.rict ( "iilltop") in which a federally funded

educational program ( "SABER ") is due for a third-yea evalua-

tion. After. the brief descri-ption of the program and its cast of thar-

acters we'll point out some of the general' features of the case study

that you'll want to keep in mind at you organize the ulkilltop" situation

for a more useful evaluation. We'll also outline some of the many

evaluation-related topics of concern raised in the Hilltop context. It

is around one of these selected questions that, together, we'll apply .

the factor pattern to the challenge of organizing ana planning for

greater evaluation Use.

The Hilltop Case Study

This is the second year of Hilltop district's federally

funded bilingual education project, SABER (Student Achievement

through Bilingual Education Resources). In line with overall

school district policy of the last few years, SABER emphasizes

basic reading and math skills. The project's goal is to pro-

vide a, smooth transition into an all-English curriculum. Six

of Hilltop's 10 elementary schOOls participate in SABER; The

project funded students are concentrated in grades K-4,

reflecting the area's recent and rapid influx of Mexican and.

Central American immigrants.

-91-
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The project in. Hilltop was instituted in response ,to

G.

Federal' guidelines concerning :ion- English speaking enroll-

ment figures. There was, 4 least initially, no'demand-for.

a bilingual project in Hilltop's small Mexican-American

community or from the recently-arrived Spanish-speaking

residents. Nor was there much support fora bilingual edu-

cational project among members of Hilltop's board of 'educa-

tion; several members,in fact, voiced doubts about the

effitacy of rising Spanish langpge instruction as a basis

for later iearning English. During SABER's first year, the

board's attitude was "wait-and see." The Hilltop super-.

intendent was somewhat more supportive of SABER; but due

more to the project's emphasis on basic skills than its use

of Spanish for instruction. The board and the superintendent

are well aware, however, that Hilltop is in somewhat of a

regional spotlight because of the district's rapid demo-

graphic changes, With other districts watching 'to see how

(and how'well) Hilltop deals_with__the_problem.

SABER is operated centrally, from the district office

by Mrs. Mary Torres, the director. She supervises SABER in-

,

struction at all six schools, arranges for periodcoin-

.11

service training for,all Title VII teachers, and 15 the pro-
.

jeci's chief decision-maker in matters of personnel and cur=

riculum. Mrs. Torres also oversees the procedure for

initial student identification and later transfer to

-92-
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regular school classrooms, even though these, procedures are

handled on a day-to-day basis by Title, VII teachers at each

school using, project-wide surveys, - .tests, and teacher assess-

ment'forms.

As director, Mrs. Torres organizes theVequired district

bilingual advisory committee which, like its counterparts at

each project site in the district, serves as an information

channel to the Spanish-speaking community in Hilltop. The

committees exercise no real policy-making role, although

most members do participate in bilingu 1 classrooms' as aides

or occasional volunteers. This dirett exposure,to SAFER, as

well as Mrs. Torres' efforts to keep the committees informed

of project progress and test results, has largely dispelled

the concern of, some parents with the idea of teaching in

Spanish. Their first priority is their children's acqui-

sition of English.

Only at the most heavily Spanish-speaking project "------

school, Mason St: Elementary, where almost -85 percent-of

the 630 students are in bilingual classrooms, has Mrs.

Torres named a site-level SABER "coordinator" to ease some

of her administrative and supervisory burden. Mr. Edward

Lopez, Mason St.'s vice-printipal and federal project coor-

dinator, is an experienced reading-and math teacher and has

taught in bilingual projects outside Hilltop. He is re-..

sponsible for much of the implementation and supervision at



the classroom level. But because of his vite-principal

duties, Mr. Lopez depends on teacher reports, test scores,

and other,secOndary sources of information in making most

SABER-related decisions, e.g., student placement, main-

- streaming, Choice of materials.

The annual SABER evaluations are done by Dr. George

Johnson, the. Hilltop district's head of program research.

Because of the federal project guidelines, the emphasis of

the yearly reports, whith are sent on to the federal

autho ities and to the Hilltop board of education, is on

the,s udents' scores on nationally-normed achievement
.

tests. But'it-is Mrs. Torres who, in her role as the pro-

jectJadministrator, uses these_pmject-wide and individual

school test scores as a vital part of the declsions she

must make on teacher assignment, student placement, strenthen-

ing weak classrooms, choosing appropriate in-service train-

ing procedures, and subject area materials,,expansion.of SABER

into upper grades, and so forth. AsT.a,former teacher in bi-

lingual projects ,. hpweVerMrs:,-Torres-recognizes,the inpor-

tance of classroom activities not measured by standardized

tests:. As a result, shesnegotiated with Dr. Johnson for

additional evaluation taiks,'-including.olassroom observations,

periodic reviews of the criterion-referenced tests andloCally-'

produced curricular materials, and ;)number of presentations
.9.

and discussions of the evaluation findings with S,BER's teachers
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SABER's first annual4evaluation proved to 6; a pleasant

surprise to everyone involved. It showed SABER students scor-

ing large gains, in math and Spanish reading andsmaller but

encouraging gains in English reading. The gains were greatest

in the lower grades, where the superintendent and board had

most emphasized 4illtop's back-to-basics policy, and were

equally distributed among all -'six SABER schools. The.test

results did much to, solidifpsupport within the district

administration and in the community, and they contributed as

well to acceptance of the project's native-language approach.

Some teachers at Mason St. and elsewhere, however, still at-
,

tribute the gains to the lower student-instructor ratio made

possible by federally funded project aides rather than to the

bilingual method itself.

Both Mrs. Torres and Mrl Lopez have beCome especially

concerned with the results from the second year evaluation.

r Not Only were the test Score gains leis than-the preceding

year, but teacher reports a d monthls y .criterion-referenced

tests confirmed a decline alterthe ;first year's strong per-

formance.,- Their questions at this,point are: are these in-
.

dications of a decline accurate? If so, what are the possi-

ble reasons (e.g., materials? teacher execution? native-

language first,approach?) Mrs. :Torres already has some

tentative answers, drawn from her own experience and

occasional observations in the schools, but she is count
O



on the evaluation to provide specific data. Looking ahead to

the consequences --Of-the coming third-year evaluation, Mrs.

Torres perceives some project risk in that'the school-board

may decide not to continue the project. However,_personal

risk for most key personnel,'including Mrs. Torres, is mini-

,mized -since they all have tenure ,within the district. Reas-

signment for\Mrs. Torres, though, would undoubtedly entail a

loss of status and authority. For the teachers in the project,

d I

a lack of project continuance might well result in some less

desirable assignments.

Mrs. Torres s.,ees a certain urgency in cbtaiing the evalu-
/

ation data during this coming, third year of the project. .

First, she recognizes that the federal funding will be termi-

nating at the end of.the year, and there will be the necessity

for theschool board and district administration to make a

decision on whether the proj4 will be continued as a-
,

district-funded activity. She is aware.that,.these decisions

will need to be 'Made in conjunction with the district budget
.\\

hearings for-the-following-yealince:_they

teacher reassignments and may potentially, affect the hir,ing

of new personnel within the district. She also recognizes

the necessity 'of making.the board aware of the upcoming
. ,

decision facing them of providing appropriateevalUative- .

- . .

information that might be Used as a part of that decision.
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Mrs. Torres also sees' the possibility that the eValua-
,

tion data will_contribute in other ways. She would hope

that eVaTuation data would provide insights that she might

find helpful in making project decisions about classroom

materials or in-service Strategies throughout the current

year. That is, she sees the evaluative data as serving pro-
.

gram improvement.purposes throughout the course of the

coming year, in addition to its potential for; nfluencing

decisions about subsequent funding.:,'

Hilltop: An Overview'

The Hilltop case describes a project thatenjoys a certain amount
..

of district support because the appropriateness of its learning ob-

jectives and-the concern about edyeation of students from bilingual

backgrounds. Moreover, it gainsr some respect throughout the district by

virtue of the positive test scores

\

at the end of the first year. How-

ever, based upon tie second-year valuation, there have - '.been some

questions raised about whether program gains are "real." Apparently,

the failure to attain the same large gains in test scores as in the
. -

first year have led to some question about the imppct of the program.

Moreover-, these concerns have been fortified by teacher report; dur-

ing th year. Of concern then, during this third year, is providing

additionai\student outcome data to clarify the autbenticity of pro-
/

ject impact On udents.: Furthermore, it is important to gain some

insights into classroo instructionaLprocestet-(materials,1

, -

service strategies teacher characteristics, etc.)athat might



contribute most to changes in student test scores. It is hoped

that this instructional process data could be used to further improve

the project in the event that it is continued as a regular distAct,

program.

In exploring the potential of the evaluation to.contrfbute to

program improvements as well as to any ultimate decision on ,project

continuation decisions, we should kee05''t-n mind three important features

of the Hilltop situation. First and foremost iS the central role

played by Mrs. Torres, the project director. Her actions and influence

reach every aspect of the project, and'as director, she also deals

directly with every group or agency that has an interest in SABER, in-
-,

cluding Dr. Johnson, the evaluator. Remember that it was Mrs. Torres.

who decided what additional evaluation tasks, beyond student testing,
44

were to be conducted, and it is M Torres who will firit receive the

evaluation's findings. Not all the project,related decisions are taken

by the director alone, of course; nor can she completely, control how

others petceive SABER. But Mrs. Torres is in tile position of being able

to provide evaluation-based information that others will take into

account ane as such, she is clearly-the person who will be expec.H
. _

organize for evaluation use.

The secon/feature of the Hilltop case is the multiplicity of

potential users of the evaluation: the program director herself; SABER

. and other teachers; Mr. Lopez, the program s Mason St. site coordinator;

distrfct's superintendent and bOard of education; theTarents

Advisory Council; the Hilltop community ai large; and the state and



federal authorities who fund the project. Each is at a different

level of authority or influence vis -a -vis SABER, and each will find

uses for the.evaluation that reflect that position.° The same

evaluation information -- student test scores, for example -- might

be used by teachers to re-group students in SABER classrooms and by

the Hilltop school board to.decide on continued funding of the project.

Likewise,ISome users will be concerned with a-wide range of evaluation

.topics while other users will limit their concern to a.few-specific

topics. By way of example,.contrast Mrs. Torres, who deals with 'every

aspect of'SABER, and the community's bilingual' advisory committees,

,------
whose role is primarily onetof public_relations.----

The third featae-we-haVe built into the Hilltop case is the

various kinds of Uses that each user group can make of the evaluation.

Mrs. Torres, as project administrator, could herself use the information

in her choice of curriculum materials. This is an example of an action

use. Another action use of the evaluation would be the Board's consi-

deration of the evaluation findings and recommendations when it decides

on project continuation. Action use may also be made by a project mem-

ber who may hold a lesser administrative or non-adMinistrative role.

For example, site coordinator Lopez might use the informAtion provided

by Mrs. Torres to better understand the strengths and weaknesses of the

teachers and thus, to be better able to supervise them effectivelY.

Mrs. Torres' efforts to Changeideas or attitudes about SABER, in

-contrast ,are what we:have called conceptual use (e.g.-, convincing



Hilltop parents and other districts that SABER's native language approach

is effective). Another conceptual use occurs when the parent advisory

committees are provided with information they can use to consolidate

_--support for the project in the community. Note again that Mrs. Torret,

as organizer of the evaluation, is the central figure.

'Organizing for Evaluation Use

As she plans, then, for organizing the Hilltop evaluation to maxi-

mize the potential for use, Mrs. Torres will need to attend simultaneously

to several evaluation topics as well as the potential user groups interested

in each of those topics. For example, here is a sample of several topics

relevant to the SABER project evaluation:

o What accounts for the decline in studentithievement, and
What modifications, if any, should be project
operation?.

o How should Mrs. Torres allocate her. time as administrator
to: best increase the likelihOod of program improvement?

1-.

o Non-bilingual project teachers have doubts abdut the.
appropriateneSs and the efficacy of SABER's native
language first approach. -

1

o If SABER is to be expanded, recommendations will need to be
made about staffing, grade levels to be included, project
operation gu4aeltries,curriculum, bludget and the like.

We have reviewed these topics.and select one for our detailed case

'study. The exercise focuses on the actions -I be taken by Mrs. Torres to

maximize evaluation use Now, consider the ,fituation Mrs. Torres is

facing. It's the-summer-before the third year of the project, and She's

considering the evaluation to be conducted during the next school year.
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She has identified a prime evaluation topic' -- namely, the decision the

board will have-to make about whether they will fund the program out of

district monies after this, the third year of operation under federal

_ funds. She has also identified the school board as the potential

evaluation user in this context. In addition, Mrs. Torres herself

intends to use the evaluation for purposes of p-ogram improvement. She

is concerned, therefore, about being sufficiently attentive to those

factors which can maximize the impact of,the,third-year evaluation, with

the ultimate goal of helping to make the evaluation information more

influential to the decisionmaking process.

As Mrs. Torres is deciding how best to proceed, she turns to Factor

Cluster A as the most logical 'starting point, since she needs, in

essence, to "set the stage" for the evaluation. As Diagram 1 previously

reminds us, the factors within this cluster are: pre-existing evaluation

bounds, user identity, program characteristics, intra-organizational

features, and external features. If you were in Mrs. Torres' place, you

would likely spend a great deal of time and effort examining each of

these factors in detail as it relates to, this evaluation situation. How-

.

ever, we don't want to either overwhelm you or bore you with an

exhaustive critique. Thus, in our discussion we will take a more global*

view of the elements within each of 'the factor clusters and consider

only some of the,kinds of things:that Mrs. Torres might do at each stage V

of the process.

In the pages which/fallow, we'll phrase our discussion in terms of

the problems that Mrs., Torres faces during the. course of the year, and



the procedures she follows in dealing with these problems. To help you

better relate the discussion to the factor clusters, we'll provide a

reference point in the left margin.
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Pre - existing

evaluation
bounds

SETTING THE STAGE

Problem

Because this is a federally-funded project, Mrs. Torres

is knowledgeable about her obligations to satisfy the federal

regulations regarding evaluation. One of these regulations

is the reporting of norm-referenced test scores. Mrs. Torres

is well aware that there is some, discrepancy. between the

first-and second-year test score results; in fact, the federal

program monitor wasted little time geting on the phone to

her after receiving the second-year ev1uation report.

Resolving this apparent discrepancy is, therefore, one of the

pre-existing bounds on the evaluation -- not just becauSe Mrs. Torres

a,,nd the federal monitor are concerned about this aspect,

but also,because Mrs. Torres knows that the board will be ask-

ing about it later.

Possible Actions

How would you organize the evaluation in order to respond

to this pre-existing constraint?

Organizing' for Evaluation Use 1

1 .

Mrs.jorres decides that she needs to.make sure that the

eValUator understands
\
exactlyWhat reporting requirements must

be satisfied in terms Of.:.the federal mandates, as' well as
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what. procedures are necessary to carry out the florin-referenced

testing. She wants to make certain that this issue is

specified in the letter of agreement with Dr. Johnson outlining

his tasks in conducting the evaluation for the district. If

Johnson were an evaluator from outside tte district, she

make certain that these issues were clarified in the evaluator's.

.contract; since Johnson is a member of Hilltop's Research and

Evaluation staff, there is no formal contract.

JUG



SETTING THE STAGE

Problem

The present Hilltop Board of Education is comprised of

five members, elected at large from the community. Of these

five members, three are "old timers" and two are new. Mrs.

Torres knows that of the three "old" members, two of them are

statistically-'oriented and have in the past closely scrutinized

User the standardized test results. The thfrd "old" member **s

identity
distrustful of numbers and statistics, and reacts negatively

to having to examine the test results as they were previously

reported. The two new members are fairly unknown quantities

in terms of their attitudes toward statistical data, but Mrs. Torres

d o e.s know that they are inexperienced in educational

matters and know little &bout the district's programs -- parti-

soularly SABER.

Possible Actions

.
How can Mrs. Torres plan to respond effectively to the range

f users represented by the current Board members?

Organizing for Evalurtion Use

Mrs. Torres decided on a two-pronged approach to this problem.

First, she decided that the evaluation report should have several

different features than in the past: for example, there should be



o.

an appendix containing technical statistical data which will
C

\ be targeted to the two "old" board members who,are likely. to

want such data available; there'shouid be an executive Summary"
. . .

i

which presents'innarrative form the same informa7 0..

.,.4,.. ,,
tion in terms that the ncn-.:Aatistically oriented board members

. i

can interpret, Second, she realizes that she will need to try '.

..to obtain additional information about the two new, board members,

plus she will need to provide information to them about; the

project, its goals and its operating procedures.

Mrs. Torres confers first with Dr. Johnson, 6' aiert him to

the need for preparing both the statistical appendix and an

executive summary as part of his evaluation repoit. Next,she

sends information about the project the new board members and

invites them to personally visit and observe ih'SABER classroomS.

Finally, Mrs. Torres tries to identify any other personnel with
/1/

whom she is acquainted who may be able to proVide some insight

into the two new board members -- their likes, dislikes, views on

I/education, etc. /
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Program:
characteristics

innovativeness

SETTING THE STAGE

Problem

Mrs: Torres is concerned that the board might not

fully understand the innovativeness of the SABER program

and, in particular, the _nature and rationale of the native-

language7first approach. Thus, she recognizes the possibility

that the district might elect to provide program funding

in_the name of SABER but based on a different concept --

e:g:, teaching English first. In that event, she might

have to make the decisiOn of whether to personally support

funding i program which does not employ the native language

approach, or whether she is willing to head another kind

of program in order to both provide at least some special

program to serve bilingual students and maintain her own

position in the district.

Possibie,ActiOns

What could Mrs. Torres do to help reduce the likelihood
4

that the board will furid another type of program rather than

SABER as it presently is conceived?

Organizing for, Evaluation Use

WhatMrs. Torres needs to do is to gradually explain

to the board over the course of the.year the nature of the

program so that the decision at the end of the year does



not subvert the original intent of/the program. She hopes

that the bdard by that time will /Understand the' rationale

behind making SABER a native-language-first program. Torres

also has to clarify that rationale and approach to Dr. Johnson

so that the ..eval uation will be attentive to trying to assess

the influence ,O the native-language-first apprciach;
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Intraorganizational
features:,

1

other kinds -

of information

.SETTII01-1 STAGE'

Problem
4

Mrs. Torres notes that there are many :sources of

"behind the scenes" informa?ion which Might play a role in

the board's decision. She feels that some of these informa-

tion sources could be recognized and incorporated more

forMally into the'evaluation. She believes that attention

to these other information sources would minimize the' possibility

of the board's ignoring the data provided by the evaluator

in preference to some other, unattMbuted data.which, they

maintain, is contradictory. For;example, Mrs. Torres is

aware thgt the board has in the past been very 'responsive

to parent concerns and-opinions. She remembers attending a

board meeting when a favorable evaluation report of.a

district curriculum was presented, but the bdard, citing

unspecified unfavorable parent opinions of the cUrriculum,

asked the curriCulum staff to do major revisions.

Possible Actions

What-could Mrs. Torres do first to identifythe.other

sources of information that might-be reaching the board and

secdnd, to incorporate these sources within the framework

of the evaluation?

7106-,
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gyganizing for Evaluation Use

Mrs. Torres needed,more input for this problem,'so

she -set up a meeting with Dr. George Johnson to see what

he might suggest.. They jointly agreed that it might be

valuable to provide some indications of parent attitude

toward SABER. Johnson in turn developed a questionnaire
- 0

to assess how parents felt about their child's progress

in the program, whether parents wanted their children to

continue to have the opportunity to participate in SABER

the following year, and whether parents saw.some other

types of impact from the program (eg., 'increased or improved

communications between parents'and,chil.dren, etc.)

In addition, Dr. Johnson agreed to keep his "ea'r to

the ground" in order to pick up on any other information

sources relevant to the board's decision process which

might be incorporated into the evaluation. Mrs. Torres
.311,

would also be on the alert to identify such extra- evaluation

sources.

=106a7
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SETTING THE STAGE

Problem

Mrs. Torres also recognizes that parents are not the
Intraorganilational
features: only information source within the community. Many times

other kinds people comment either favorably or unfavorably about the

of information
program who are not connected with it. It is important to

recognize that they too may be a source of other, information

to the board. For example, several of the school board

members belong to the Rotary Club and to the local downtown

merchants association. There are always a number of people

who would ask: "What the heck are you guys doing at our

schools? ,Having the kids walking around

jabbering i n Spanish ?' Why don't you make them into real

Americans? What kind of schools are you running? Are they

just.playgrounds.where kids speaking other languages avoid

-having to really learn?"

Possible' Actions

-What can Mrs,. Torres do AD counter the potential

negative effects..ofuninfoMed publid comments and alternately-,'

to capitalize on positive public opinion?



Organizing for Evaluation Use

Mrs. Torres wants to make sure that potential uninformed

information does not impede on the decision process and

lessen the impact of the evaluation results. Thus, she'

recognizes that it is important to mount a public relations

effort which can provide an explanation to the community at

large as to what the program is doing. She also feels that

A is important to describeind justify the conceptual basis

for this kind of program. She writes an article on this

'topic for the local community newspaper, arranges to be

interviewed by a local reporter, and-talks to board members

about the possibility of making a presentation at the

Rotary Club meeting. She indicates in her public comments

that she will not be discussing the results of the evaluation,

but she points out that the program is being evaluated. She

.also'describes the native language approach to instruction

and why it has beenadOpted for SABER. She also emphasizes

that people are not being asked to accept this program on

faith. She mentions the conceptual basis for such .a program

and indicates that the board is open-minded about the issue

of whether or not-it is working satisfactorily in the Hilltop

school district. She confirms that the evaluation, is being

conducted byk. George Johnson, an expert from the district's

Research and Evaluation office, who will make results available

to the board in time for them to make project decisions.



User interest:

questions and
concerns

IDENTIFYING/ORGANIZING THE PARTICIPANTS

Problem

The major decision facing the project in the coming

year is whether it will be funded by the district. Mrs. Torres

recognizes this issue as the most important question the

evaluation can help answer. Nonetheless, even though there

is already a guiding framework for the evaluation in terms

of looking at the academic achievements of students and

certain otherpre-specified outcome measures, there may be

other concerns that the board members have expressed about

the program or its operation that the evaluation can also

help answer.

What'has been particularly informative to Mrs. Torres

in regard,to identifying what some of these other concerns

or questions might be have been her observations of school

board-meetings and her informal contacts with various

--board-members. She feels:,thai she has picked'up a number

of comments relating to other issues beyond that of the test

scores that she feels the evaluation should respond to,

both in terms of strengthening the evaluation' itself as a

-

responsive activity and in terms of providing additional

--

evidence that can ulttMately contribute to the board's

decision making.



Possible Actions

Wiat-mtghte-Mrs7-Torres-et-o-make-sure-th:i Itiel users

other questions and, concerns have been identified and will

be dealt with during the evaluation ?.

Organizing for Evaluation Use

Mary Torres feels that it is necessary for tier to get

together with George Johnson to consider the extent to which

the evaluation plan would seem to be responsiveito the

queitions and concerns either expressed or implied by the

board members. Johnson's plan had earlier been submitted

to her and had been approved; she in turn had ent an in-

formation copy to the superintendent. She now thinks that

it might be helpful to have Dr. Johnson make al presentation

to the board, walking them thrbugh_the-evalua ion plan. Thi

board would thus have an opportunity to-provil e their input

as to whether the information they need to satisfy their

individual interests is likely to be available through the

evaluation as it is presently planned. She decides to make

contact with the superintendent to discuss his matter and

to schedule a date for the presentation.



IDENTIFYING/ORGANIZING THE PARTICIPANTS

Evalmator
characteristics:

rol e

Evaluator
characteristics:

political ..

sensitivity

Problem

Dr. George Johnson has been in the, research and evaluation

unit of the school district for a good many years. Recently,

most of his assigned work has tended to be research oriented,

requiring him to develop and implement large scale-data_collec-
_-

tion schemes: Mrs. Torres is concerned about George's flexi-

bility in this regard during the coming'third-year SABER

evaluation. After all, the SABER project is not a controlled;

classical experimental situation. Mrs. Torres is' all too Well'

aware that in the real world, data collection does not always

occur as planned and on schedule.

.
There is another characteristic about Dr. Johnson in his

role as project evaluator which concerns Mrs. Torres. Sometimes,

when George is engaged in informal convefsation,' Mrs.,Torres

has obseriied that he doesn't know when to keep his mouth shut

when discussing potentially sensitive issues. For example,

Mrs. Torres heard that George had been'sItting around the

teachers' coffee room the other night and, with a board member

sitting at the next table, had been 'heard to remark that he felt

the evaluation's' results would indeed confirm a continuing decline

in student achIevement. Mrs. Torre-,-noting that achievement

testing had not yet even begun, worries that Johnson's remarks

may have been overheard by the board member and would thus

reflect negatively in that person's mind' in all future, dealings

with SABER. Mrs. Torres has already heard from several teachers

who were present in the room and'whOwei,le upset that GeOrge.s



remarks reflected negatively'on their

teaching.

-Wh i orres-certa-iniy-respects-Johnson's-right-to-have

his ow opinions, she also feels that he needs to know when not

to expres3 those opinions. In her view, Johnson lacks political

wpsitivity_to_theAituatign_wrouPding_SARER,_

seem to realize that as the evaluator of the project, his expressed

-personal -views may be misinterpreted as evaluation evidence

by casual listeners.

Possible Actions

What might Mrs. Torres do to encourage George to take a

more flexible attitude,towards data collection under SABER'S-

eyaluation plan and to let George know that he needs to develop,

more sensitivity to political considerations whep expressing

his personal 'opinions?

Organizing for Evaluation Use

It seems clear to Mrs. Torres that she needs to have a

serious talk witk_Dr. Johnson about his evaluation. role within

the project There will be-several aspects to this discuision.

At the more general level, she wants to reiterate to him the

importance of the way he conducts the evaluation. She will

point out that she knows how concerned they both are about the

role the evaluation will play and their!mutual desire to see

the'evaluation ftndings reflected in the decisions to-be made



by the board. She points out, however, that he needs to be

willing to make adjustments to the way' the data might be collected

for SABER. For example, sonii-Ortne data Mayte missiny

some external circumstances. Rather than just simply accepting

missing values, George needs to be attentive to finding. another

'way to-Collect-similar data to replace that which is missing.

On a more personal level, Mrs. Torres will also express

her concern to George aboutthe way his off-the-cuff,comments

could potentially undercut the, evaluation and its usefulness

to the board. She again 'reiterates how important the evaluation

is to SABER's future and expresses the'hope that, in fairness

to SABER and to all the people whq.are working hard to fry to

make it a success, no program-related information be misinter-
,

preted by staff or by any board member prior to the formal release

of evaluation findings. She feels that as a result of their

talk, George will bemore discreet in his informal conversations

when in public areas of the school.



Information
*dialogue:

formative

OPERATIONALIZING THE INTERACTIVE PROCESS

Problem

'nary TOT.T.Ts is aware.That.fhe evaluation has beeh-Tiking

place for a couple of months now, but she hasn't yet had much

direct feedback from Johnson. She would like to know 'what he'.

has`been observing and-if there are any problems that need to

'-1,e-addreSte&--After-all;-Ortigram improvementfs-the'Orimary

goal of formative evaluation:.

In, addition, Mrs. Torres knows that it is important to

make sure that the District Office is aware that,the evaluatioh

'is indeed ill progress and that evaluation information is being

used to effect improvement in the current operation of the .

project.

Possible ACtions

What can Mrs. Torres do to increase the flow of evaluation

information both to,herself and to the District Office?

N

Organizing for Evaluation Use

Torres suggests to Dr. Johnson that'he might want tb meet

with her on a regular basis to keep her informed about the results

of his observations and initial data collection. She also

suggests that he might consider writing a brief "status report"

or even a photocopied neWsletter for distribution every month.

This monthly update might indicate what's, happening --.tentative

,results -- and a description of the kinds of evaluation activities

thai,are taking place. ,She pointed out to Johnson that she,
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the project staff, and the top administrators to the district

might receive the report, along with people who are on the

Parents Council.--TiirTei-Teels that-thdt-tatus reports will-

serve several purposes: it will, alerther to initial findings

and areas of potential concern, and it will alert teachers and

.
other project staff to initial findings so that they can make

operational changes. The pi-esence of this formative evaluation

reported to the district administration may.also help in

developing a sensitivity to evaluation information and an

anticipation of the summative results.

.



Substance Of
evaluation
information,

P

OPERATIONALIZING THE INTERACTIVE PROCESS

Problem

Mrs. Torres has.been feeling good about the forthcoming

evaluation report. She has seen several board members around

8
the district office,//and they have commented to her that they

are looking forward/t° seeing the evaluation report and feel

that it will be quite helpful to.themfin thOr decision making.
1-

She thinks that the substance of the report will be relevant

to the board's concerns, because she is aware of the amount of
/1

attention that-She and Dr.' Johnson have given to making sure that

the information is "on target." However., she has recently had

some slight 0/alms about the way things are going.

At last,,week's staff meeting; for example, thetopic, of, '

the parent questionnaires came up and several teachers reported.

,
.

that the returns from parents had been very low. The parent
i. .

/,

questionnaire had been given to-children to take home. This

systefil usually works fairly well; however, this has not-been

the case with the SABER questionnaire. Mary Torres knows that

Dr. Johnson has made a sincere effort to get participation.

The; questionnaire. was printed in both Spanish and English; the

cover letter seemed to her to be,effective in eliciting coopera-

tion. Mrs. Torres theorizes that the low rate of-return may in

fact be due to reluctance on the part of foreign -born parents

to participate i' activities that they view in some way as related

to government. She is not quite sure. However with the very

low rate of return (only around 10%) and virtually no responses



on the open-ended questions, Torres wonders whether Dr. Johnson

will be able to provide convincing data to the board with

o r

Possible Actions

Will the evaluation data'being

parent attitudes and effects of.the

relationships be sufficient? Would

collected by Johngon on

program on the parent-child

the board consider the data

relevant when there is such a small response and no in-depth

comments? What'can Tdrres do?

Organizing for, Evaluation Use

Mary TOrres dismissed the situation with George Johnson.

She indicated concern' and asked Johnson for suggeStions, They

jointly agreed that.it wasn't very likely that very many more

responses would come in. George recognized the prdblem of the

possible reticence of bilingual parents to complete the questionnire

and suggested that there was a need for personal contact. He

noted; however,,that he had insuffidient staff to conduct all

the interviews necessary. He inquired of Mrs. Torres whether the

teachers could do a.follow up with a brief phone call to each

of the parents. Toi:reS rojeCted.this-idea, indicating that s e

did not want to bias the evaluz.ktion rOuTts with the-partici-

pation of the teachefs in the datacolleCtiOn(p rticularlY

when kpart-of the. data collection `calls for the gatheri g of

anecdotal data). Dr. Johnson and Torres agreed that...it ight

3



strengthen the data base if-Johnson. were to conduct several

home interviews of parents randomly selected and write them up

,

as mini-case studies.to.supplement the questionnaire data:

!IA

/

S.



User commitment
to use

ADDING THE FINISHING TOUCHES

. Probl em

Mrs.
.

'Torres has just received some evaluatiolvinfor;

mation from Dr. Johnson regarding the criterio:xeferenced

testing the teachers have been conducting during the

fall. These results seem to indicate that student

performance is continuing to decline. Mrs. Torres

is initially inclined to_doubt theie results, and to

assume that there has been some mistake either on'George's

part, or else in the construction of the tests thedselves.

Mrs. Torres catches herself, though, in the act of seem-

ingly trying to ignore the evaluation results-- certainly

.

not a position a use-oriented administrator should exemplify!

But still ...?

Possible Actions

Faced with this dilemma, what could Mrs. Torres do?

o

Organizing for Evaluation Use

Atfirst, Mrs.-Torres decided to conduct a quiet investiA

gation into whether the tests themselves could perhaps be the

cause of invalid evaluation results. She quickly found, how-

ever,ever, that the tests did in fact; 'reflect the curriculum.'

After brief discussions with Gectrge,. she confirmed that the

results hadsbeen.presented accurately. Mrs. Torrttlihdecided



in the absence of a prima facie reason' to. doubt the eval-

uation results, she should accept them as valid and look

elsewhere for-the-explanation-as_to the lowered student

-achievement.' She realizes that she had beed somewhat .

neglecting her supervisory responsibilities'as project,

administrator and decides to begin observing again,fh

the SABER classrooms and keeping in closer touch with the

teachers. She also makes a special effort to getin touch1

with parents who have in the past been willing to proVide

her feedback about how the program was affecting their

children to get their perceptions of thii year's program

operation. What she finds, somewhat= to_ her surprise, is

that several of-the teachers were not in fact folfOwing

the planned program of instruction. Thus, isit not

surprising that student achievementis lowered on the

criterion-referenceilmtests which Are geared closely to the

SABER-curriculum. Realizing that her initial negative reac-

tions to George's findings were unwarranted, she invites

George to attend a meeLlny of the project staff to-discuss

the content areas covered by the next set of criter:)n-refer-

enced tests. She also asks- George to assist her by visiting

more often in those classrooms which she has identified as not

following the prescribed curriculum plan. As ayesult of this

episode, Mrs. Torres reconfirms her commitment to using the

evaluation results inher own supervisory activities.

-112a-
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ADDING THE FINISHING TOUCHES

Problem

Dr. Johnspn has completed his final evaluation report

for SABER and has distributed it to the board members.- Now

EvalUation it's the evening. of the board meeting at which George is to

-reporting
formally present his report. So far things seem to have

User commitment gone well; the board members have been listening attentively

to use
and there have been ,no external interruptions during his

presentation. Midway through Geoi4gels summary, hoWever, one

of the new board members interrupts and says, "Wait a minute,

Dr. Johnson, I just don't understand what all these test

figures mean that you've been talking about."

Possible Action's

How should George respond to this question?

------
Organizing for Evaluation Use

George had been pleased with the job he did on the evalua

tion report - he felt that it treated SABER and its accomplish,

ments fairly and accurately. He had taken pains to pake sure

that uhe report contained several features designed to ease

the reader through the material (for example, there was an

executive summary at the beginning, and an appendix with the

more technical data at the nd, and several charts and graphs

elee

_.

tas appropriate within th body of the text). However, he



wanted to make sure that he would do the best job he could

of representing the SABER program in front of the board, so

he had requested a meeting with Mary Torres the week prior

to his presentation to get her suggestions.'

His meeting with Mrs: was designed to, be a

strategy session to brainsto effective presentation techrr

niques. One of the strategies they came up with was to

develop, but keep in reserve, lternate ways'of analyzing'

and presenting the findings. Thus, when the question arose

during the actual board meeting, Dr. Johnson was able to

bring out several of the,visuals he, had prepared after his

meeting with Mrs. Torres. These visuals had been designed

specifically with the new board members in mind, anticipating

the types of,questions they might be likely to ask. In devel-

oping.these additional materials, George wanted to be responsive'

to the different information needs of the various, users and

their differeing preferences for how they liked information

presented. Had questions been asked by other more knowledgable

board members requesting \further evaluation, George would have

been able to bring out a different set of charts which he had

also prepared in anticipation of the.actual event.

Not only did the board Members-receive additional explana7

tion and information from Dr. 'Johnson, but the very fact that

he was so well prepared to respond to th3m increased the hoard's

confidence in the evaluation and\its findings.:



Conclusion

Organizing your evaluation for use around the factor clusters we have

described has advantages. The patterns are linked by a realistic logic, a

kind of logic that you have probably followed'in other situations. In many

ways, it corresponds with the kind of systematic planned activity you would

engage in to make a successful. No less with an evaluation situation.

Your initial concern is with "setting the stage" -- structuring the acti-
.

vity, deciding what you want to accomplish, and whit resources and constraints

will limit your actions. A subsequent concern lies with the intended proce-

dures and the various actors. Your concern as a manager is being aware of

each, how they operate and the ways that you can facilitate accomplishment

of goals. _As an activity progresses, you become aware of actions that you

can take during the operationalizing of the process. And, finally, as

management activities come to a close you want to be assured that the finishing

touches are added -- that all of your efforts are properly reflected in the

end product. It is similarly applicable in most evaluation settings, yet

sufficiently flexible that it can be adapted to meet particular needs. The

evaluation clusters simply "translate" this kind of management thinking into

the specifics4of an evaluation situation.

In this chapter you have viewed the ways in which Mary Torres has been

able to respond,to organizing for evaluation use In the next chapter, you

will-have an opportunity to apply this factor pattern and its several clusters

to a problem of Your own choosing.



CHAPTER V

ORGANIZING FOR EV LUATION. USE:

APPLICATION TO YOUR PROJECT

At this point, if you've en following our line of reasoning and the

illustrative examples and scenarios in the preceding four chapters, you should
/

be ready G deal with yourAwn project's evaluation.

ciF rst, let's summa(ize the steps that have le up to this threshold.

'We be An by defining/basic concepts such as evaluation use, evaluation user,

an ,evaluation factor (Chapter II). Next', we identified and described the
1

I

array of possible evaluation factors, pointing out 'along the way some of the

I

.

interrelationships among the different factors (Chapter III). Finally, we

identified a factor pattern with four clusters, prirsented a scenario, and

examined the factor pattern within the context of that scenario (Chapter IV).

Now it's up to you to assume-once again your administrative role and to take:

charge of organizing your own evaluation situationl.

Remember that the goal of thisguide.is to slhow you how to organize

an evaluation so as to maximize the likelihood of use. We have emphasized

that the more the various users are involved in the planning, execution, and

analysis of the evaluation, the more likely it is hat evaluation use, as we

have defined it, will occur. We have also emphasilzed that the more you'are

aware of the particular factors present in the evaluation situation, the more

likely it is that you will be able to exert a positive ifffluence on these

factors,, to insure that they work for, rather than gainst, evaluation use



Organizing Your Evaluation

With these important reminders in mind, let us turn next to-the task of

organizing your own evaluation. To help you in this important task, we have

provided a series of worksheets,' one for each of the factor patterns with

which you should now be familiar, These worksheets are-designed to-allow

. you to note important informatiOn pertaining to your' evaluation situation

and.to list some positive actions you and others can take to influence evaluation

-use.

-On the next page,-you will find a diagram of the four faCtor clusters

reproduced again for your reference. This is to remind you of the order in

whiCh you need to consider- the factors which are most likely to affect yc;ur

evaluation.

Following the diagram is a series of four workfheets, one for each of

the four factor clusters. These four worksheets are followed by an enlargement

of part' of,Worksheet A, dealing with the first factor cluster. Please turn

now to this practice Worksheet A (p. 126).



Factor Pattern. For Evaluation Use

A. Setting the Stage

Pre-existing evaluation bounds

User identity

Program characteristics

Intra-organizational features

External features'

4,

4'

B. identifying/Organizing the Participants

User interest in evaluation

User commitment to use

Evaluator characteristics
background/identity
-Commitment to use
willingneis to involve user in evaluation

choice-of role ° .

political sensitivity
credibility.

Evaluation proceduresplan .

User professional style(s)

4.-

C:pperationallzIng the Interactive Process

_ Evaluation proceduresexecution
Substance of evaluation information

Evaluator commitment to use

Information dialogue=formative
User information processing preferences ,

D. Adding the,Finishing Touches

Evaluation reporting

Evaluator characteristics (selected)

Information dialoguesurnmative
User commitment to use



Organizing For Evaluation Use

WorkeP anz.I'
Evaluation Topio.4,

Factor Cluster A: Pre-existing evaluation bounds

User identity

Program characteristics.
Intra-organizational features

External features

With respect to.my own program and the above topic, i need to keep the following in mind:
?

Factor Affecting Use:

A-1. Pre-existing
evaluation bounds
(written requirements;-
other contractual oblige-

Relevant Information:

2.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

4.

2.

, tions; fiscal constraints)
3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

\
A-2User identity
(range; organizational
positioqs; profeasional
experience levels)

4.

2.

3.

4.



Organizing For Evaluation Use

timix A (Continued
Iv..A414.3$4.44.44,+ tAr 41.:14,41,.-V41:4A4V

Factor Affecting Use:,

A-3. Program
characteristics
(age; maturity; innova-
tiveness; overlap with
other programs)

A-4. Intraorganizational
features
(central/district office
roles & relationships;
institutional arrangements
& autonomy; other likely
kinds of information;
perceived institutional
& financial risk)

.

Relevant Information: Things I Can Do To Influence Use('

1. 1.
7

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5.

1. ,1.

2
LL

3.

4. 4.
4'

5. 5.

1

A-5. External features 1:
(communitlimate &'
influence; role of other
agencies) 2 2.

1.

4. 4.

5. . 5.

144.



Organizing For Evaluation Use

ArkS Pratt 13
Evaluation Topic:

Factor Cluster B: User interest in evaluation

User commitment to use

EvalUator characteristics (selected)

Evaluation proceduresplar
User professional style(s)

With respect to my own program and the above topic, I need to keep the following in mind:

Factor Affecting Use;

B-1. User interest in
evaluation
,(views about program;
_questions & concerns;
predisposition to eval./
evaluator; need for eval.;
.expectations and risks
for the eval.)

'),:,-4,

Relevant Informatio :

r .; r

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1. 1.

2. 2.

'3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

B-2. User commitment 1.
to use

2.

3.

5.

4.

5:



Organizing For Evalu ion Use

Worrri'm' u, Pii3 (Continued)

Factor Affecting Use: Rele ant Information:

13-3. Evaluator char- 1;
acteristIcs (selected)
(backgroundiidentity;
credibility; choice of role; 2.

willingness to involve
User; commitment to use;
political sensitivity)

_Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1.

2.

3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

B-4. Evaluation
proceduresplan

1. . .

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

B5. User professional 1. 1.
style(s) ._

(administrative & organi-
zational skills; initiative;
openness to new ideas)

2.
_

2.

3. 3.

4.

5. 5.
4

n



Organizing For Evaluation Use

:1Ployiltei]l(ac51
EvaluatiOn Topic:

Factor Cluster C: EValuation proceduresexecution
Substance of evaluation information

EvalUator commitment to use

Information dialogueformative
User information processing preferences

With respect to my own program and the above topic, I need to keep the folio-wing iir rmind:

Factor Affecting Use:

C-1. Evaluation
proceduresexecution
(methods to be used;
dealing with mandated
tasks)

C-2. Substance of
evaluation information
(specific information
selected; information
relevance to audience

Relevant information:

1.

2.

4.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1.

2.

3.-

4.

5. 5.



Organizing For Evaluation Use

Jn

Fri

(Continued

Factor Affecting Use:

C-3. Evaluator

C-4. Information
dialogueformative
(amount & quality of inter-
action between evaluator

:and user(s)) .

C-5. User information
proCesg g preferences

Relevant Informatior
,.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1. 1.

2.

3. 3.

4.

5.
5'

1. 1.

2..
,

2.

3. 3.

4.

5. 5.

1.,

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.



Orgahizing For Evaluation Use

critmineet
Evaluation Topic:

Factor Cluster D: Evaluation reporting

Evaluator characteristics (selected)

: Information dialoguesummative
.User commitment to use

--With respect to my own program and the above topic, I needto keep the following in Mind:
.

Factor Affecting Use: Relevant Information:

DA. Evaluation 1.
reporting
(frequency; timing; format
of report; statistical/nar- 2.

rative data; format of

Things Can Do To Influence Use:

1.

2:

r.,. ._presentation) 3 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.
. r

D-2. Evaluator char- 1. 1.

acteristics (selected)
(commitment to use;
political sensitivity) 2 2

4. 4.

5. 5.



Organizing For Evaluation Use .

1,1\Virb1,7 ;11 111-;--1(c.fli
-0,

(Continued)

Factor Affecting Use: Relevant Information:

0-3. Information
dialogue summative
(aniount;type and quality
of interaction between
evaluator and user(s))

2.

3.

4.

Things ,I Can Do To Influence Use

2.

3.

4.

`5. : 5.

1

I

.

D-4. User commitment 1.

to use

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5.

0

"



Organizing For Evaluation Use

Prectfce War %sheet A
Factor Cluster A: Pre-existing evaluation bounds

tUser identity
Program characteristics
Intra-organizational features

External features

With respect to my own program and the above topic, I need to keep the following in mind:
.!.' , ' , - *,

Factor Affecting Use:.

A-1. Pre-existing
evaluation boUnds
(written requirements;
other contractual obliga-
tions; fiscal constraints)

Relevant Information:

1.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1.

2.

A-2. User Identity
(range; organizational
positions; professional
experience levels)

1.

2.

3..

4:

5. _

2.

3.

4.



Take a fook at the first line of the worksheet, labeled "Evaluation

'topic." What you should do here is to identify a major area of concern orla

major question pertaining to your project that you want the evaluation to

help deal with. Note that the evaluation topic should be phrased as a question,

to make it as specific as possible. Once you have identified the appropriate

topic of your evaluation situation, write it .out on the space provided. Go

ahcad and write in the book -- the practice worksheet is provided for just

that purpose. As you.can see, we have gond Ahead and written out our evalui-

tion topic in the example below:

Organizing For Evaluation Use

Prar ViCtIM VeCrr tteneZt

Evaluation Topic: 2ludtuit
Are ALlocualtucluoamuulium,

.4t ?

Factor Cluster A: Pre-existing evaluation bounds

User identity
Program chzrattensties
Intro-organizational features

External features

4444944-3.44344

With respect to my own programand the above topic, I needlo keep'the following in mind:

Underneath the evaluation topic is reproduced the particular factor

cluster under consideration, in this case, Factor Cluster A. The factor

cluster is followed by an arrow pointing to the right (=--->).

This arrow indicates that, once you have completed your work with Factor

,

Cluster A, you must proceed to Factor Cluster B, the next logical step in

your efforts to organize the evaluation so as'tO promote evaluation use. \

Following the factor cluster, we've provided a reminder phrase to jog

your memory about your own program's characteristics as you copl. J on to

fill out the worksheet. Underneath theTeminder phrase, you'll notice three.

major headings:

FACTOR AFFECTING USE RELEVANT INFORMATION THINGS I'CAN DO TO
INFLUENCE USE

127-
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The first column lists the individual factors, which were described

in,Chapter III. We have already filled in this information for you in

abbreviated form. In the case of Worksheet A, the first.factor is identified
o

as ."Pre7eXisting evaluation bounds." If necessary, take a moment to look

back and refresh your memory about thit faCtor.,

In-the second column, "Relevant Information,""You'are askedtO note

your observations about each of,the factors listed in the first column, as

\.
the factor applies to your situation. Think now about the evaluation topic

you've just identified; think about your program and its operation; think

about what may be required in the way of evaluation information and about

what you may want to require your evaluator,to do to- satisfy either your

own needs or those of the other users; and finally, think about the fiscal

and other resources available for the evaluation.

After you have thought these questions through, summarize your thoughts

in the "Relevant Information" column. To help you organize your observations,

we've provided a numbered list in the blank column. Use as many nUmbers.as

you need to write down all the refeyant information. We've gone ahead and

provided our own completed example below:



Organizing For Evaluation Uso

PrerVize Wczkefamfmt
Evaluation Topic: antL 1/14 .Lac

tu_ +want iiia.01.1Luetua tryout:du.,
cha t. ?

Factor Cluster A: Pro - existing evaluation bounds

User Identity
Program characteristics

antra-organizational features

External features

With respect to my own program and the above topic. I need to keep the following in.mind:

Factor Affecting Use:

A-I. Pre-existing
evaluation bounds
(written requirements:
other contractual obliga-
tions; fiscal constraints)

Relevant Information:

1. 116 &wt. o(ftlacattou tts. 1.
oat", arinit..r.praitom. aLt
attamtio4i aarL coxia

2. i c l a s s a u J u l . . I D 1r...xnada .4141. . 2-

3. 'apa,.16 SattiCto by.dn. GIA Lunt", 3..

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

4. 4.

5.

When you have filled out the second column /of the practice Worktheet A

to your own satisfaction, turn to the third coluMn, "Things I Can Do to

Influence Use." For this column, think of the specific steps you can take

to help insure that this particular factor will affect evaluation use in a

Tositive way. Your intention in taking these steps is to clarify, explicate,

Or modify the factor either to enhance its potential favorable influence on.

use or to mitigate, as far as possible, any potential negative effect it may

have on use.' z'

When you are ready, go ahead and :_;fill out this third column as it per-

tains to yOur own program. Be sure to
,

phrase Your statements in terms of

-definite actions; use concrete verbs; list only things that you or someone

else can do. You'll find,our completed exainple below:



Organizing For Evaluation Use

Pra teliier (":"."411 4
Evaluation Topic: Alaiti=cie

4/7wil X ireult..1tudua
citoincit. At. 3

Factor Cluster A: Pre-existing evaluation bounds

User identity
Program characteristics
Intra-organizational features

External features

44444444444-34

With respect to my own program and the above topic. I need to keep the following in mind:

Factor Affecting Use:

A-1. Pre-existing
evaluation bounds
(written requirements:
other contractual obliga-
tions: fiscal constraints)

Relevant Information: Thingal Can bo To Influence Use:

1. &valet. fduariLcit, tuarnia a, I. Illthf..awn. anteicionia,

team, t+r-c,4412- '1 414' JKL..nakuu. fito.401 et. AL. gaud.

du rxrau Isoe J ,tinaur341. lattc.16.. _kb zualuatand

° ' ar.:olLea

3. 44,000 ..ia ludyfesld eutham 3. theck, la auEcie allbAnAtaw

4.4.

5. 5.

You've just completed one cycle of the process involved in organizing

for evaluation use. You will repeat this cycle -- first noting relevant in-

formation on each f4ctor and then deciding what actions you can take to ,

enhance the potential for use throughout all the worksheets. For additional

practiCe, continue now to the second factor listed on Worksheet A, "User

Identity."

In filling out the remainder of the worksheet, follow the same procedure

as you did-for Factor A-1. In case you'd like another example for reference,

we've provided our own completed practice worksheet below:



Organizing For Evaluation Use

Prract!cez WOrike'1111-z44. A
Evaluation Topic: ...Vka11. Juirria,

thA, _totara.t trut,uci fa"
oti chni9t,

Factor Cluster A'; Pre-existing evaluation bounds
User Identity
Program characteristics

Mtra.organizatonal features

4444444444444
External features

With respect to my own program and the above topic, I need to keep the following in mind:

Factor Affecting Use:

A-1. Pre-existing
evaluation bounds
(written requirements;
other contractual obliga-
lions; fiscal constraints)

A2. User Identity
(range; organizational
positions; professional
experience levels)

Relevant Information: ' Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

1. ihs. gaga. ci( Wait mu :manta a. 1.1
it=trtitt400.431t1..pxisilL. iutetz, tru

2. a. dictum hozy Jo Le masts Ali ,i.2. iafteur4s..t1.utalte...ki, Amaluatan.,

44,000 iudrytwl.. Jov i arduaKw.. 3. Cluck.. 10' Ainali2"targiCa)

4.

to y

1. 1,../eciaLbuitso riVusaizi -war 1. Wolitaiou
*Via, ASAP

2 1161111-1404" 6i,twkoa,12. Oak. 911. oxiludni Jo cloacou. x+svwv e.

; lM. neat am. stud ' 113009 00014-4- ati10111A.
atat A11. aed, ../21

3. *it. Amid Arzo.ro Asuraue4lastemhilii,3. TOL. AAA.. etralausivti .knoura

Jitooklodau .iicLal..,11tisluo. ju.barknwiri. Gond. mallow

4. 4.

5. 5.

Now that you've completed Worksheet A, you are ready to go on to each

of the three remaining practice worksheets-. We've Provided one

worksheet for each of the four,factor.clusters. To work with these model

worksheets more effectively,;you may want to reproduce them in smaller

segments, as we did for your sample worksheet. Or, conversely ' want

to enlarge them so that you can deal with the whole factor pattern at ce.

Or you may want to list:anCconsider the factor clusters and your course

tof action in organizing for evaluation use, in some other way. For those



who are interested, a supplementary workbook is available containing individual

worksheets and step -by -step instruct-16ns (Atkin and Jacobson, 1983). You

will need to decide for yourself how you want to proceed.

The Next Step

Regardless of how you choose to proceed, you will need to deal with

each of the factorssin all four of the factor clusters in order to complete

the full pattern of evaluation planning, execution, and use. Of course;.

some of you may be in a position to complete all of the worksheets now --

but we suspect that such readers will be in the minority. Different readers

will be at different stages of the evaluation process. Most will probably

be in the early stages and so will feel comfortable filling out one or more

of the worksheets, but not all of them at this time. If this is the case

with you, then you should go back to these worksheets at the appropriate time

and fill them out as needed. Don't forget to look back at the worksheets

you completed earlier to make sure that you have carried out the actions listed

in the third column!

You may be someone who is not currently participating in an evaluation.

Perhaps you are reading this handbook simply to increase your understanding of

-evaluation. If this is the case, you may also benefit from the discussion.

We urge you to reflecton the factor clusters and consider how they might

apply in situations you have encountered in theOast7--Co der also wSat

you might do in the future to make yourself more effective as a project

administrator in organizing for evaluation use

Or perhaps you are not an administrator at all. Perhdps you are an

evaluitor,'reading this book to see what kinds of actions administrators may



take in organizing your evaluation. We hope that the material presented in

this book has forced you to take a fresh look at the whole evaluation enter-

prise, that it has given you some new ideas about how to perform evaluations

that will make a difference. You will find that it is very gratifying to

know that your evaluation effOrts will have some payoff, that they will

amount to more than a -report gathering dust on a bookshelf.

To those researchers or evaluation theorists who picked up this book

out of curiosity; we can say that we hope you have not been put off by the

absence of technical 'language and of the scholarly apparatus of footnotes.

We hope that you have found some ideas here that will inspire and inform your

own future work. You may wish to look more closely at the references noted

in Appendix .A as you reflect further on our comments.
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:RESEARCH.14TERATURE SYNTHESIS



SYNTHESIS OF THE LITERATURE ON EVALUATION USE

Prepared by

James Burry

Based on a review of the literature on evaluation use, the followin,

factors "appear to have u bearing on the degree to which evaluation informa-

tion may be 'used. The individual factors.are placed in three major cate-

gories: Human Factors, Context Factors, and Evaluation Factors.

Human factors reflect evaluator and user characteristics with a strong

influence on use. Included here are such factors as people's attitudes

toward and interest in the program and its evaluation, their backgrounds

and organizational positions, their professional styles.

Context factors consist of the requirements and fiscal constraints

facing the evaluation, and relationships between the program being evalu-

ated and other segments of its broader organization' and surrounding

community..

Evaluation factors refer to the actual conduct of the evaluation, the

procedures used in the conduct of the evaluation, and the quality of the

.information it provides.

In the synthesis, the information drawn from the literature is

presented as follows:

Column one -- Factor. This column lists those factors identified as

having a bearing on evaluation use.

Column two -- Research literature. This column presents information

drawn from empirical research, in educational and other settings, on the

_matter of evaluation use. For each work identified, statements are drawn

typifying the factor it elaborates and its association with use.

Column three -- Theoretical/conceptual literature. This column iden-

tifies works from the theoretical/conceptual literature which have also

identified the factor and/or association in'column two.
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1, FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURE 3, THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

I. HUMAN FACTORS

Al Evaluator Characteristics

1, Commitment o use of

evaluation results

161

Alkin, & White, 1979, Utilization is

enhanced when the evaluator actively "strives to

facilitate 'land stimulate the use of information,"

Appropriat61 stimulation tactics will depend on

audience orientation (pi 245) and the rapport

established,

Braskamp & Brown, 1980, Throughout the evaluation

process, to evaluator must take an active role in

fostering utilization, He or she cannot assume that

the audience will act on information contained in a

final report (p. 92), ,

Kennedy1.1982, The evaluator committed to use of

information may enlist the support of an administra-

lor.in this endeavor. This administrator, in turn,

may attempt j to "enlist" the support of subordinates

in the use of information,

The tactics used to enlist support down the system

may lead to attitudes ranging from neutrality to

acceptance,', o hostile, to anxiety (pp, 122-123).

This factor is associated with political under-

standing audience composition, and administrator

style.

King & Peci7n, 198, 'The evaluator committed to

user invollment must be aware of the existence of

kinds of "non-use" and their causes (p. 55), For

example, non-use may be appropriate if the results do

Lange & Speiss, 1974

Alkin, 1975

Holley & Lee, 1978

Connor, 1979

Holley, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley; 1980

Apling & Kennedy, 1981

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981,

Holley & Totusek, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompson, & Pechman 1982,

Chalimsky, 1983

Holley, 1983

Kean, 1983

Radzikowski & Seaver, 1983

Dickey n.d,(b)



1, FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURE

1.A.1. cont.

2. View of. desirability

of user involvement

X63

not deserve ,to be used or when the organizational and

political context prevents uses Misuse, or

inappropriate use, may, occur if a user manipulates or

otherwise misapplies appropriate results, Another

'kind of misuse, inappropriate nonusel can happen if

results are maliciously ignored, treated

indifference, or not communicated to users,

Reisner et al, 1982. An evaluator who believes that

"evaluations are a waste of time unless they are used

by someone" (p. 59) and Wno works "to create positive

[user] attitudes toward utilization" (p.60) enhances

the potential for,utilization.

Stecher, Alkin, & Flesher, 1981, Utilization can be

enhanced ,by involving users in both the conduct of

the evaluation and in planning processes for its

utilization (p, 133),

Alkin, Stecher, & Geiger, 1982. Four types of

evaluation services can be provided in the interest

of fostering user involvement in the evaluation:

increasing user understanding of evaluation;

improving user capabilities in testing and data

interpretation; providing consultation on how

findings may be used; and helping develop evaluation
,

procedures to meet local needs. To the extent\these

activities foster local involvement, the evaluator is

better able to deal with such factors as audience

expectations for the evaluation, their preferred

forms of information evaluation and others, and

the most appropriate Manner of reporting, thus

building a joint concern' for utilization, (0, 55)

THEORETICAL /CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

Windle & Bates, 1974

Caplan eeals, 1975

Alkin, 75

Holley '''.(Lee,

Connor, 1979

Holley, 1979

Alkin &lawi,1980

Cooley, 1980

jiansen, Martin, & Oxford1.1981

Holley & Totusek11981.

Steyenson, 1981)

King, Thompson; & Pechman, 1982

Chelimslq, 1983

Griffin, et al, ,1983

Kean., 1981

Dickey n,d.(b)



1. FACTOR

3. Choice of role

4. Rapport with'users

2, RESEARCH LITERATURE

Patton, 1978. When the evaluator "takes direct,

personal responsibility for Otting information,to

the right people, the utilization potential is

enhanced,.

Alkim,.0aillak, & Oite1,1979i An evaluator'

philosophy that stresses the importance of having

the evaluation serve the project and not just meet

the pro for'malacquireilientsu helps engender trpst.

This factor is asso010d with 2Liclionco orientation

and tlpirpredisposition to 6aluatiOn (pi

Xennedy, 1982, Beyond takingtheitance that his or

her job is 'to serve,' the Cin house] evaluator

not be able to define his/her role; ujole is

determined to a large extent by the organizations

tlieserven (p. 161), Successful evaluator's will

adopt a prOblemolving strategy. that is compatible

with their' district's'problemsolving strategies,

Dickey, Did(8) To enhance utilization, .flevalUators

should adopt :a more 011aboratiVe role, in.volvirig the,

decision-maker and theitaffin'deOsiOns.about the

evaluation" (p, 24),

'Atkin, Whit11\1979 1. Evaluator rapport

with his or her audience will, nerally contribUte

to the use of information (pi' 244)1

THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

Guba & Stufflebeam, 1970

Cox, 1971

Hold ey & Lee, .1978

Connor,. 1979 ,

Uo1101 1979

Alkin 8 Law, 1980..

Borth COrdray, 1980

Cooley, 1980

Ilaul I ton, 1980

Kennedy, Neuman, & Apling1,1980

Apling & Kennedy, .1981

Braver*, 1981

Hansen, Martin, & Nford 1981

Leviton IcHugh6; 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

ThOmpson, 1981

Weiss,,1981

King, Thompson, & Pechmen 1982

kiflin, et 81,1.1983

Kean, .1983

Dickey n.d.(b)

0

Aronson. 1( Shrwood 1912.

lkin11915

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley, 1980

16



1 FACTOR RESEARCH LITERATURE 3, THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

14TERATURE1

cont,

5. Understanding

political consi-

derations

167

'Braskamp & Brown, 1980,
. To the extent that the

evaluator demonstrates understanding of tlielrogram,

and its internal and external political environment,

rapport is enhanced and the potential for utilization

is increased (p. 93)i,

Braslcamp i( Brown, 1980. The 'evaluator who

demonstrates political understanding is in a better

position to work toward utilization gyp, 93).

Cichon & Dwyer, 19821 IvaluatIon is'only one part

of the onOing 'social and politfcal context: of at

educational progragLand; as such, it can either

become a part of the system from the ground up or it

can be left to chance to 'fit at the end'. (pi' 23).

This factor is associated with evaluator role, compo-

sition of audience and its organizational context,

and sources of information beyond the evaluation

King & Pihman, 1982. Successful collaboration, in

the interest of utilization, is difficult and need

not enhance utilization. Political factors PAY

preclude collaboratioN'users gay, view the need for

collaboration as 'an indication of poor .evaluation

management (p. 23)

Alkin, 105

Cox, 1977

Granville, 1977

Brand1j918

DrickelL 1978

Pel 2, 1978

Campbell ,1979

Holley,,1979'4.-

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley, 1980

Hansen, Narti4 & Oxford 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Weiss, 1981:

King, Thompson, 8,Pechman, 1982

Kean, 1983

Nagel, .1983

Radtiltowski & Seaver ,1983

Dickey n,d;(1,)

168



1, FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURE 3, /THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

6. Credibility Brown & Braskamp, 1980. /Credibility is an' important

determinant of utilization, 'Credibility is related

to the trust program staff places in the evaluator,

and to their perception of how well he or she

understands their program 93).
.

kAlkin, *cher, & Geiger, 1982, These case studies

clearly identified "evaluator reputation and credibi-

lity' as a relevant factor in evaluation use (p.

82). This factor is associated with evaluator role,

audience rapportlJelvance of information provided,

and audience predisposition to evaluation in terms of

fostering utilization,

Reisner et al, 1982, 'Forcefulness and earned

respect" seem to typify credible evaluators, This

determinant of utilizatim is associated with such

personal evaluator chructeristics as his or her

desire to serve the needs of the program being'

evaluated (p. 59),

7., Background.and... Braskampl Brown: & Newman, 1978, While the title of

identity the evaluato can influence audience perception of

the overall objectivity of the evaluator, title does

not seem to affect 'audience'agreement with the recomq

mendations the evaluator makes (pp, 448449)'.. This -

factor is associated ith credibility, composition of

'1 9
the audience, and their informitionleds,

Newman, Brown, & Littman, 1982, The sex of the

evaluator may have variable, effect depending upon

factors associated' with the evalution report and

factors associated with the audirCe (p, 18), SeX

Alkin, 1973

& Bates, 1914

Alkin, 1975

Guba, 1975

Cox, 1977,

Holley, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Stalford, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluation,' 1981

Leviton & Hughes, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompsdn, & Pechmail 1982

Griffin, et al, 1983

Dickey n,d.(b)

Alkin, 1975 ''

Alkin & Law, 1980

King, Thompson, & Pechman 1982



1. FACTOR

1.A.1, cont.

B.' User Characteristics

1, Identity

a. range of users

2, ,RESEARCH LITERATURE

biis is likely to be subtl'e; 11e when audiences are

judging unfamiliar, material, or of an unfamiliar'

field, they are more likely to make stereotypical,

responses,

Alkin, Daillakli& White, 1979, There are often

multiple audientes for an evaluation, or parts of an

evaluation. This factor is associated with evaluator

role and allegiance to selected (p. 253).

Kennedy,/1982, ",..to the extent tliat different

participants define issues differently, a given piece

of evidence may be perceived as more or less relevant

to different participants and as equally relevant but

differentially instructive" (p. 33).

This factor is associated with evaluator rale,

'amount and type of contact,, sources of information

beyond evaluation, and audience interest in

evaluation.

THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

/

Alkin, 1973

Alkin, 1975

Cox, 1977

Wise, 1978

Holley, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980 ,

Cooley, 1980

Braverman, 1981

.Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Altschuld, et al 1983

Chelimsky, 1983

Kean, 1983

Nagel1.1983

Peck irriplett, 1983

Radzikowski & Seaver, 1983
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1, FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURr

173

401.4.11141001M.1.1,,

b, organizational

positions

c. professional

experience levels

J

3. THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERAVE

Alkin, Kosekoff, Fitzgibbon, & Seligman, 1974. The

evaluator's perception of the relevant decision

makers -- those in a,position to act upon the infor-

mation, can influence the usefulness of the informa-

tion for decision making (p. 88), This factor is

associated with evaluator role selected, evaluation

processes selected, the kind of information selected,

and how it is reported,

King & Pechman, AM Utilization "requires the ex-

plicit and continual action-based support of powerful

administrators" (p. 32), But this support by itself

does not guarantee use, and some people will use

evaluations even in the absetice orurging by tYr

iuperiors.

This factor is associated with political under-

standing, the requirements for the evaluation, orga-

nizational considerations, and the evaluation ques-

tions Of interest.

Newman, Brown, & Littman,' 1982, Persons "closest to

the decision-making process" [administrators] appear

to be "more critical [of .the evaluator] than novices"

(p. 18).- This factor is associated with evaluator

role; audience for the report,, and composition of the

audiences.
. 0

r

Brick'ell, 1974

Meltsner, 1916

Cook & Pollard,1911

Holley & Lee, 1978

Resnick, et al, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

O'Reilly, 1981 ,

King, Thompson, & Pechman, 1982

Altschuld, et al, 1983

Kean, 1983

Alkin, 1973

Holley & Lee, 1978

Connor, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Radzikowski & Seaver 1983



I, FACTOR

2. Interest in the

a, views about the pro-

gram being evaluated

ti

b, program questions

and concerns

1.75

2. RESEARCH LITERATURE

dienro vier, toward and ,commitment

to a progi, may
n

sti( dec.k )ns about the

program have been made before ;he evaluation data

have been collected, Should the audience favor the

program, and expect evaluation results to be posi-

tive, then it will be difficult to build a utiliza-

tion potential into evaluation information that runs

counter to that position (p, 801,

This factor is associated with political under.

standing, the role of non-evaluation information, the

audience's perceived risk, audience openness to

change, an evaluator'commitment to use of results,

Alkin, Oaillak, & White, 1979, Potential users' of an

evaluation may have many varied questions or concerns

about the program being evaluated, This factor is

associated with audience composition and their pre-

ferred forms of information (p, 238-239).

Braskamp & Brownl, 1980. Discussion and negotiati

between evaluator and program staff should.address

the purpose of the evaluatfon,and how its results

might be utilized, The earlier the staff is involved

in such deliberations the greater the potential for

utilization (p. 92).

3, THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

Hans Mar:th, Oxford, EL

O'Ret ly, 1981

Rodman & Kolodny 1964

,human, 1976

Cox, 1977

David, 1978
.

Holley & Lee, 1978

Holey, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cronbach et al, 1980

Levitoni Baruch, 1980

Braverman, 1981

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Luton & Hughes, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Stoderi 1981

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompson, & Pechman, 1982
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1, FACTOR

Mi?lb, cant,

117

2, RESEARCH LITEME 3, THERTICALICONCEPRJAL

LITERATURE

Oaillak; 1980. Schools often need information on a

set of issues that may be quite different from, and

less ambitious than, what the evaluator might

expect, This factor is associated with audience

expectations for the evaluation in terms of the

potential for utilization ipps 153-1551,

Dwyer, 1982, 'man evaluation should

answer questions raised from inside the program

.When the questions guiding a study come from the

program personnel themselves, there is an interest in

lind commitment to the inquiry engendered by the

ownership, li (1), 2411 This factor is associated with

evaluator view of user involvement, amount and ype

of contact, and reporting format and substance,

I
Kennedy, 19R, If a variety of potential users are

:Involved, use is likely to increase when they can

'agree to modify their positions on a broad class of

events and practices, so that each could change a

variety of decisions and actions in the future

Agreement [is likely to b'e met] by modifying the

message presumed to, have come from the evidence' (p.

531,

This factor is issociated

%

with evaluator role,

user involvement, and communication of information,

Altschuld, et 81 1983'

Chelim0y, 1983

Kean,, 1983

Nagel, 1983

Peck &Triplett, 1983

178,



1. FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURE. THEORETICAL /CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

urgency, of questions

and concerns

d. predisposition to

evaluation/the

evaluator

179

Atkin, Daillak, &,White, 1979, The urgav associ-

ated with an evaluation may range from assuring that

a report is subhitted by a certain date,, to address-

ing forthcoming decisions by program authorities, to

generating data to help resolve staff conflict (p.

238); To the extent that an evalyation is to address

multiple questions, and to the extent that the

urgency of the uestions varies, the evaluator ,must

determine w:ich are the, most pressing issues, If the

:issues are not tealt with, it is unlikely that the

evaluation will be used to answer any questions.

Anderson, Ciarlo, & Brodie, 1981. ",the strength

and nature of preexisting feelings about an issue, may

be expected to strongly influence the potential

utilizeA's interest in working with the evaluator and

considving the information that 1.:,! )valuator

offers' fp, 122),

iKing & )echman, 1982, To enhance utilization poten-

tial, tie evaluator will need to gauge,the existence

and deee of disharmony behind users' "espoused

theoriei [stated beliefs] and "theories in use

[action ] (p 27)

This factor is associated with political

)

under-
1

standing information dialogue, and user personal
1

charac eristics,

Holley & Lee, 1978

Holley, 1979.

Hansen,,Martin,,& Oxford,. 1981

014111y, 194,

Davis &, n,1975197.'

Forgione, Kaplan, & Orland 1979

Holley, 1979

Alkini Law, 1960'

Cooley, 1980

Kennedy, Apling & Neugan, 1980

Crowley, 1981

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Leviton -& Hughes, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Thompson,

King, Thompson & Pechman 1982

Nagel, 1983

Dickey n,d,(b)
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1, FACTOR 21 RESEARCH LITERATURE THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

e. perceived need for

the evaluation

f, expectations for

the evaluation

Brown, %wan, & Rivers, 1980. Persons with a high

perceived need for evaluation information tend to be

more satisfied with the evaluation and thus the

potential for evaluation is increased. This factor

is associated with evaluator role and credibility

(pp. 67-73).

Alkin, Dank, & White, 1979, The evaluator who is

not tunefto program expectations is likely to lose

that audience and the potential for utilization is

diminished, This factor is associated with evaluator

role, rapport, and evaluation processes selected (p,

238).

King & Pechman,1982, The evaluator emitted to use

must understand that use may be 'signalling' (infor-

mation used to report outside the system) or

J

e ! P

Cox, 1977

Rich, 1977

Dobson, et al 1978

Holley 1978

Hz, 1978

IF et al, 1979

Holley, 1979

Young & Comptoi s.1. 1979

Atkin & Law, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

O'Reilly1,1981

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompson, & Pechmii

Campbelll'1969

Carter, 1971

Kiesler, 1971

Alkin, 1975

Davis & Salasin, 1975

Rein & White,.1975

Granville, 1977

Brandi, 1978

?el z, 1978

Stude6' 1978

Holley, 1979

:Rich, 1979 - 182
Alkin & Law, 1980

Cronbach, et al., 1980

Leviton & Hughes, 1981

'O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson 1981.

Studer, 1981

Weiss, '1981

King, Thompion & Pechman, 1982



1, FACTOR RESEARCH LITERPTURE THEMETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

1,8.2,f, cent,

g. risks of the

evaluation

3, Commitment to use of

evaluation results

8 3

"charged" (information used inside the system (p.

36), While signalling often involves no more than

the perfunctory submission of a required report. which

has little internal relevance, charged use suggests

internal action of' information use. Charged use may

be "instrumental" -- an action direc0.41inked to a

specific piece of information; "perstive" -- infor-

mation used for personal ends;. or "conceptual" --

information leading to a gradual change in someone's,

thinking over time. Evaluator understanding of the

audience's intended uses can enhance utilization,'

1

Alkin, Daillak, & White, ,1979, There are indiidual

and institutional' risks 'and potential benefits/ in

conducting an evaluation. Users, dependieg on their

orientation to evaluation and their expectations,

will make decisions about costs and rewards ich

influence the extent to which evaluation'info ation

is used and the uses to which it is pu0, 2 )

Alkin, Stecher, & Geiger, 1982, The attitudes of

decision makers toward using evaluation is a factor

strongly related to evaluation use (p, 85). This

factor is associated with audience predisposition to

evaluation and their openness to its use.

King & Pechman, 1982, The evaluator who acts as if

his pork will be used by a "rational decision maker"

who will make "big bang' decisions should not expect

Chelimsky, 1983

Griffin, et al, 1983

Kcan, 1983

Nagel 1983

Connor, 1979

Holley, 1979

Alkin,& Law, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford; 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Thompson, 1981

Nagel, 1983

Dickey nid,(b)

Brickell, 1974

Fairweather, et' al, 1974

Alkin, 1975

Capl ap, et 1975

Glaser, 1976

Chelimsky, 1977 .

Cook, 1978

Lyn% 1978

Pfeffer & Salancik, 1978

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979

Hall, ,1980

Hansen, 'Martin, & Oxford, 1981



1, FACTQII le RESEARCH LITERATURE

14803, cont,

41 Professional styles

a, administrative 'anck

organizational

styles

8b

to be disappointed if this kind of utilization does

not occur [pp. 11.18)1 This factor Is associated

with evaluator role, view of user involvement, pro.

cesses selected, and communication of information

Reisner, et all, 19821 A significant decision

maker's support of evaluation i tends to increase

utilization (pi 60),

Dickey, nid(a), ',lithe project director is most

likely to use the evaluation when he. or,she is

interestedlo and coated tone,."' (p. 1711

Daillak, & White, 1979, Utilization of evalu.

ation information is enhanced when the decision maker

has the administrative and organizational skills

necessary to "get things done,' to start don

[and] to carry it thrmgh to successful conclusion

(p, 255),

Cichon & Dwyer, 191 'management and evaluation

functions can and should be integrated in the program

leadership role' Cp. To.that extent that

educational managers incorporate evaluation findings

in their daily routine activities, the potential for

utilization is enhanced,

3, THEORETICAL /CONCEPTUAL.

LITERATURE

Chelimsky, 1983

Griffin, et al, 1983

Alkin, 1973

Cooley, "1980

Stalford, 1980 .

Holley 11 Totusek, 1981

186



1. FACTOR 2, RESEARCH LITERATURE 3. THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

1,8,4,a, cont,

b, initiative .

1

187

Kennedy, 1982, Information, rather than being the

principal contributor to a decision, 'is instead a

tool used well or readily by all participants, thus

whatever [decision] develops will not be detenmined

by the substance of the evidence but by the

distribution of political and manipulative skills

among participants" 1p. 67), .

This factor is associated with political under

standing, the role of other information, and the

users' organizational positions,

King & Pechman, 1982, ",self-confidence,and No116/11979

interest in and Openness to evaluation [can] separate Alkin & Law, 1980 /

likely users from non-users" (p30), But this is Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

net exclusively associated wth program advocacy; 0!Rei11y, 1981 /

rather it suggests a personality who can take the Kean, 1983 /

initiative to apply the . information at hand and who

is supported by "a favorable political context and

climate" fp, 32).

This factor is associated with user's risk

perception, view of the program, evaluation

expectations, and organizational factors,
Il

McColskey, et al, 1983, 'Principals who take more of

a lead in directing the school seem to need and rely°

more on information about how the school or its

programs are functioning than'those who are less

explicit about the goals and standards of the school

188



1. FACTOR

c. openness to new

ideas or change

5, Information processing

189

2 RESEARCH LITE ATURE

Alkin, Oaillak, & White, 1979, Utilization is

enhanced if the decision maker is open to new ideas,

is bile "to measure gobble benefits and risks, to

weigh them against each other,' and then to act

accordingly (p, 2551,

McColskey, et al, 1983, pihere is not Ruch an evalu-

ator can do bout an administrator's lack of open.

mindedness, but role perceptions and understanding of

social science research methods are characteristics

of administrators that 'evaluators can het' to modify

helpflg.administrators identify goals, means to

achieve these goals, and measures to assess progress

toward these goals, evaluators may encourage adminis-

irators to act asleadersmand to become better

information users ipp,6.11,'

Alkin, Daillak, &White, 1979, Users' views about

acceptable forms of information can influence evalu-

ation uses The evaluator who feels that a particular

question is best answered by quantitative data, and'

who is working with an adninistrator who is more com-

fortable working with qualitative data, can attempt

to provide both kinds of information or can attempt

to convince the administrator to accept*and act upon

purely quantitative data.. The major point, however,

is that the evaluator find 'out at the,acceptable

forms of information are (p, 239),

3, THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

Hanson, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Studer, 1981

Kean,
1983

41.1917

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, '1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Young & Comptois',\1R9

Sproull & Zubrow, 1981

Weiss, 1978

Hintzberg, 1973

Nagel, 1973

Holley, 19B3
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II, CONTEXT FACTORS

A, Pre2LIstiLLIEvaluati4 Bot_Lds

1, Written requirements

for the evaluation

0

2. Other contractual

obligations for the

evaluator .

3, Fiscal,constraints

191

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979, The evaluator and

program managersiust discuss the range of require-

ments -- specified data, analytic requirements, re-

porting needs --_that emanate inside and outside the

project, To the extent that there are conflicts be-

twee'n these requirients, or that one, set ofrequire,

ments receives preeminence, the likelihood for utili-

zation may be reduced (p,237).

Alkin, White, 1979. In addition to legal

requirements, program managers themselves 'Wlay estab-

lish -- in Written form or. otherwise -- other things

that an evaluator mot do" (p. 237): These obliga-

tions may go far beyond state/federal requirements,

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979. To an extent., fiscal

requirements can influence the role of the evalua-

tor. Thislactor is associated with evaluator poli-

tical understanding and the substancd of the evalua....

tion information (p. 237). ,

Alki9 Lail, 1980

Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluation 1981

Weiss, 1981

9

Alkin, .1973

Alkin & Law,.1980

19811 I

4

Holley,' 1979

Alkin g,Law, 1980 /

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Dickey.n.d.(b)
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, 11 FACT,OR

B. Organizational

Characteristics

1 RESEARCH LITERATURE

1, Intraorganizational

features

role of central/ .1

district office

b, interrelationship

19 3 between unit and

central/district

administration

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 159, If the organization

of the district office allows evaluator discretion in

choice of role/evaluationfoci rthe-evaluatorls-mre

able to serve project needs, thereby enhancing the

Artist that is associated vith'Utilizatiol (pi 20).

Atkin, Daillak, & White, 1979, District responsive-

ness to the local program and its needs can influence

the extent to which the valuator and program abini-

'strator can cooperateto conduct a locally useful

THEORETICAL /CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

0.11,..10.0.1.1111..=1.1

Alkin, 1973

Alkin1.1105

Davis ItriSaiasin, 1975

Meltsndr, 1916

Cok1,1;977

Glak6 1977

Wein,r, et al, 1977

Holley & Lee, 1918

'Connor,',1979

Stalford, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Word, 1981

Stilenson, 1981

Studer, 1981

Thompson, 1981

Altschuld, et al 1.'1983

Griffin,,et al, 1983

Dickey n,d,(b)

Boruch & Cordray, 1980

O'Reilly, 1981

Holley tt Lee, 1978 194
0.IReilly, 1981
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LITERATURE

c. institutional Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979, District institu-

arrangements tional arrangements can affect the conduct of evalua-

tions, For example, in a situation where a central

evaluation office series all programs, an "internal

evaluator may have to convince the local site of the

usefulness of doing an evaluation, On" the other.

hand, an "external" evaluator hired fot, a specific

evaluation task may have'to convince the central

office and/or local site of the relevance of his work

d, unit level autonomy

sources of informa-'

tion beyond evalua-

tioOkely to be

in

(p 248).

AlkiN Daillak, & White, 1979; AUtonomprithin and

among schools can provide the evaluator and the

program developer "the freedoT of action necessary to

decide,hOwlest to use the evaluation" (p 248),

McColskey, et al,.1983, who agreed [that

they can make] important decisions in the school and

[have] the power to affect changes in the school

reported that they relied more on...infontation than

those who [do not have such freedom] (p.6)."

Patton, et al., 1975, Evaluators who understand that

their "results [provide only] another piece of a

complicated information puzzleln'and who apply that

understanding, are likely to produce information that

has potential for utilization,

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979. .Site.decision:makers

always' have access to information beyond that

Supplied by the evaluator, The extent to which other

information Sources are perceived as meting the

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley,\1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981 ,

Alkin & Law, 1980

O'Reilly; 1981--

Caplan, et/ al, 1976.

Rein & White, 1975

Chelimsky, 1977

Cox, 1977

Hplley & Lee, 1978.

Baruch laortman, 1979

Connor, 1979

Rich1,1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Hamilton,. 1980

4.



1. FACTOR.

1113.1.e, cont.

I..

f. perceived institu-

tional risk

2, Extraorganizational

features

a, comunity climate

b. community influence

2, RESEARCH LITERATURE

users' perceived,information needs has impact on the

ultimate acceptance and utilization of evaluation

fp, 249). Evaluator role and 'desire to involve users

4n the evaluation are associated with this factor.

Alkinl Daillak, '11 White, 1979, It the organizational

sense is that there are greater risks associated with

the evaltion.thanthere are possible benefits,

there is less likelihood of the evalpation being

used,

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979, School - community

relations can range from neutrality to highly

politicized, partisan settings, This factor, which

iS associated with evaluates understanding of

political considerations, can affect receptivity for

utilization, and bears on evaluator role, user,

concerns, and evaluation procedures and reporting

methOs (p, 236).

Alkin, Oaillak, A. White, .1919, Where .the local Com-

munity has a stake in the program being evaluated, a,

necessary step inicreatimg the environment conducive

TEEORETICAL/CONCEPTOAL

)LITERATURE

Braverman, 1981

Hansen, Nartin, & Oxford,,1981

Leviton & Hughes, 1981

Sproull & 2ubrow,.1581

Weiss, 9k

Ktngl.ThompsoNiPechman,1982

Holley, 1983

Nagel, 1983

Holley, 1979

Atkin & Law, 1980

O'Reifly1.1981

Thompson, 1981

. -

Cox, X1971 i

Holley, 1919 .

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley, 1980 .

Hansen, Martin; Oxford, 1981,

O'Reilly, 1981 0

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompson,1 Ratan, 1982.

Alkin, 1975

Cox, 1977

Holley, 1979 I I
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'cont.

ci role of other

agencies

0

199

,,THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

to evaluation receptivity into enlist community sup-

port (p, 218); This factor is associated\with the

evaluator's rola, credibility, and pal1tical under.

standing; Since, the administrator will be important

in enlisting community suport, hisAier administrative

sand organizational skills,.as well as initiative,

aho bear on this factor,

Reimer, et al., 1'982, increaseso,when

the local community expects to be involved' (p. 60),

This factor is associated with evaluator philosophy

about user involvement, ,evaluation commitment to

utilization, and local decision Rakers' attitude

toward evaluation,

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979,. Above and beyond ini-

tial .mandated requirements, other government agencies

can continue ,to influence the conduct or focus of an

evaluation after,it has begiin and can have an impact

on the eventual utilization of evaluation information

(p. 251), This fact?' is associated with the role of

he evaluator, the composition of his audiences, the

evaluation processes selected, and the substance of

the aluation report. Utilization may diminish to

the xtent that the evaluator maintains a static

position in a situation where the influence of other

government agencies is dynamic,

Alkin & Law, 1980

Cooley, 1980

Stevenson, 1981

Holley, 1979

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson 1981

200



1, FACTOR 2. RESEARCH LITERATURE*

C, Program Characteristics

1, Age /maturity

f.

.

2/ Innovativeness

11

20i

Daillak, & White, 1979, These case studies

suggest that new programs use' evaluation infOrmation

for public relations purposes and for building

external support for the program .(pp, 186-188;

217.224, This use is associated with community

influence, composition of the audience, program'

questions and concerns, and administrator styles,

New programs'alsolind evaluation useful in ini-

tial Curriculum, staffing, procedural,and other

'informal' decisions because there are fewerlested

interests Orleacher and Oministrator resistance to

overcome (pp,'67-13; 145-141; 206). Associated

factors here are evaluator perional characteristics,

Information 'dialogue, amount/type of contad, sub..

stance of evaluation information, administrator

style, and program questions and concerns,

Alkin, Daillak,/ & White, 1919, Programs that are

unfamiliar to staff and community, and that entail

radical changes in previous practices, draw on evalu-

ation information to clarify initial confusion about

content, direCtion, procedures, and resp9sibilities

(pp, 55, 12,15) Ibis utilization is associated

with evaluator,personal characteristics, mountitYPe

colitact with users; substance :of evaluation

information, and program questions and con

Where the inhovatioh is schoo evaluation

information may be considered suOrfluous until

thingS,ftsettle down' of their own accord (lip, 148,

21?), this disinclination to Utilization appears

moststronglY associated with administrator style and
.

2

his/her question%and concerns about the 'program.

1 1 1

THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL

LITERATURE

Al ki n,. 1913

Holley, 1919

Weiss, 1981

Griffin, et al ; 1983,
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LITERATURE

- 'Y./1

(

Overlap with other

/
programs

III EVALUATION FACTORS

A. Information Dialogue

Amount of 'Interaction

between evalilator and .

users

203

Alkini White',1979.J Utilization mai be

related to program overlap, 'particularly if Pie pro- ,

,

gram'is a:component of a larger program. Related

factors are methodological 'rigor; substance of evalu-

ation informationrrelevance to user cpncerns, fiscal

constraints, site-level autonory,rprogramluestions

and concerns, and the administraton.organizational

skills, ;

0

Stecher, & Geiger, 1982. Utilization is

increasedlifithe evaluator makes serious attempts to

involve hisfaudience in such tangible evaluation pro-

ducts as "how to read, analyze, and make decisidns%

upon evaluativic data" (p. 91); for example, the data

in a report. This factor is associated with evalua-

tor role; his view: of audience involvement and'com-

mitment/to utilization, and his understanding of

audience needs within the particular organizational

setting

Bri(aMp' & Brown,1980, The earliei' the evaluator

and program staff ,meet to address the subject of

possible utilization. the greater the potential. for

utilization tp,':

Downs, 1967

Alkin, 1973
, \,

Glaser & TAYfor 1973

Hindle kBates, 1974

Alkinl 1975

Cook & Pollard, 1977

lox, 1577

Davis.& Salasin, 1978

,Alkini Law, 1980

Hill; 1980 ,

Stalford, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

'O'Reilly, 1981.

Thompson, 1981

Patton; 1982

Altschuld, et al.1, 1983

Dickey'n,d,(b)

Cox, 1977

'Holley, 1979

Cooley, 1980

Cronbach, et al, 1980
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1. FACTOR,;
RESEARCH LITERATURE

0 %

21 Quality/of interaction

between-evaluator-and

users

8, Substance cifivaluation

Information

11 Information relevance

for users

t#

Anderson, Ciarlo14 Brodie, 19811 ill'alhow much one

can affect_the degree of caring or concern about an

issue way very well be the primary ,deteminant of

future changes in [utilization] behavior or practice

(p; 122)1 This factor is associated with audience

expectations for and predispositions to evaluation,

lisner, et all, 19821, 'Evaluation use increases

when decision makers are assisted in understanding

how they !right use evaluation data (p 65) 1

Al kin, Dailak & 101ite, 19791 The more the focus of

the evaluation finding/recommendation reflects an

important program concern, the Wore it is likely to

be used in decjsion waking (pa 206)1 This factor is

associated with evaluator role and the identification

of\ us0 concerns,

Kinq & Nthman, 19821 ",,,there is not necessarily a

direct relationship between improved written' re,ports.

and\improved levels of use,:
If ,

userfinds written

infkation of value to his paiicular situation, he

is lely to use it, regardless of its quality; if,

for ,atever reason, it'does not seem of imediate

value; he will not use itlp, 20.21),

tThi's factor,is associated. with politica1 and

organiiational faftors, andludience composition,

THEORETICAL /CONCEPTUAL.

LITERATURE

Hamilton, 1980

Vander Ploeg, 1980

Braverman, 1981

Hansen, Oxford, .1981

1981 0

thelimsky, 1983

6,1983

Wholey, etHala, 1969_

Fairweather, et a1,,1974

Ains 1975\
'

RvOch, 1915,

\Nielson; 1975

Williams & song, 1975

Banta & Bauman) 1976

Cox, 1971 '.

Data, 1977.

Davis; et 1P1

Schmidt, et al ,,11917

David; 1978
'\

Lynn, 1978
\

Kelley, 1979 '

Pelz, 1979
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LITERATURE

111'08,1, cant:

L

2, Specific information

selected for users

207

Dickey: Aga) '.the project director is most

likely to use the evaluation wielmits

recomendations [are] helpfuh,,!" (p, 17)

Braskamp & Brown, 1980. Importg-ftftidecisions

are often based on a broad range of information

needs, To the extent that specific evaluation

information addresses thise needs, the hIgherie

potential for utilization (p.

Kennedy,-1982; one acknowledges that

- linf6iration can have multiple meanings: then one

introduces a host of questions about the difference,

between its factual meaning and its normative

message, and about its potential to make a

substantive contribution to the forthcoming decisioe

(p. 66).

(Kennedy; 1982.) This factor is associated with

evaluator understanding of political 'considerations,'

relNance of information, and composition of the

audience,

al.mmIwayPIIMINA.011ft

Resnick, et al, 1979

Cooley, 1980

Joint.Connittee on Standards for

Educational Evaluation, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

King, Thompson,4 Pechman, 1982

Chelimskyl 1983

Radzikowski & Seaver, 1983

Alkin,

1-Reil1y, 1981

Radzikowski & Seaver, 1983



1$ FACTOR 21 RESEARCH LITERATURE

C. EvaluatilmLLIeReporting

1. Frequency'of information

provided

ei,4;

2, Timing of information

OB

Kinnedy, Apt i ng, & Newman, 1980, While the effect of

timing of a final, formal evaluation report on

utilization is ,difficult to gauge, timely and well

focused formative reports can increase, the potential

for utilization.

Cichop & Dwyer,1982. ',off your interest in using

the results of an evaluation begins mon the results

come in, you're iirobahly too late, Use issues must

be addressed from the start of an evaluation to maxi-

mize the potential' (p. 231, This factorlis associ-

ate with evaluator role, view of desirabi4lity of

user involvement, and user expectations for and pre-

disposition tzevaluation.

Alkin, Kosecoff, Fitzgibbon,'& Seligman, 1974 Eval-

uations which provide timely formative information

e.g., which help project directors identify possible

problems and which provide recommendations for pro-

gram changes .- increase the potential for utiliza-

tion (p. 87)1 This factor is associated with,the com-

position of the audience and understanding of poli-

tical considerations in terms of likelihood of

utilization.

!Ovid, 1978. "The timing of an .evaluation can by

itself restrict the potential utility by not meshing

with the timing of the program planning" (p't 38).

THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL'

LITERATURE

Cox, 1,911

Hansen Martin & Oxford 1981

King, Thompson, & Peciiman., 1982

IHolley, 1983

Peck &.Triplett 1983'

Gubai 1975

Banta & Bauman, 197,5

Falcone & Jaeger, 1976

Iloilo, et al., 1919

Young & Comptois, 1979,

Hill, 1980

Mitchell, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Stevison, 1981

King; ThompSoll & Pechman, 198

Chelimsky, 1983 (I

Peck rriplett, 1983 4;

Radzikowski & Seaver, 1983

Dickey,. ald,(b)
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1. FACTOR

111.C.2. cont.

II

\

Format of presentations

RESEARCH LITERATURE 3, THEORETICAL/CONCEPTUAl.

4. Statistical /narrative

data

Dickey, ned,(a) the project director.is most

likely to use the evalUation,,,when its final report

is produced on time for the project's needs' (p.

17),

Braskamp & Brown, 1980, Using appropriate means of

informal presentation can enhance utilization, This

factor is associated with evaluator role, audience's

orientation and involvement, the evaluation proceses

selected, and evaluapr commitment to utilization

(p. 94).

AlkinStecherlIGeiger, 1982._ aililationis. in-

creased to the extent the\evaluator'selects presenta-

tiOn methods and formats which are appropriate to his

audience and which clearly display answers to audi;.,

pice questions and needs (p. 89).

Brown,, Braskamp, & Newman, 1978, The amount of data

and jargon in an evaluation report can affect the

audience perception of its technicality and diffi-:

culty.(p, 339), This factor interacts with evaluator

credibility, audience composition/orientation, and

,preferred modes of information in the potential for

utilization,.

Mint, 1975

Caplan, 1975

Nielson, 1975

Cox, 1977

Holley & bee, 1978

Connor, 1979,

Florio, et al 1979

Holley, 1979

Cooley, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Holley & Totusek1-1981

Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluations, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Weiss, 1981
,

King, Thompson, & Pechman, 1982

Chelimsky, 1983

Holley, 1983

Peck & Triplett, 1983

Radzikows4 &Seaver, 1983

Alkini 1975

Holley &1,0, 1978

Hansen, Martin,' & Oxford 1981

Levlton & Hilhes, 1981'

ling, Thempion, & Pechman 1982

Griffin, et 1,,1983
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LITERATURE

)nt.

Formate of reports

Brown, Braskamp, & Newman, 1978. Jargon-loaded .

reports are likely to be seen as are "technical" and

"difficult" than jargon-free reports. However, the

effect of jargoh may be mitigated by the inclusion of

data which help the audience to interpret and under-

stand the information (p. 339). This factor is as-

sociated with evaluator credibility, audience compo-

sition, and preferred forms of information.

Reisner, et al., 1982. Graphic, narrative, and non -

technical modes of presentation, especially when they

describe,, program strengths and weaknesses and give

recomendaions for progi.am change, increase the uti

lity of evaluation information to local deciSioa

makers (p. 55).

V

Alkin, 1973 .

Hindle & Bates, 1974

Alkin, 1975

Agarwala-Rogers, 1977

Cox, 1977

Holley & Lee, 1978

Holley, 1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Apling & Kennedy, 1981

Braverman, 1981

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Leviton & Hughes, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981

Thompson, 1981

King, Thompson; &.Pechman, 1982

Chelimsky, 1983

Holley, 1983

Kean, 1983

Peck & Triplett, 1983

Radzikowski & Seaver_ 1981 .
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D. Evaluation Procedures

1 Methods used'

apptopriateness

b rigor

Daillak, & 1979. Selection of process

ses that are appropriate to program context and audis,

ence orientation 41 help enhance the potential for

utilization (p. 240),"

Dickey, nd.(a) "...the project director is most

likely to use the evaluation when he or she...sees

its procedures as appropriate' (p. 17),

Cichon & Owyer,-1982. -"unquestioning. adherence to

Jstrict research] procedures may wellIet in the way

of usefutness for program improvement" (p 4)4 To

the extent that design, measurement, and analysts.

procedures are' sensitive to the purpose and scope of

the evaluation need, the 'potential 0 utiltzation is

enhanced.

0

Cox, 1977

Tolley & Lee, 1978

Caplan; 1980

Hahsen; Martin, & Oxford, 1961

Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluations, 1981

O'Reilly, 1981'

Cnelimsky, 1983

Nagel, 1983

'holey, 1969

Mann; 1972

Alkin; .197.5

Caplan, et (i1,1975

Davis' Salasin, 1975

Cook & Pollard, 1977

Cox, 1977

Weiss laucuvalas, 1977

Brickell, 1978'

lonnor,-1979

Alkin & Law, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Joint Committee on Standards for

Educational Evaluations, 1981

Stevenson, 1981

Weiss, 1981

Chelimsql 1983

Km, 1983

Dickeion.d.b)
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FACTOR

4

Dealing with mandated

tasks.
Y

3, Use of a general model

7

21 RESEARCH LITERATURE EORETICAL/CONCEPTUAL c.

LITERATURE',

o

Alkin, Daillak, & White, 1979, f the evaluation,

,stresses, or is perceive'd to stress, mandated

l'equirements, local perception of the evaluation's

usefulneSs decreases as wtll.as the potential for

utilization (IL 76)6

Reisner al, 19826 "Utilization increases when

evaluations are specifically designed (or are

permitted. the flexibility) to meet local needs"

61)6 This factor is associated with the mat of

evaluation4unds, program organizational factors,

and program staff interest in evaluations

Dickey, n,d4a).

.

IP the interest of enh4ncing

utilization,\",evaluators should contract to undertake

formative evaluations or summative evaluations, but

not both simuliaeously" (p, 25),, "-

Alkin, Daillak, & Whit, 1979.. An evaluator need not

apply a formal. evaluation medel,to enhance ,utIliza-

tons., Rather, .utilization islikely to be enhanced

to the extent that the evaluator,,telects methods so

as to te sensitive to the social/oranizational

context he is working in, and to 'provide a balance

between treatment of mandated requirements and the

local audienCe'orientation (IL 240)6 \The roll.

selected by the evaluator will have Oearing on the

procedures selected and their degree: of success;

l.awton, et al, 19836 "If does appear that noJ single

o'r small set of strategies stands out as a, predictor,

of evaluation 'success, :Rather, it seems"that:

evaluatoriCairi-Widiiirfii of itrategiesio

conduct an evaluation" jp.3).

Holley, 1979

Cooley, 1980

Hansen, Martin, & Oxford, 1981

Holley & Totusek, 1981

ThOmp* 1981

Cox, 1977
.

Hansen, Martin, & Oxfor0, 1981

21
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Factor Cluster A: Pre-existing evaluation bounds

User identity

Evaluation Topic:

Program characterietics 4 4 4 9 4 9 4 4'4 4 4 4 4 4.
Intra-organizational features

External features
0

7WittiTetliett-to-rny-own-progrbani-anci-the-above-topio,-1- need-to keep_the_folloWing in.mind:
t&: ' 4 fir 'ar,v

Factor Affecting. Use: Relevant information:

A-1. Pre-existing
evaluation bounds

. (written requirements;
other contractual obliga-
tions; fiscal constraints)

2.

3.

4.

Things I 6n Co To Influence Use:

3.

5. 5.

A-2. User identity
(range; organizational
positions; professional
experience levels)
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Factor Affecting Use: Relevant Information:

A-3. Program
characteristics

=gage; maturity; innoV,a-
tiveness; overlap with
other programs).

A-4. Intraorganizational
features
(central/district office
roles & relationships;
institutional arrangements
& autonomy; other likely

, kinds of informatioh;
perceived institutional
& financial risk)

Things I Can Do To lnfluence,Use:

1. 1.
4

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

1. 1.

2, 2.

3 3.

4. 4.

5.
0

0

A-5. External features
(community climate &
influence; role of other
agencies)

1.

2:

1.

2.

3. 3.

4. 4. .-

5.

0
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Faatqr Cluster

00.

With respect to my ow'-

Factor Affacting°Use:
G

BA. User interest in \
evaluation a ,.
(views about program;
questions & concerns;
predispositiOn to eval./
evaluator; need for eval.;
expectations and risks
for the -oval.)

. o

O
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Evaluation Topic:

User interest in evaluation

Oser commitment to use ,
Evaluator characteristics (selected) 4 4 + 4 4 4 4 4 4 -?
Evaluation proceduresplan
User professional style(s) fl

program and'the abOve topic;' I

RelevanelploPmation:
t.:17

2. °
O

CJ

need tOe'ep the followinginininclI

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:"
:I

2.

3.

4.

5.

- y

,Sr

B-2. User commitment
to use

N)

1.
0

2.
0

- 3.
0

4..

5. °

2.

3.

4.

5.

O
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Factor Affecting Use:

Continued)

8 =3: Evaluator char ='
acteristics (selected)
(background/identity;
Credibility; choice of role;
wiliingness.to involve
user; commitment to use;
political sensitivity)

Relevant Information:

2.

3.

4:

5.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:.

5.

13-4. Evaluation 1.
---procedures;--plan--

2.

3.

dar

a

4. 4.

5. 5.

8-5. User professional 1.
style(s)
(administrative & organi-
zationai skills; initiative; 2.

openness to-new ideas)'

3.

4.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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Evaluation Topic:

Factor Cluster C: Evaluation procedures:execution
Substance of evaluation information

-Evaluator-commitment to use

Information dialogue=formative
User information proceSsing preferences

4 °X -> --> --> --> 4 -->

With respect to my own program and the- above topic I need to keep the following in mind:

Factor Affecting Use:

C-1. Evaluation
proceduresexecution
(methods to be used;
dealing with mandated
tasks)

C-2. Substance of
evaluation information
(specific information
selected; information
relevance to audience)

Relevant Information:

-1.

2.

Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

2.

3. 3.

4.

5. 5.

1

Tr
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Factor Affecting Use: ReleVant Information: Things I Can Do To Influence Use:

C-3. Evaluator
commitment to use

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4.

5. 5.

C-4. Information
dialogueformative

1.

----(amount-&-quality of inter-
action between evaluator
and user(s))'

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5.

C-5. User information
processing preferences

1. 1.

2. 2.

'3. 3.

4. 4:

5. 5.

4
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Evaluation Topic:

Factor Cluster

With respect to m

Evaluation reporting

Evaluator characteristis (selected)

information dialoguAeummative
'User commitment/to use

own program and the above topic, I need to keep the following, in mind:
.

Factor Affecting se: Releva9t Information:

/D-1. Evaluati n 1. /
reporting
(frequency; timing; format
of report; statistical/nar- /7/ t-
rative data; format of /
presentation) 3.

4.

5.

ihings I Can Do To Influence Use:

2.

3.

4.

5.

D-2. Evaluator char- 1.
acteristics (selected)
lcommitment to use;
poltical sensitivity) 2

3.

4.

5.

1.

2.

3.

i4.

5..
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(Continued)
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Factor Affecting Use: Things I Can Do To Influence Use:Relevant Information:

D-3. Information
dialoguesummative

1. 1.

(amount, type and quality
of interaction between
evaluator and user(s))

2: 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.

DA. User commitment
to use

1. 1.

2. 2.

3. 3.

4. 4.

5. 5.


